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FOREWORD 
The development of prawn fisheries in India has been so rapid that 
it has become the worlds foremost capture fishery for prawns within the past 
15 years. The export earnings from prawn and prawn products have increased 
from ~s. ; crores in 1960 to~. 75 crores in 1974. This phenomenal develop-
ment is, no doubt, the result of the increased exploitation of the resources 
brought out by the national development plans. The proc~s of this develop-
ment has been systematic and through the efforts of the various research 
Institutes it has been possible to gather essential minimum data on the dis-
tribution pattern of exploited species and the rate of their exploitation. 
This tempo of the development of the capture fishery can be kept up only if 
we possess detailed data on the intensi t.v of exploi tation of the c·)ncerned 
species and its effect on the stock from all the centres. It is with this 
object the all India Co-ordinated Research Project on 'Studies on Marine 
Prawn Biology and Resources' was started as a supplimentary programme of the 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute. 
The Project has bro~t out considerable uata on the Prawn resources 
of the Country within 40 meters depth-zone and on the Biology of the con-
cerned species, particularly from the east coast from where only scanty infor-
mation were available. The tagging experiments co~ucted by the Project have 
indicated the migratory pattern and growth rates of some of the exploited 
speci es. Besides, cr.;·nsi derable data on the recrui tment pattern, spawning 
seasons and other biological factors hhve also been obtained and these infor-
mati 0P- :'i~ill go a long way in evolving sui table management measures for the 
judicious exploitation of our prawn resources to the best advantage. 
The efficient execution of this Project has become possible by the 
combi.ned efforts of the staff of the Project and of the Crustacea.l'l Section 
of the Central IflaXine Fis.YJeries Research Insti tute together wi th the unfail-
in~ co-operation rendered by the Directorates of Fisheries of the maritime 
States of Maharashtra, Goa, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and Orissa • 
• 
... 
• 
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I must record here the arduous responsibilities sholdered by • 
Dr. P. Vedavyasa Rao who in the absence of a full-fledged Project Co-ordinator 
helped the Director in the Co-ordination of ~~e project programmes. A 
special mention should be made of the help rendered by Shri K.H. Mohamed, 
Fishery Scientist of Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute for liaising 
with the Project ~~d project staff for finalising this report. 
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I • RECOMMENDATI01!S 
-
1. Ivfarine prawn production in .the country showed increasing 
trend in both the years of study and this has been 
reflected in the export earnings of the period. 
00nsidering the importance of the fishery, particularly 
from the stand point of foreign exchange earned by prawns, 
investigations directed towards augmenting production will 
have to be intensified. 
2. Tne present r2.te of exPloitation along the east coast is 
relatively poor and most of the areas surveyed indicate 
considerable scope for fUrther development of commercial 
pravm fishing in the offshore waters_ 
3. Penaeid prawn resources of the country occupy three 
different ecosystems such as estuRries, inshore seas ~nd 
offshore seas. Commercial fishery for prawns is well 
established in all these environments at least in some 
of the centres. The fishery in each of these enviro~~ents 
being interde~endant, all efforts should be made to study 
the various factors ext?~t in these ecosystems in relation 
to the life-history of the species. This line of work is 
likely to bring good results as indic~ted by the success-
ful forecasting of the fishery !!l3.de by C.N.F.R.I. from 
Ooc~~in in recent vears . 
... 
4. I'1echanised fishing vessels are fast replacing the indi-
genous crafts in the c8.pture fishery for prav,rns. The 
fRst tempo of this development calls for close watch of 
• 
the resources as well 28 the effect of exploitation at 
different levels in order to frame m3nagement policies 
(lnd conservation measures, if found necessary_ This 
C2n be possible by obtaining accurate data on catch and 
-2-
ef-fort, gear~) int~odur~cd from time to time and bioloP-"ical 
--.,.J 
c1-···:' -"'~0.terl· at·:ct'"' ....... ,':' the r.Ol"'1Qtl" -b,pn.J- QP::o.nl°""~ /-. , •. - . _" ..... J ~ .... ~:l...J ... _- ....... .., tJl,.(.., .... J U !.:.\., ~'-J. 
k 
Presently 
the related inforID2.tions are being 0bt.~ir:ed. by random 
S~}71rling fron ":idely sepe.rated centres. It is essent.ial 
that data ob-:ained like this are sut-jp.cted to tests with 
the help of ir.J'ormtion obtained from other sources. For 
this, it would be necessary to h2.ve statutory p~ovisions 
rec:uiriY1~ th!? com.rnercial vessels to file pe:r-iodic retu:rn s 
8.bout their catches and operatioTl..B. Action of this natuTe 
c~n only be initiated by powerful bodies like IShrimn 
aouncil' ope~ating in other countries. 
5. Our prawn fishery is a multi-species fishery, with eflch 
of the sner:ies hctving individual distribution patt€'rn3. 
This situati:)l1 cqlls fo~ regional rlonitoring of popula-
tion characteristics of each species as a continuing 
programme in order to kee-p track OT the effecte of' 
exploitation on stock. 
6. At preser: t the prattJ1l fishing indu~try is conC'entr1.ted in 
cErt~in centres of the countr7 where the level of exnloi-
'-
t~.t.ion is ver~'l high. This is p erh.~!}s due to the ease of 
logistics and infr2structu~es developed in some of t~e 
'·.~ e8t cQast centres. Extention of fishing o:,!erations to 
less exp10i ted ':tre2~S pnrticularly the east coast centres 
is re80InInended. 
7.. Hapid dissemination of' prawn fishery dat.1. for the use of 
the ind ustr:v In3.Y b2 t~l{en up. This D:1Y be effected by 
publishing rcriodic bulletins containing catch dntQ, 
. d t'1 d ..... _ ."...... ;" \ ~ f'"\, • ~ ""', 1 ng e ~ l C' r-''''' J v I .... _ __ . ' •• ,_ ,_ c:1 .. L tr2de informations through 
indicated in recoll1"TIendation No.4. 
8. I"Y~ o::-der to keep prope"Y' track of events in the capture 
fis2ery for ~~r2J\fnS n.nd to find ou t new resources, it 
• 
9. 
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would be necessary to have periodic exploratory cruises 
from different centres. It would also be necessary to 
conduct intensive explorations of new fishing grounds as 
well as those showing diminishing catch returns. This can 
be achieved trxough co-oper~tive programmes involving 
organisations h~ving different facilities. 
In the matter of st~dies on popu12tion characteristics, 
it is most essential to delimit the stock. One of the 
surE W2.YS of ::lchifving this is by r.1'lrk rGcovery experiments.-
It is recomme~dcd that these experime~ts should be inten-
sified and extended to as many centres as possible on all 
the exryloited snecies. 
-L. _ 
10. Although the oper~tions of mechanised fishing boats have 
s.pread all along the coasts of India, no reliable informa-
tion about the fishing grounds in which they operate nre 
available. This data is necessary to chart out the 
fishing grounds in D. systematic pattern and to prep.are 
fishing maps, so that efficiency of oneration could be 
ensured. This is compl imentary to reco!r,J!lendation No.4. 
11. Wi"th the introduction of more ~..nd more me chanised fishing 
vessels into the ca)ture fishe-ry for prawns, certain clash 
of interest bet'ween inshore and offshore fishermen is 
taking place. In same places this has resulted in vio-
lence le~ding to the closure of fishing operations. It 
mQY, therefore, become necessary to delineate a~eas of 
oper~tion of inshore nnd offshore fishermen. A proper 
delineation of this nature can be brought out only when 
detailed data. of the seasonal, geographic and bathymetric 
distri but ion of th e concerned speci€ s are available. 
Efforts ~\y be made to obtain such detailed data from 
concerned cen tres. 
-4-
12. Collection of fishery data from mechanised boqts was 
rendered difficult due to the scattered n~ture of 
landing at different places in the same village. 
Construction of fishing harbours in different centres 
1r.Till not only hem!) the fishing industry bu t also facili-
tate collection of fishery data. It would therefore be 
advisable to construct more fishing harbours. 
13. In view of the very poor fishery of Tl-fachilipatnam area, 
this centre W4Y be closed do~m. 
14. A prawn res0~~h \vorker Day be poqted at Visakhapatnar.I 
to !'ilake observ?l.tions on the prawn fishery of that 
region, where prawn fishing is fast developing. 
15. }u"1.other centre may be op ened be n,,"een SeJcth ':"kulangara 
and FByyanad to study the prawn resources of Ashtauudi 
L,'3.,Ke and the cffshore prawn catches landed at Neend?..ka~a, 
aT: inportant land ing centre havir..g th e maxi.:~um number of 
mechanised fishing boats. 
16. The enhanced activities of exploitation of this n~tural 
resourco, its processing, distribution and export are 
now being cal"riec1. out in an unorganised manner. These 
8.ctivities do not find a place in the All India Fisheries 
Act of 1897. It is therefore necessary to ~ave statu-
tO~J laws 2.!1c1 provisions to govern these acti vi ties. 
Such laws will not o~1ly enable us to manage the resources 
in the nost beneficial w2ill!l8r but also help to improve 
t(l2 qn'.::.li ty cf the Exported products. 
-5-
17. Due to the inordinate demand of prawns in the world 
market and it being the most valuable of the exploited 
marine resources of the country, further development is 
bound to take pl.'lce in the comi?'.tg yea!'s. Side by side 
with these develup~8nts the research a~d exploratory 
progra~mes on th2 cru.stacean resou.rces will have to be 
exp8.nded 2nd strengthened. All these research activi-
ties may be brought under an independan-: division of 
the C.r1.F.R. Insti tute with a full fledged Head of 
Division. 
-~--~- ... -
I 
• 
II. StJ.MMARY 
-
The All India Co-ordinated Research Project on 
'Studies on marine prawn biology and resources' was initiated 
as a supplementary programme to augment the researches carried 
out at the Central r~rine Fisheries Research Institute with 
the objective of making detailed assessment of the prawn 
resources of the country. 
The prawn fishery of the country is chiefly supported 
by the penaeid u~avms suitable in size for processing and 
eX"'Port. These :prawns accou~t for about 55% of the total 
production. They are t.~!l9-eus !ncl.icus, P. merguiensis, 
r...~. sonQ.do~, P. sCf"'isnlciltus, MetapeP22Ys. £9bsor4., M. affin~~, 
r1. £lonoer-ros, . t1.!- 1?r.~.yi~Qrcis and :Par...:1pen~op~i8 stylifera. 
Enormous quantities of 2P.lall sized non-penaeid prawns like 
Acetes indicus and Palaemon tenuipes are landed in r1aharashtra 
__ .,;~- . r ," -.... ..... ... 
• r(~ ' {'f' 1 0 n 
-' . . ' . --. 
'-' 
The marine fishery for prawns is generally confined 
to shallow coastal areas of less than 40 metres depth. Bulk 
of the catches are taken by small mechanised boats operating 
tra.wl nGts and the indigenous small crafts using chiefly 
. seine nets and gill nets. The trawl fishery season in the 
west coast exter.ds froM September to May, heaviest c2.tches 
1:.~.:i n~ landed in DeceC1ber to February. In the estuaries and 
1....-
b ~'ckwqters alsD an assortnent of devices a!'e used in catching 
, 
IrJ.dia emergec as the premier prawn producing country 
of the \'rorld in 1972 and continued to be sa in 1973 also, 
the total landings in these two yea~s h2Ving been 1,63,849 
-7-
and 2,03,893 tonnes respectively. About half the catches 
were penaeid prawns, of which the major portion came from 
Kerala regions. Almost the entire non-pe~4eid prawn catch 
was from I'1aharashtra ree:i~)n. 
~ 
In Bombay the tr~J . ..,.l catches accounted for 2100 tonnes 
in the LWO years. V€1\20va t a maj or fish; ng village in the 
country, registered tot~l landings of 1361 and 1278 tonnes 
of predominantly non-penaeid prawns in 1972 and 1973 res-
pectively, caught by the indigenous "dDI:! nets. The project 
centres of Madh and Mahul in Bombay also showed a simila~ 
trend. Prawn la.."1dings in Goa and Karwar were comparatively 
poor. Mangalore had Q sizeable pra~n fishery, the trawler 
landings in the two years amounting to 3652 tonnes. The 
Calicut trawler fishery was much better in 1973 than in 1972 
having been 636 top~~es as against 198 tonnes. Cochin recorded 
the highest trawl catches, viz. 2141 ~d 6014 to~~es in 1972 
and 1973 respectively. The catch/hour of 28.2 kg in 1973 
W~S much better than the 15.8 kg of 1972, showing the 
su,erior level of abundance in that year. This situation 
in the fishery could be forecast much earlier. The traltrler 
land ings at Amb3.1a.puz ha during Fe bruary to [-lay in 1 972 were 
muc~;. bett,3r than those of the correspond ing period in 1973. 
Tuticorin and liandapam showed promise of a subst&-r:ttial trawl 
fishery. Trawler landings in Madras were insignificant. 
Kakinada had a lucrative offshore fishery accounting for 
1688 tonnes in the two years. 
Among the estuarine fisheries investigated, substan-
tial landings were reported from Cochin bacbvate~s and paddy 
fields (4208 tonnes), and from the estuarine system around 
K::L1{in~da (1034 tonnes). 
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The catch rate of the main trawl fisheries of the west -
coast indicated that the level of abundance of the pra1V.n re-
sources we.s considerably high in the Quilon-Hangalore region. 
Data fro~ the Project centres have shown that the 
major penqeid species like P. ind icus, N. dobsoni and P. 
-- ---- ----
st:Ylifera grow at a faster rate than hitherto understood and 
that most of them do not live more than two years. Almost 
all the species breed throughout the year with two peak spaw-
ni~~ periods. On both the coasts these prawns spawn inten-
sively in Noverr.ber-DeceGlber. Mark rec_overy experiments have 
shovled that the ~ovement of the pramls is largely wi thin the 
fishing ground itself. 
Penaeid prawn catches were dominated by females in 
these years. Catches of species li~\:e M. dobsoni and P • 
.. 
stllifer~ were composed mostly of 7 to 12 months old pr2wns. 
The sp~~ing population of these prawns consisted of O-year 
~lass. The fishe~r of r~ indicu~ was largely supported by 
one year alds. Most of the species have or~y a short 
fishable life span. 
-- ... -------
• 
III. MAIN REP ORT 
.. ~-
- REPORT OF THE PROJECT CO-ORDINATOR 
1. REPORT PERIOD 
2. PROJECT TITLE 
3. OBJECTIVES 
: AUGUST 1971 to FEBRUARY 1974 
: "STUDIES ON 11ARINE PRAWN 
BIOLOGY AND RESOURCES" 
: TC make an accurate assessment 
of the marine prawn resources 
of the country and to study 
factors such as age, growth, 
maturi ty, spawning, recrui t-
ment and characteristics of 
the population of the commer-
cially important species of 
prawns. 
4. STAFF POSITION IN THE CO-ORDINATOR f S CELL 
- ..... -... -.... -- ... -- ...... ---~------ ... ~---- ... -----,...~-.- ..... ~-- ... -----..-- ... ~- ...... -----
Name of the Name of Date of Recruitment 
sanctioned personnel • • • position of JOl.nl.ng 
post 
(1 ) (2) (3) 
vacant posts 
(4 ) 
_~ ____ -. __ ~_4IiIII'_ ...... _~ _____ ... _ ... _ ... --._,...-. ____ ... ______ ... ___ ~_~_ ............. ___ _ 
AT COCHIN 
Senior Fishery 
ScIentist 
(Project 
Co-ordinator) 
(FUll time Co-ordinator waS not 
appointed. The Director, Central 
Marine Fisheries Research Institute 
acted as Co-ordinator) 
Junior Fishery P. Vedavyasa Rao 27-10-1971 
Scientist 
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___ i!2 _______________________ if2 ______________ i22 _____ ~12 
Senior Research 
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N. Surendranatha 
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-
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Junior Fishery 
Scientist 
Senior Research 
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_tt~ 
Junior Fishery-
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FieldmeJ} 
AT COLACHEL 
- a ._ . • , 
Senior Rese:trch 
Assistant 
AT CUDDALORE 
Senior Research 
Assistant 
ll. T I'!IA CH IL IP ATNAI1 
Senior Research 
llcsistant 
. -n PTJRI 
.. , .. -1 " 
........,..... - . 
3enior Rese;:trch 
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M.M. Kunju 
-p • A. Thomas 
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-~-----~-~~--~---~-~---~~~~-~~-----------~----~~~-~~--~--
• . '. 
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5. TOTAL SANCTI01\1ED GRANT (YEAR-WISE) 
, -~~~--~-~~--~~~----~~---~-----~-~----
Year TotC'.l Recurring/ Non-
• recurrlng 
-~----~~-----~~-~-----~-----~~--~~---
1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
42,058.00 
2,00,000.00 
1,55,000.00 
-
-
-
6. TOTAL AMOUNT SPENT (YEAR-VTISE) 
-....... --.-- .......... -- ... --.-... ------... ~ ... ~--~ ...... ------~~---~- ... -- ... --~~ ... 
Year Total Recurring Non-recurring 
---~--- ... ~--- .... ~ ... -....... ~~-- .... -- ........ ---~~~-- ...... ~-,...- .. ---~--- ... ~-~ 
1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
42,058.00 -
1,47,873.15 1,36,214.62 
1,53,466.27 1,34,898.70 
-
11,658.53 
18,567.57 
-- ... ----... ---- ...... .-. ... ---~-~---.-.-- ... ~- .... ~- ... ---- ............... - ....... - ..... --
7 • PROJECT LOCATIONS ~ i) Central Marine Fisheries 
Research Institute, K.C. 
Avenue, P.B.No.1912, 
Cochin-18. 
ii) Central Harine Fisheries 
Rese'?.rch Suh-station, 
Botawalla Chambers, Sir P. ~1. 
Road, Bombay-1. 
iii) Central ~furine Fisheries 
Research Centre, 'Daulat', 
St. Inez, Panaji, Goa. 
iv) Central Marine Fisheries 
Research Sub-Station, Red 
Bungalow, Commander-in-chie£ 
Road, Madras-B. 
8. INTRODUCTIJN 
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v) Field Centre of Cent:ral Mar me 
Fisheries Research Ins ti tu te, 
Bea:h Road, Colachel. 
vi) Field Cent!'e of Central r'Tarine 
Fisheries Research Institute, 
Cmddalore, Tamil Nadu. 
vii) Field Cen tre of Central ~2.rine 
Fisheries Research Institute, 
Subba Rao Road, Machilipatnam, 
.'l.P • 
viii) Field Centre of Central r·1arine 
Fishe~ies Research Institute, 
c/o State Fisheries Department, 
Puri, Qrissa. 
One of the important 
developments that has taken 
place in recent years in the 
annals of the marine fisheries of India has been the . 
rapid '3xpansion of the prawn fishery and its congnate 
industries. The discovery of the existence of a 
rich prawn belt rather close to the coast, which 
could be exploited by srr~ll mechanised crafts, was 
the first notable event in this direction. 
Introduction of small mechanised crafts followed in 
large numbers year after year, leading to a steady 
rise in tte catches of pra~~s. The prawn fiehe~r 
re cei ved c: sudden irrlJetus on account of the de~and for 
Indi~n prc~Wl'2S in the fore ign r.l'=trke ts, :::he dcmani soon 
excpo,=Jed -i-h c: sppnl-::-
.. "- '-: . tJ .. _. v ~ ~ .J _ ! • Tod '"I1:r-• . _ t:...a.,. t.. , ' , the countr\1" wi th an ,. 
estim!lte0 catch of 2.04 lakll to~es of pra\\ms In 1973, 
has emerged as the leading nation in t~e world in 
reg~rd to the pral-.1J1 land ings. With the organisation 
and estab:ishment of an efficient sea food industry, 
the country h3.s also become one of the foremost r..ations 
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exporting processed prawns and prawn products to a large 
number of countries allover the world. The increasing 
trend in the crustacean landings was reflected in the 
quantity of prawn and lobsters exported from the country 
during the ye~rs 1972 and 1973 which amounted to 32,117 
and 38,761 tonnes respectively valued at Rs.55 and 73 
crores. 
~e development of the prawn fishery was helped 
considerably by the scientific investigations carried 
out by the Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute 
during the past 25 yeaxs. Although these investigations 
have contributed significantly to the understanding of 
the prawn resources, the extremely complex nature of 
the dyn3~ics of the stocks necessitated the expansion 
of the investigati~ns to ctreas from where no informa-
tion was so far available. In the capture fishery for 
prawns, marked seasonal and annual fluctuations in the 
yield have been a usual feature, but a realistic assess-
ment of the cause of these fluctuations, has not been 
mnde. Moreover, increased fis hing effort in some of 
the areas of the coast has created new problems. In 
certain parts of the southwest coast, the harvest of 
prawns from the known grounds has reached the pOint or 
diminishing return. In other areas also the fishery 
is developing at a very fast rate and a situation 
similar to that prevailing in the southwest coast is 
likely to be reached soon. Reliable scientific infor-
mations on the exploited prawn population, effects of 
/ 
the continued exploitation, the rate of self generation 
of stocks, and over all picture of the resources - their 
distribution t abundnnce, fluctuations and causes thereto -
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and the life-history of the component spocies are 
essential for evolving rational measures of develop-
ment. In view of the importance for continued 
eXpansion of the fishery and for improving the status 
of the country in the sphere of international trade 
in prawns and shri~s, the need for an All India 
Co-o~dinated Research Project for Studies on Marine 
Prawn Biology and Resources WaS felt, and accordingly, 
; t was sponsored by the Indian Council of .A.gr icul tural 
Research. The Project was initiated late in 1971 with 
t~e main objective of assessir€ the marine prawn re-
sources of t:1e country and to study the biology of 
the important commercial species of prawns. 
9. SOURCES OF DATA AND OUTLI~~ 
OF THE PLAN OF ~1.rORK : This renort embodies 
mainly the results of 
the investigations 
carried out in 1972 and 1973 based on the data 
collected from the centres selected for expanded 
investigqtions under the Project. In order to make 
the report broad based and more informative relevant 
d.qta from the reporte of the Crustace?~ Section of 
the Central ~~rine Fisheries Research Institute are 
.8.1 so incoro or~ ted in this renort. 
j. 
After gathering the bRckground information on 
the prawn fisheries of the regions in which the 
Project centres were located, two observation centres 
were fixed for the collection of samp~es for biologi-
eel studies and regular data on catch statistics. 
'.lTherever possi ble one estuarine observation centre 
was selected, since almcst all the penaeid prawns 
• 
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have their nursery grounds in the estuaries. Juvenile 
abundance in the nursery areas would indicate the 
success of the fishery in the ensuing season and there-
fore the estuarine phase of the prawn needs equal 
investigation. Investigation centres are shown in 
Fig. 1. To estimate the monthly species-wise 
catch, the average weight of catch per gear unit on 
an observation day was multiplied by the number of 
each units in operation on that day and the total for 
all the observation days was then obtained and raised 
to the total number of actual fishing days in that 
particular month to get the monthly weight. The total 
fishing effort (expressed in terms of actual fishing 
hours or fishi~~ ~~its) for gear was estimated 
similarly. 
Pra~m sar.rtples from each gear were analysed for 
sex, weight, nunoer, total length and ~aturity stages 
of females. The number landed was estimated fro~ the 
weight of catch by the following method. The length 
measurements were grouped in appropriate size inter-
vals, and the number of prawns in each size group was 
estim?ted by using sample weight and the estimated 
total catch of the species for the day. These data 
were then raised to the monthly catch weight to get 
the nu.mber of prawns landed during the particular 
month. The outline of the plan of work as envisaged 
in the first workshop in 1972 is given in Appendix I. 
The growth of pral . vns Vle_S T!'.a.inly studied by 
following the progression of modal size in the monthly 
le:r~gth frequency distribution of the species concerned. 
DEtails of the t~gs and method of tagging used in the 
mark recovery experiments are given elsewhere. 
,,' 16 i - _ _ 
--- -_._- -------------- .- - --..,----------- ---~ - ---~--- - - .. -- ---. -----___ 4_~~ _____ ... ____ _ 
t lladh 
Mahul 
• 
- ma r 1 n e I_-=:::~ __ 
- marine 
• 
BOMBAY PURl - marine 
- estuarine 
j Pentakotah 
~ -ooc:::::::--- Ark h a k u d a 
(Chilka lake) 
'--- ---.- -.. -~.------ ----
.----- _.----._ .. - ---------- ~ .... .. _--'---
Kanuru - estuarine 
Fanaji - ma~i~ -~ 
Do ng r i - est ' .1 a r i n e r 
MACHILIPATNAM 
GOA 
l Gil. ~ k a 1_a_d __ i_n_d_1 __ -__ c_s __ t_u_8_r_i_n._e-J 
__ . ___ . ____ .. ___ ____ __ .-1 
/ - ._-- -- -.. - ._-_._---- --....... • ________ • _ _ _ r __ _ Royapuram -marine 
C6velong backwater -estuarine 
MADRAS Pulicat lake -estuarine 
Ennorc estuary -estuarine 
'--- - ' .. -- · --· ______ 4 _ _ _ • __ 
- - ----_. ----
- -_ .. _, - .. -.--------~-- .. --- ,'- -- . __ ... ..... _- -- ', .- ----
~" ' . ~-~-~ a-·-a-l-o-r-c--------m-a-r-1-n-e --
~ "'", '--l Po r to-no vo - mar i ne 
"'-. Ie i II.? i b a c r-~ u ate r - est u a r i n e 
" '----_ .. -. _._- -,-------_._.- ---'-
Cochin b~ckwater - estuarine 
• Amhalapuzha - warlne 
'----,- .- .-.. -~-
COLACHEL 
' . 
rcoi~ch;l - marine I Manakkudy , - marine l Me. n a k k u d y 1 a ~_~ __ - e 8 t U a r i net 
'------. -.-----
-- . - ~ . -- - - - - - .. - ~ . - ~ . -- - -- - . .. . . 
. - - -- .. -_ .. ... _- ---- ... "- .. -. __ ._ ...,. --... _--
- - - ... -. -_. . .. - . - - '---
Fig. I. Map showing the location of prawn researc!~ centres under 
the Co-crdinated Research Project 
[] Main Co-ord1nating Centre, o Sub-centre, 6 Co11ection centre 
----_ .. . - . ". .. -.... ~ - -..... .---- . .. .. . ... - - .. _ ..
• 
I 
I 
, 
J 
, 
, 
I 
I 
I 
~ , , 
.... 
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10. RESOURCES AND THEIR EXPLOITATION 
10.1 Cocrmercial species of prawns and their 
distribution 
The prawn fishery of India is chiefly supported by 
the species belonging to the families Penaeidae, Palaemonidae 
and Sergestidae of the order Decapoda; suborder Natantia. 
Penaeid prawns are in greater demand for the export trade 
than the non-penaeid prawns. In the total crustacean 
landings of the country, penaeid prawns account for over 
55%, the major portion of which is frozen and exported. 
The species composition of the prawn catches ~t 
different centres is given in Table I. 
At Bombay the prawn fishery is comprised chiefly of 
the non-penae ids like ~.!. indicus and ? tenuipes. The 
~enaeids of importance a~ M. affinis, M. brevicornis, P. 
. -= -~. ........ -
~~~!~ra, P. sculptilis, P. gardw~~~ and §~ indic~. The 
commercial prawn fishery in the marine region from south of 
Go~ to Kerala coast is mainly supported by smaller species 
like M. gobsoni and P. ~t~lifera, while on the extreme south-
west coast and on the east coast it is chiefly contributed 
by the species belonging to the genus Penaeus. However, 
off M3.chilipa tnam, rlt. brevi:cornis and !VI. do bsoni are found 
in abundance. 
In respect of the sp·ecies composi tion~ the estuarine 
fishery of Goa and Machilipatnqm is similar and is consti-
tuted by the juveniles of M. monoceros 2 .. nd M. dobsoni. But, 
2t Madras and Manakkudy (Colachel) P. indicus forms the bulk 
Jf th0 catch, ~s in the case of marine fisheries of those 
• 
.... ( . '-.'1"1 ·'·' ns 
..&... - b '~~4o • 
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TABLE I 
Srecics cOID;losi t i (\n of the prawn eel tches Ett different 
D . 
.aeglon 
csntrcs 
« 
Co~~ercial speciGs 
_-___ '__ • _____ -____ -..., ...... _~. __ ....-...... .. ~~ .. . _ ........w.-............... r ______ • ...,~ ...... _____ ,.....,.... .... ,.~ •• -, ___ _ 
Colachcl 
r1c'lch 11 ip?v tnam 
Puyi 
~13.rine 
Ylarine 
Acetes in<iiclls, Pal?emon t8nuipes, 
.. ~ .... ...... - ....... -
SolQno C2 r2. indi C'"~, P : ir \'1-pen,~ :: ~'YD3 is 
. -- ~-.~-..... =- -.~ ................ 
?cul,pt~. is, P ~ h~rcJJ::.~c}:ii, !. 
s ty ~ i f.~ E PI., illlro 01 Z.§ ~1l~. t ~ §Q~~ ;.'0 s tr is, 
f1et(ll')en8.eus brevir::)rnis, H. rlono-
__ ........ .....,r::z:;-.......... ~~~ ____ .*=- • _ ........ _ ~~ =. ~ 
ceros, ~ affin~_, AtJ~£Een~G~ 
s te!2.?~ ~c tyl us ... 
~_tap enaeus 
~1. }.ffi!1is, 
dobsoni, P. stylifera, 
-~enaeus ~e~guien§js. 
Estu~rine M. dobsoni, M. monoceros. 
- t . 
-':JS U ~ir lYle 
Marine 
Estuarine 
M:1.rine 
.,.... t . l'.-8 uarl ne 
IVk'1rine 
......... ..~. . .. 
:;1. do bsoni, }'. 
-,--._--- -iTlricus. 
styliferq, renaeus 
--
P. indicus, P. TIonodon, p. scmi-
~~ i"~ ':... _ .. __ _ 
sulcatus, M. dobsoni, M. ~oncceros, 
~·-nft .......... . .......... ~ ........ ~ -4f1["... ... ________ .. __ _
P. stvliiera, L. indicus • 
. ' ~ -............. -- . .-:.~ 
P. indicus, P. mc-ncdcl1, 
l~.- mono c(;-ros • -
M. do bsoni, 
-
e- _,._ . ......--.... 
l' . :'!. 
_. 1 n.cll ell. oS , 
Uobsoni, 'P. 
... ~ .... ~. 
~r. 1\17' db· 
_,1. n:oYloceros, 1'1 •. 0 son~. 
__ $ZZ --=........ .. __ _ 
P '':;' 
-'-. l.n, ... lCU8, 
-
P. indicu8, 
- ...... 
M. rnonoceros,M. dobsoni. 
... -=--- . - --
P. indicus, 
--~ 
M. ~onoceros, P. monodon. 
- ---~---- --
M b .. M..:Jb • ... reV1CO~lS, ( 'U e.O Bonl, 
...... .-- ... ~ .=--
monodo!1. 
Est~arine M. monoceros, M. dobeoni. 
___ , ___ ~ .. _ zrrt~~ 
I',ia,r ine 
Estu2rine 
P. merguieTIsis, P. indicus, P. 
nonadon, M. affinis. ----
......,.,... =-= 
P. indicll8, P. monodon, M. mono-
ceros, r1. do bsoni. ~ -
-- ....... -
__ --=__ ......... ____ , __ ........... L· __ -""' __________ .-~..-____ ..... ____ ~~ ___ ·,.._~ .... ,. __ ~ __ 
,. 
f 
, 
I 
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10.2 Fishing areas and grounds 
Prawn £ishery in Bombay area is confined to inshore 
waters up to 40 metres. At Madh the nets are operated at a 
di2t&~C€ of about 32 km where~s ~t !~qhul the fishery is con-
fined to a distance of about 13 kms from shore. 
The prawn fis hing along the Goa coast is confi ned to 
the narrow coastal belt of 5 kms fron the shore and to a depth 
zone between 6 and 20 metres. The areas between Calangute 
and Marmagoa Harbour appears to be the most productive ground. 
At Ambalapuzha, the prawn fishery is carried cut 
throughout the year. Fishing by trawl-net is usually con-
ducted in the depth range of 10 to 40 netres, where the 
bottom is muddy. Duri~€ the monsoon ~onths, fishing is 
confined to near shore waters and the indigenous crafts ~nd 
ge~rs ar0 e~ployed for fishing. When the trawl fishery 
c r~ '21menCes after the rainy se .~son, the fishing is carried out 
for ~ brief PGriod in the northwest grounds and then in the 
southwest grounds at 14 to 30 metres depth zone. As the 
season 2.dvances, the fishing is shifted age.in to slightly 
deoper groUJ1ds (20-35 metres) in the northwest. Just before· 
the co~~encement of the rainy season (April-M2~)J the traw-
lers generally operate at 10 to 25 metres depth. 
In Kanyakumari District, the Manakkudy lake with an 
Rrea of 370 acres forms an important nursery ground for the 
marine prawns of that area. Throughout the monsoon months 
(June-August and October-December) the lake is connected 
with se a , and in other months it remains generally land-
lockec. The average depth of the l~ke is about 3 metres 
~:.r: c the bottom ground is I!1Uddy wi th dense admixture of 
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fossilised limE' shell. The salinity and temperature of the 
lr~ks re--L~ges between O. 73 0/ 0 0 and 25.3 0/ 00 and 22.4 °C and 
31.9cC respectively. Widr fluctuations in S8.1inity has been 
obs c:rvec1 dU!'ing the mcnsoon months \\'hen the lowest as well 
as the highest values are recorded. Relatively high tempe-
rature is observed during ~1arch-May. The inshore fishing of 
this area is carried out in the depth zone of 4-20 metres 
where the bottorr. is sandy and rocky wi tc. unevenly distri buted 
corn.l pa tches in the dee1)cr regions. 
The marine pr3.Wl1 fishing are2, of Cuddalore a..'Yld Porto 
Novo stretches clong the coast from 15 km north of Cuddalore 
to a bou t 1 5 km south of Porto Novo and 10 to 1 5 }~!!1 SC8,vI?rd 
from the shore. The fishing ground south of Porto Novo is 
mu.:ll -~ ,r a""'" s,q nd y l!. ...... tJ vJ. .... \.." ~ - • 
In the M2.dr2.s the pr8,wn fishing ground ex-
~r').,,,,,, (:t f "P 1" t·.J.l t' -+- r" h b I" · t'\.... t-" ~_. _· _ L~ rom _ U lea 1:1 l,..QE- ~Or!l vO "19, D. 8. l.~·ur8.?n. In ':10 
2;~ut;~. ThE f is~ing 
whero thr bott08 is 
is nostly 
nuc:rly 8.nd 
dsne • 1n 
---
10 to 45 metres ddpt~ 
sandy. 
In the estuarine systen of 1·'h,chilipatn1.m, ?ra¥.rn 
.tishin~ is conducterc at three main are?s - in th2 north 
... ' 
tl~. ~.~ :-1~ 1" n Tl' ;:1'er t r ,..,; ..... hna • ...;,. '- J. : •. ~. '.. ~ V. t:.-L-..LU ~ .,. t in the estuary of the branch of 
.... 
Krishna river near H2.!!1sal1.C!evi - Palakayatippa vil12.ge 
"'0 01 
c 0!:.}pl ex , 2nd in the mouth of the rivEr Upputeru. Recently 
3. trawler h-'J.s been in operation in the inshrJ~e fi shing 
grcunds off Ant::trvedi near M::ichilipatnam and fairly good 
catches of pre.'IICls have been reported. 
In Chilk3. la.1{e, fishing for prawns is mainly carriEd 
out at 2 depth of 2 to j metres. In the QaT.ine region the 
. ~' ir·}'~ i ng grounds extend upto 1 0 km fr'JIn the shDre, but the 
~ .. ",. , . 
.,. " ~ ,'~ - l'l.c" ~ -- "-' ....... .1. ' .. .&.b op era ti ons exe C 8ndu cted at a den th ci 1 5 to 50 · 
r 
I 
~ 
r 
10.3 
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FiShing ~~sons ?Dd crafJ~ & g~~r~ employed 
in the f~he~ 
The important fishing SGasons PJld the main crafts and 
gEa.rs em.ployed at different centres of the Project are given 
in Tn.bIe II. 
10.4 Depth-wise distrig~tions of prawEs in the 
Pro j.~ct centres 
In Bombay the data collected are not suitable to de-
termine the depthwise distribution of prawns. 
In the Goa region, bulk of the pral.A,~ catches are 
obtainGd from 6 to 20 metres depth zone. M. dobsoni is 
-----
generally abundant in lessc.r depth, while M. affinis is 
c.~ught from the de2P8r zone. During J8.~uary and Febru8.ry, 
1art::c sl)ecimens of I'·l. ~onoceros are obtaineCi alonG "/ith 
-~:.. affi.!lis at 15 to 20 I'!l€ tres depth. At Amba18,puzha.,prc,wns 
8,re generally caught from 10 to 40 metrEs by trawl net. 
J)l_i..-cin!; the? beginning of the season prawns are seen to con-
centr~te ~t 14 to 30 metres depth 0one, and as the se~son 
n~v~nces, they neVE to sli~htly deoper 2rees (20 to 35 metres). 
However, at th~ end of the se~son, they again colonise the 
shallower grounds. At Madras also prawns are caught fro!!J. 
10 to 45 ,etres depth. The results of the operction of a 
trawler off ~12,"chilipa tna~ have revealed that M. dobsoni aTIc. 
H .. br()vicornis arc nistributed in fairly dense concentration 
-..,.11. t ~r-_""" __ _ 
~~ ~ depth range of 15 to 20 metres in the inshore fishing 
In the sace ~rC2, a few large specinens of ?~ 
.~"'Y''1(''~:.''n 2.re also encountered. 
_ ............. ...,......-
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TABLE II 
Fishing season and the crafts and Gears employed in the pravm 
fishery at different centres under the Project 
-------~----------------~~--------------------------------
Centre Fishing 
regicn 
Fishing 
season 
Crafts Gears 
___ .~_ ..... _  ~ ______ ~ __ l,....~_ .... .. _. __ ~'I.~"" " ' " • __ ,_, _____ _ 
Bombay 
Gaa 
Amb2.1a-
puzha 
Inshcre 
Offshore 
Inshore 
Estuarine 
Offshore 
Inshore 
September 
to II/fay 
October to 
April 
Throughout 
the year 
October to 
May 
June to 
September 
Mechanised and 
non-mechanised 
country craft 
Mpchanised 
beats 
NOn-r.18Chanised 
boats 
Non-mechanised 
boats 
fug net (Dol) 
Trawl 
Shore seine 
& gill net 
Stake net & 
gill net 
!1echar.J.sed boat ShrL'TIp trawl 
( 10 to 40 h. p. ) 
Non-mechanised Boat seine 
boat 
Calachel Inshore Fe bruary to Catamaran 
October 
BottOrI set 
gill net, 
boat seine 
Estuarine Throughout Catamaran 
the year 
Cast ne t, 
drag net, 
boat seine 
C~~d~lore Offshore 
Estue,rine 
M~dras Offshore 
Estu::trine 
Hact\ili- EstuarIne 
~2.tnc,m 
Puri EBtuar~ne 
Inshore 
Throughout 
the Year 
.. 
Throughout 
the year 
Throughout 
the year 
Throughout 
the year 
Throughout 
the year 
April to 
August 
October to 
February 
lviechanised boat Trawl net 
(27 to 54 h.p.) 
C-3. ta.mran 
Mechanised boat 
(30 to 50 h.p.) 
Rafts 
Non-:Jlechanised 
boat 
Non-mechanised 
Boat 
Catamaran, non-
mechanised boat 
Sta'k:e net, 
c~. t)t net, 
gill net 
Tr3.wl net 
Cast net, 
drag net 
stake net, 
drag net, 
cast ne t, 
shore 86 ine 
Drag net, 
Bamboo traps 
Gill net 
____ _________________________ LP~~ .......... ~ ........ , · 
--
) 
( ) 
,. 
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10.5 Landings 
10.5.1 All India landings 
India emerged as the major prawn producing country 
of the world in 1972 end 1973. The total landings of marine 
prawns in these two ye~rs were 1,63,849 and 2,03,893 to~~es 
respectively. State-wise Inndings of penaeid and non-peTI:teic1 
prawns in these two years are given in Table III. 
TABLE III 
-
State-\V'ise landings of marine prawns in 1972 and 1973 in 
tonnes 
------------_ ... _--_ ..---.. -----.------~--
States 
1972 1973 
Penaeid Non-penaeid Penaeid Non-
_ '. ___________ .... ______ ~ .. ____ .~ __ ~ __ . ____ ~-_.EgnReid 
West Bengal & Orissa 
Andhra Pradesh 
T2J!1il Nadu 
Pondicherry 
Kerala 
K3.rnatuka 
G02, 
: -~, i ... "lr~ coh tra l ""::l., _'- . ~>."J ~ 
Gp - ", "l"'" ~t A t,...' ' .. ~ :..:." J 
Lac C2.(~ i ve s 
TOTAL 
1471 
5145 
4885 
177 
35866 
8058 
561 
20173 
2013 
12 
••• 
• • • 
437 
148 
5 
711 
17 
• •• 
83952 
218 
• • • 
• • • 
2565 
8170 
4504 
33 
85064 
8235 
785 
1 '";"024 
10550 
8 
• • • 
486 
669 
1285 
8 
981 
1 
• • • 
63455 
70 
• • • 
• •• 
~----~---~---------------------------~ 
78361 1,36,938 66955 
------_ •. _--- --~-.--------------------
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The status of the country in prawn production is mainly 
due to the nnormous l~ldings of non-penaeid prawns in Maha-
rashtrn. 
The prawn landings of 1972 in Maharashtra were quite 
unusual, \vhen 108% increqse in the pen~eid prawns and 12% 
inCrC8.88 in non-:?ena6id pr::",ms WFtS recorded over those of 
1971 • The increase in the lJ.l India land ings~f 1 S72 was 
brf)uehm out mainly by this state. In Kerala, while th e 
pen3.eicl prawns showed Fln increase of 6.7%, the nan-pen2,cid 
prawns declined by about 45%, over thoRe of 1971. Except 
for narginal decline seen in Pondicherry, Karnat?ka and Haha-
rashtra all othe::o states recorc.er incre2.sed landinf:~s cf 
pen8.e ia prawns in. 1 973. In the case of non-penae id prc.WTIs a 
consinerable eec~e~se in landings was noticed in ~Bh~rashtra 
in 1973. 
ThE mechanised vessels operating trawl nets on the 
west con.st ~fY'erc active almost throughout the ye~ excGpt 
months. In 1972 there was 
:fi8hi~.; o.ctivi ty on the 8qSt cop..st 
a general increase in the 
mainly brought about by the 
C~·'·:1ffienC(-2ent of ope:r?t.ions of s orne of the fishing conpanies 
nn1 this trend continued in 1973 also. A significant deve-
l~.) ~.:~ment th3.t took p12ce in the capture fishery for praWTI8 is 
the widespread intro~uction of bottom-set Gill-nets made of 
synthetic twince for large sized prawns, particularly in the 
southern States ?,nc. in the east coast. In 1973 mechaniseG 
fishing boats have started operations in 1.reas hi therto con-
si(~ercd not su.itable for tr9.wling. The Tinnelvely coast is 
one of the arens where the impact of these G€velormcnts has 
shown ·:-:e -rini te resul ts. 
• 
r 
• 
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The monsoon prawn fishery from. the mud-banks o:f south-
west coast of India w~s relatively poo~ in 1972 and lasted 
only for a brief period at A.rnbalapuzh2. and Azhicode-Nattika 
areas. This fishery was slightly better in 1973. 
10.5.2 Landings at different Project Centres 
The estimated monthly prawn landings p..nd catch-per-
uni t of effort at d ifferont pro ject ce ntres on the west and 
e~st coasts during 1972 and 1973 are given in Table IV and 
V. The annual cater: dat.1. of 1973 showed th8.t overall prawn 
fishery on the '.'Iest coast was considers.bly better than that 
of the previous year. 
In the BOMbay Centres prawn ca teh in 1972 '-las much 
better than in 1973. The catch was Good almost throughout 
1972 but in the follo1.-ling yeax it was so enly between Feb-
rua.ry 2~d M3.Y and also in November. In rT\;a, better yields 
of prawns were generally obtained duri.l1g November-February/ 
IV£2.rch. At AmbalRpuzha, al though the prav/n land ings by trawl 
nets during February-Ma.y 1972 were relCl tively high.er, the 
fishery was poor in the correspond ing period of 1 973. How-
ever, the mud-cank fishery of 1973 waS successful as compared 
to tha.t of 1972. At Col8.chel area, the fishing season of 
1972 commenced in May ~d l~sted upto November while in 1973, 
tt.2 fishery exi s ted up to Oc to ber only with compara ti vely 
.".. h- t h 
.. lg .... c:r ca c es. 
The offshore p~~:~n fj shery of Cuddalore-Porto Novo 
l"'e~~ion generally exhibited i;vlO peak seasons during December-
J.:,nu['.ry 2..-"'1d June-July. The highest c2.tch as well as catch-
per-unit of effort was recorded in J8nuary 1973 at CUddalore 
3.l1d in July 1973 at Porto Novo. 
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TABLE IY 
Estim~ted monthly ~rawn landings (in torill9s) at the Project 
CE'ntres on the wes t coast during 1972 - 73 (Dt?_ ta given 
within the brackets pertains to catch/unit of effort in kgs)' 
-,-------------------_ ..... __ ._----_ .. _--------
BOMBAY 
---~-~~~----~-~----~----
Insho:re 
(r·fadh) 
Tnshore 
(Hahul) 
GOA 
_ .... -~_-~_-iIIIIIIII ___ .... _ ............ _ .... 
Offshore Estuarine 
_ ......... . -----------------=------.= ---------------
1972 
~-
January 
Pebruary 
rri?...rch 
1\ ~ ' . .,...,' 1 L , I , 
.l.._"1 _ ........ 
-" 
Juni~' 
Juli! 
,-, 
~ .s-
.h..ugus u 
541.3 
254.2 
238.2 
635.8 
649.2 
147.8 
Sep:G:nbc'I' 246. 1 
Octot8r 409.9 
Nover.! ber 51 2 .6 
De ce mOe r 1 55 .4 
1973 
T t,;Qnuary 74.7 
Feb~uar·'l &I 324.2 
NI.'1rch 661.1 
. . , I '!jY'll 
• .I. J':' .L J.._ 449.7 
r·L-"',y 261 .1 
o:.Tunc.; 75.6 
-
-
J t'l"'r 
"" :.. -- ... -
I "l ~ - '" ~ . t 
':"H . . - .. lLCl 
-
r. . 1= ;) r:.:) ;:; e : ~ 'X:l-r 
-
OctC) ~p::-
-
'":I·T .. l\iOVC~ [ltS!, 210.2 
J) \ r. e" . 1, ~ r 
.J .... ~ oJ • • ;. LJ \ ~ 159.0 
.. -" . . . - ---:- -. ~ .-......._. 
-
*r,.., -"--C11 .. ~ .... r uni.s-
' .. ' ~ ~:... "-1.' C -... \,; 
(14.2) 
( 9.6) 
( 7.7) 
(11.3) 
(16.5) 
(13.0) 
(38.6) 
(16.0) 
(1.1.5) 
( 6.2) 
( 2.6) 
(11.5) 
(14.6) 
(14.1) 
(10.8) 
(13.4) 
( 6 • 1 ) 
( 4.8) 
3.7 (1.2) 
14.9 (5.4) 
8,6 (4.0) 
2.2 (0.9) 
9.3 (2.0) 
3.9 (1.2) 
-
-
-
12.7 (6.1) 
2.3 (1.1) 
11.1 (3.2) 
3.6 (1 II 8) 
13.3 (5.4 ) 
5.2 (3.3 ) 
3.5 (1 • 2 ~ 
5.0 (1 .9) 
5.2 (1 .9) 
-
-
-
3.8 (3.5) 
8.3 (4.0) 
19.8 (7.2) 
162.9 
24.4 
10.6 
12.7 
14.3 
5.2 
-
-
(50.2)* 
(31 • 1 ) 
(17.8) 
(12.4) 
(21 ,0) 
(23.0) 
0.4 ( 4.2) 
8.7 (24.8) 
73.~,. (35.6) 
99.8 (30.4) 
103.1 (28.9) 
113.9 (30.6) 
77.6 (19.0) 
~/ 
,.;b.5 ( 9.8) 
39.8 (12.2) 
3.6 ( 9.6) 
-
-
-
3.2 (12.6) 
t::2 .., 
.,.; • L (17.8) 
65.3 (1S.4) 
-
-
-
0.3 (5.0) 
0.5 (4.7) 
0.01(3.0) 
-
-
-
0.5(22.0) 
0.3(23.0) 
0.3(21.6) 
0.4(40.0) 
0.3(34.0) 
0.1(10.0) 
0.2(15.8) 
0.,(23.0) 
O.O9{16.0) 
0.01 (2.4) 
0.03(4.0) 
1 oq(6 0) \,...-. -, . 
0.5(42.0) 
O.4(~t 7.0) 
0.06(7.0) 
• .. .,. .. ~-- . 
..... _ II ' .. .. ~ ~,._ •• • _ ...... ..- • .~ ·.· .. r ~- - . . . .... -- .... . . .. . . ~ .. ,~ .~ .~ ~ 
o ·? effort per unit. 
I 
~ 
o 
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TABLE IV Contd. 
-
______ .-.. __ ".-___ :,._' .. ~. ~=-__ ow • _ '*-< ..... r. ___ ~_--_, __ .-. ___ ~ 
gQQ~rl~~~6~~Qg~2 __ 
Offshore Inshore 
1972 
Janua~y 48.9(1.8) 
February 185.4(10.3) 
Na.r c h 358. 3 ( 1 0 • 4 ) 
-
-
-
April 
I~y 
June 
July 
434.8(11.5) 
498.4(16.3) 
-
-
AUG"'1lst 
SeptE:m-
ber 
October 
-
-
-
-
115.3(6.6) 
November 265.7(9.9) 
DGce~hcr 243.3(8.8) 
1973 
.... ~. 
February 
I~hrch 
April 
:May 
JU!'l,e 
f..,TU 1 V 
- .. 
. ·~UC11S t 
.~' .::: -rr te ~ber 
n f"> t 0 "0 :'l r '.~ ~ _ '_ 
4.5(1.4 ) 
44. 1 (3 .2) 
36.5(3.5) 
4.5(1.4) 
98.1(6.5) 
-
-
-
-
-
D2CGm~C r 158.8(4. 6) 
-
1170 .. 0(18.6) 
1.0(0.2) 
15.9(2.3) 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
23. 1 (2. 5 ) 
4230.6(30.6) 
32.6(1.9) 
-
13.8(2.3) 
-
-
COLACBEL 
-------~~---~-----~-~~-~---~--
-
-
-
-
3.2(0.2) 
4.4(0.2) 
0.2(0.1) 
16.C(O.9) 
6.9(0.4) 
-
-
Estuarine (Hanal{-
kUdJr) 
-
0.2(0.1) 0.3(0.2) 
0.6(0.08) 1.4(0.5) 
0.01(0.02) 0.5(0.2) 
0.7(0.12) 0.4(0.2) 
1.3(0.15) 
0.04(0.04) 
2.0(0.4) 
0.01 (0.2) 
-
0.1(0.1) 
0.2(0.2) 
0.1(0.3) 
0.05(0.1) 
O.Ol(C.2) 
0.6(0.06) 0.8(0.12) -
-
-
-
-
-
0.6(0.1) 
9.3(0.2) 
75.4(2.7) 
1.2(0,,09) 
0.9(0.06) 
-
-
-
-
-
0.1(0.03) 
0.01 (0.02) 
O. 1 (0.02) 
0.04(0.01) 
9.7(0.5) 
0.9(0.1) 
7.0(0.4) 
0.6(0.06) 
0.1 (0" 04) 
-
-
-
1.~(O.9) 
0.3(0.3) 
0.1(0.2) 
0.8(0.4) 
1.0(0.5) 
0.5(0. 4 ) 
0.07(0.1) 
0.08(0.5) 
0.!.(0.6) 
0 .. 03(0.1) 
0.02(0.1) 
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TABLE V 
... _ .. _~~_ 1'6::~ 
Estima ted monthly pravm land ing:s (in tonnes) at the Project 
centres on east coast during 1972-73 
(Data gi yen 1,.., i thin thG br8.cl:ets Pertains to catch/ 
u r;i t of effol't in kg) 
CUDLAIOR."S F ORTONOVO ~.'IADRAS _~ ___ ~ .. _______ ..... __ ... _,"-, __ ,..~"' __ e.~ ~ _____ ~ ... __ ~_ ...... ___ -- ...... __ _ 
Offshore Offshore Estua~y Offshore Estuary 
_ ...... -...... •• .-. _ ' . ~ ...... _ I ..... ...... -~ ~~ ~ . . . .... .. .- . .. #'"-.._. __ "..."." .,.. . - 'oL .. • -......-.-..... --. __ -... ___ _ 
1972 
--...-
Janue..ry 
February 
March 
- -
- -
- -
April 8.7(2.3) 9.0(2.2) 
rtly 15.4(3.0) 21.9(3.9) 
June 18.7(4.6) 20.4(4.0) 
July 25.4(3.8) 31.7(5.2) 
Aug~$t 4.9(2.7) 5.5(2.9) 
SeDte~ber 9.9(4.5) 3.5(3.1) 
Oct cre-r 10.8(2.1) 4.4(1.7) 
NOV8mb2r 6.3(1.6) 4.8(1.6) 
DeC8~her 34.1(5.5) 13.1(13.0) 
1973 
.. ...-
-
-
-
-
-
-
6.8(4.4) 
5.6(4.3) 
2.5(3.0) 
0.3(0.9) 
2.9(3.5) 
2.5(3.9) 
.Ja~~uary 48.9(5.8) 34.8(6.4) 9.0(6.1) 
li'e b rU? .. ry 1 3 • 8 ( 4 • 2) 31. 2 ( 7 • 6 ) O. 5 (1 • 4 ) 
Mar c h 3 • 5 (1 • 6) 1 6 • 0 ( 4 • 5 ) 1. 7 ( 2 • 3 ) 
April 12. 5 (3. 7) 24.2 (4.4-) 3.3 (3.1 ) 
Hay 1 2 • 4 (3 • 4) 26 • 2 ( 3 • 8 ) 0 • 9 ( 2 • 3 ) 
June 13.6(4.6) 38.7(7.5) 1.2(2.5) 
~lly 15.0(4.5) 88.5(13.3) 3.0(3.5) 
August 15.0(5.8) 76.2(12.5) 7.8(5.2) 
September14.4(5.1) 13.8(3.9) 3.5(3.0) 
Octcber 17.8(4.6) 18.8(3.6) 0.6(1.8) 
Nc ve ;~ ber 30.6 (4 • 1 2) 19. 9 (4. 7) 1 .4 (1 .5) 
rc- 8 ern be r 40 .. 3 ( 5. 5) 5 .. 5 (4. 3 ) 8. 8 ( 6 .. 0 ) 
19.8(2.61) 
13.2(2.24) 
8.5(3.24) 
6. 7 (1 • 94) 
11.9(1.87) 
9.9 (1 .36 ) 
7.5(1.0) 
7.2(0.33) 
63.4(5.37) 
9.0(1.79) 
7.7(1.39) 
11.1(1,71) 
e. 7 (1 • 59) 
16.4(3.52) 
6.3(1.30) 
6.9(1.31) 
8.5(1.76) 
8.5(1.73) 
22.1(3.36) 
8.9(1.32) 
25.9(3.36) 
24.1(4.?9) 
33.6(4.75) 
19.6(2.85) 
1. 1~(1.62) 
1.5(1.75) 
0.9(1.1) 
0.5(1.03) 
0.3(0.38) 
0.8 (0. 71 ) 
0.5(0.91) 
0.9(1.4) 
1 • 2 (1 • 05) 
0.7(0.86' 
0.03(0.15) 
1 .8 ( 1 • 96 ) 
0.5(1.13) 
0.3(1.14) 
0.09(1.0) 
0.2(1.17) 
0.8(1.1) 
1 • 9 (1 • 76 ) 
1.8(1.78) 
2.8(2.25) 
1 • 9 (1 • 89 ) 
2.3(2.0) 
0.6(1.19) 
0.3(1.03) 
D.'PC _ _ ~_ -_".. t= ..... _____ ..... . ~ ____ = _________ ...... _. _______ ...... _ •• ...-.. _ 
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TABLE V Contd. 
___ ' _ .. ________ ~ .. IF" ....... ~ .. _ .. .. : ... _-..._.~' ___ -....-. .r ....... --.~ .• ~~~........ . . .... ".. ______ _ 
PURl 
--~---~---~~---~-~~-~~-- .. -.... -.... ~- ......... -~-~- .. -~--~- ... 
Estus.ry Estuary 
(Kar~ru) (Gilakaladinde) 
Inshore Estuary 
_~~_ .. ~: -.........~.:. _ " ... ~ _ _ .... .. ......... . t- _ _ -r-= _ ... _ . __ .. .::.. ............. ~... I....-;:.. !La ...... ... . _ _ ~ ....... ...-..._ 
1972 
January 
February 
March 
April 
M-'1Y 
June 
July 
August 
SeptEmber 
Octcber 
K:"')v·e :"I') ~~e"" 
,.,- .l. J,. 
o10'7~ 
, . ' ) 
t _,' I ~ 
- .,. 
July 
Au::,;ust 
SeJ.)tember 
o~tober 
~,:ov c:::,,~ber 
T ~ '_) J" e':1-0e 1'" 
-.. _ -'" o ' l _ 
-
-
-
-
1.4 (0.25) 
1.4 (O.!J5) 
2.0 (0.47) 
1.5 (0.37) 
2.4 (0.(;-2) 
2.3 (0.72) 
·t.3 (O.r?) 
2.4 (C'.82) 
1.6 (0.65) 
1.7 (0.65) 
2.6 (0.72) 
2'. 1 (0.65) 
1.9 (0.72) 
3.6 (0.67) 
2.4 (0.62) 
2.1 (0.67) 
3.0 (0.70) 
3.6 (0.72) 
4.7 (1.0) 
6.5 (1.2) 
-
-
-
-
1.2 (0.35) 
1.0 (0.47) 
2.0 (0.37) 
1.5 (0.40) 
1.8 (0.67) 
3.2 (0.95) 
3.7 (0.57) 
2.0 (0.42) 
2.3 (0.67) 
2.1 (0.55) 
2.0 (0.52) 
2.2 (0.60) 
3.0 (0.67) 
3.2 (O~62) 
2.5 (0.70) 
2.7 (0.67) 
2.8 (0.70) 
3.0 (0.70) 
1.3 (1.0) 
5.8 (1.2) 
?4.5(O.2) 
1.!~ (0.07) 
8.1 (0.3) 
-
-
0.2 (0.03) 
0.2 (0.03) 
O. 1 (0. G1 ) 
0.3 (0.0-+) 
11.3 (0.3) 
34.4 (0.4) 
37.9 (0.4) 
6.:t (0. 1 ) 
1.0 (0.06) 
0.7(0.04) 
-
-
-
0.1 ( - ) 
0.9 (0.06) 
1.9 (0.1) 
4.9 (0.1) 
8.7 (0.6) 
111.1 (0.7) 
-
-
-
-
1.4 (0.6) 
1.5(0.7) 
2.2 (1.05) 
0.7 (0.4) 
0.1 (0.5) 
0.01 (0. 1 ) 
o ~ 01 (0. 1 ) 
0,,02(0.1) 
O. C1 (0.2) 
0.02(0.2) 
-
0.1 (0.3) 
-
-
,Ar • 6 (1. £~ ) 
0.8 (0.6) 
0.2 (0.3) 
0.06(0.2) 
0.08(0.3) 
0.04(0.8) 
... ~.-..._.r.... -- • _____ .. ____ .. -..._ ........ - ...... _. _________ . ______ • _______ _ 
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There is no defini te prawn fi shing sea.son at Madras. 
Moreover. the catch per fishing hour for prawns was rela-
tively low durir~ April-August 19]2 and March-June 1973. 
P. indicus contributed the bulk of the catch in both the 
........... ~ . .. , . .-....... ... -..,:;.. 
year, 1972 and 1973, forming nearly 71% al'J.d 55% respectively. 
In the estuarinE! fisherj P. indicus contri buted to the bulk 
.... _- -.-..-.--~I"I'"--
of t?:e C8 tch in 1972 (56%) a.fld in 1 973 H. monoceros formed 
- -------
the greater percentaf,'3 (48~). The catch/trawl ing hour for 
? !~~~~u~ declined slightly from 1.62 kg/hr in 1972 to 
1 .56 kg/hr in 1 973. Bu t the number of prawns per tr3.v..'ling 
hour in 1972 waf; only 39 whereas it was 59 in 1973 indica-
ting no decline in the abundance of P. indicus during 1973. 
-or .,. •. ~ ..... .-._ 
The average monthly catch of prawns derived from 
stake nets at o1)servation centre at Machilipatna.ll was about 
2 tonnes. It has been estimated that the entire estuarine 
system of the area produces annually about 970 to!lnes of 
prawns. As in the 0 ther centres, the majc'T portion of the 
• p:::'''~'!l'ln catches from the inshore waters of Puri are lamed 
during October-December. In 1973, the fishery of October 
.~?"l( l'";'ove-:'lber was a failure, b1l.t in December it '1A'as excep-
tiol'l'.llly good, producing a record catch of 111 tonnes 
du"'''ing thq t mon~h alo::1e. Tn the Chilka lake, h i ghest ca t-
ches are generally observed in July. 
The catches of major species constitutine the p-rawn 
landings 2t different centres c.re given in Tables VI to IX. 
The most important species contribut mg the prawn 
fishery in Bombay are A. indicl!~ and P. tenu~E.es; the two 
together forming about 65 to 75% of the catches in ~~O years. 
These two, though available throughout the year, were essen-
·~iq,lly preI1onsoon species and were inversely related to 
r 
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TABLE VIr 
.. 
Estimated monthly landings (in kgs) of major species of 
prawns contributing to the estuarine fishery at Project 
centres on the west coast during 1972-73 • 
• ... .....--I ~ ~ . - - +, .~ :lIP . ... . 
GOA COLACHEL 
(Dongri) ( Manakkudy) 
l\:ONTHS ---.... ,.. .... ~-~-.-,----- .. --~--.-- ----~~- ......... ~------ ... ---- ... P. P. M. M. D P. Iv! • M. .L • 
.. .-
.. -
.. -
indi- mono- dob- mono- indi- mono- dob- roC/no-
-- ---
.. , 
---
.. ~ .... --..-
-
ellS 
~ 
con soni ceros CUS don • sonl ceres 
• .. • 
- -
em 
"i~ .• . -~ ... -
-" 1972 
Janu3XY - - - - - - - -
February 
- - - - 179 48 53 25 
March 
-
-
- -
1202 55 157 17 
April 80 100 20 100 339 162 1 1 8 
fJr.ay 240 194 40 41 294 19 10 39 
June 6 2 - 4 105 4 - 3 
July 
- - - -
179 8 21 q ... 
,A':J.gust 
- - - -
129 10 1 1 3 
Septe!1ber 
- - - - 26 6 16 5 
October 
- -
108 420 1 1 3 2 1 
~!ovE)mber 
- - 145 160 - - - -
DeCC :.1ber 10 
- 255 60 - - - -
1973 
---
""11" ; ~ ,., ry tJ .:', J. \A c.' ... 50 
-
200 150 - - - -
- -, ~ 10 210 110 1262 -:z; c::; --','r- ·\'Y>U2~y 
-
.,0 
-
.... __ ' . • _J _ ~ 
,./ 
... - . 85 10 3~Q 12 11 .i'l::l!' C [1 - - -./ .-/ 
A)Til 97 30 172 -% .A - - I -
-- 168 200 745 13 29 d2.~r - - -
,-Tune -
-
60 36 1006 - 28 -
July 
- -
8 4 472 - 7 -
Lu,""uot 
- -
10 18 r-:7 
- - -u 
ScnteLlber - - 28 58 61 - 26 1 ~ 
Octo ber 
- -
216 288 2<,)8 14 67 1 
November 
- -
280 132 21 3 11 1 
December 
- -
16 40 23 - 1 -
• --
-,. 
~----~~~ __ ~ __ ,.~--~--__ ~. ~ ---~_4~ __ E~y~, __ -. ____ --____ .~. ----------~Pr-------------------4------------9P--------ea----.~ 
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TABLE VIII 
Estimated monthly lcndings (in tonnes) of major species of pr~vms contributing to the 
marine fishery at Pl0ject centres on the east coast during 1972-1973 
---- -....- - ---~.- ... -.--- -.----- ----- ~- -- .---- --. .....- - -- ........ ....-... . .. -.....-... ... - ,- .. - ---- - ... - - -- .... --, .-~ .. - ... ........... ..----------_____ .__ r_. __ *_ 
cunnI LORE-P OR T ONOVO 
-~-------------------------- U~D~e_i82~a~~~~~) --~Q81_1r~~!~~2!~~2 __ 
MONTH P • P • P • 1\1. M • ~. ..- ........... - -.... --indi- mc'no- semi- mono- dob-
.. - _Po ____.. __ .......... 
1'1. f1. P • 
eo"h- mo-no- 1:ndi-
--- -....... -.....--.-
P. P. P. M. 
mer- Indi- nio"no- aff'i-
___ __9..1>- · .- ... _ . _ _ . - - . __ ~_~ 
eus den sUl- ceros soni 
--..- - ..... ~ --- ... - _ .. --
s0ni (;eros rU;J 
-~, '- ~-- - -- --.... gui- ~§.. $Ion nis 
catus • enSls 
_~ __ ,_ ... ~,_ ... ______ '~'_ ... -. ...... "..._ ' _ .' r~----' ______ -__ . .._ ___ . _ - ____ ._, •. _ ... . . _ .... - _._ . - •• . - . .. ... -- .. -. - • . ... • • _. . •. • ... ... ~ . .. - • _ ., 1 ...... ' - -
" - - " .. - - -~-
1972 
---"" January 
February 
l\1'3.rch 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
Sep teEl ber 
October 
November 
Doce r.-rrber 
1973 
'january }le-oruary 
March 
April 
r1a.y 
June 
July 
":,ugunt 
September 
October 
lroveruber 
:necembcr 
-
-
-
2.58 
8.0 
11 • Z 
17.0 
2.3 
3.~ 
2.u 
0.7 
34.7 
60.F 
• or ,. 
'J t • t) 
1 • '7 
9.0 
16.6 
18.5 
33.3 
2~· . 3 
9.2 
4.8 
18.4 
28.9 
-
-
-
2.~ 
6.1 
6.1 
4 -;; e_ 
o. E 
0.2 
0 • .: 
0.2 (.7 
1 .9 
2.1 
1.3 
1.4 
1.2 (.6 
1 • ~ (.7 
C.3 
-(.3 
C.5 
-
-
-
-
-
0 .. 2 
8.7 
0.9 
0.3 
6.4 
1 .4 
0.4 
-
-
-
0.1 
0.4 
0.1 
0.3 
2.3 
2.1 
10.7 
4.2 
-
-
-
-
6.7 
14.6 
10 .. 7 
16.7 
3.2 
0 .. 4 
5.8 
7 .1 
9.2 
4.6 
A t"7 
't • I 
7.1 
9.7 
10.7 
19.7 
39.6 
26.9 
3.-6 
'7 I · 
.. ? 
8.1 
-
-
-
-
4.1 
6.8 
7. lIr 
3.0 
1.9 
a 3 ':J. 
0.7 
0.3 
1 .0 
2.0 
"'''7 n 
1.,.10:;1 
6.5 
9.1 
4.2 
2.6 
2t1 .. 9 
33.5 
7.6 
8.6 
16.7 
0.9 
8.5 
t:" 1 J. 
2.3 
1 .4 
1 .03 
0.75 
1.3 
-
-
0.2 
0.7 
0.04 
0.3 
" ,.., "J. , 
0.3 
0.8 
0.4 
1 .8 
3.7 
2.4 
2.~ 
13.5 
14.3 
h -? • :) 
2.0 
1 .4 
-
9. 1 
3.7 
0.01 
1 .9 
4.4 
-
-
-
0.5 
0.4 
n c.. 
... ' • v 
-
0.02 
0.6 
0.4 
1 .5 
1 • I 
o. it 
0.8 
1 .03 
0.05 
7.5 
7.7 
6.0 
4.3 
7.0 
7.3 
1 .8 
0.3 
63.4 
4.6 
4.5 
10.5 
7.6 
1 ~ 1 
I ......... I 
4.9 
5.2 
4.9 
3.1 
12.5 
.3.6 
16.8 
6. 1 
13.0 
13.5 
9. 1 
-
-
-
0.09 
0.1 
0.07 
0.1 
8,,6 
32005 
20.1 
2.7 
n ') 
'-"'L. 
0.3 
-
-
-
0.1 
·1 o · . ',. 
1 • 1 
~ .. 3 
., - -. 
. ~ f.; 0 .? 
c' - ~ ,-, . 
:::> t,; • ,~ 
6. 1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
0.01 
0.09 
1 .6 
8.8 
11 .8 
2.6 
n 'J 
'-' .... 
0.1 
-
-
-
-
0.4 
0.8 
1 " 2 
-
) . 
' . • 
( 
r" • . ( 
, ~ -' 
2.0 
-
-
-
-
0.02 
0.02 
0.01 
0.5 
3.6 
4.6 
0.2 
n n~ 
....., . ~-" 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
0.2 
1 • r.; 
2.~ 
7.7 
1.4 
8.1 
-
-
0.1 
0.02 
0.01 
O.OIJ. 
0.4 
1 .3 
1 .4 
0.8 
n ~ 
'-"''/ 
0.2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
0.1 
!"\ -
\. / I 6 
... 1 I . . 1-
________ * ____ • __ . _ .... ____ ~ . ___ ..... __ .6- __ ~. __ . ~ . .. ... _ . dll- - · ...... ..... ....... .III .. 4 rl _ . ' 6 ... _~ • . , ... . ... . ~ . . • ........ K:I _ _ 
~ .... ~~' ____ 4& ~ ._ ......... ~ ~ . . ..... .--. .... IL\..,.-. ...... __ 
, 
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TABLE IX 
...... rt·t 
Estimated monthly landings (In kg) of major species of prawns 
contributing to the estuarine fisheIJi at Project Centres on 
the east coast during 1972-73. 
• ---
CUDDALORE IvIPJ)RAS 
(Killai backwaters) (Covelong) 
--~~--~-~~~~~~-~--~~~ ........ ~---.-----.--- ...... --~--~-- ... --MONTB"S 
• 
f ~I I I I ',-fi 0 , er-f 0 0 ~I ~ . ~ ~L ~121 '"d ~ ~ s::. 0 ~ 0 a OJ ,g ,014 .r-d E OM 
S ~I s 0 ~Igi ~I~I ~ " ~I " ~, H ~ -1 0 -t 0 -I (l) -fo ~ro ~.o p.., 0 & p.,lrO ~o ~ t:l 
• -- .---
1972 
January 
- - - - 953 ?17 68 23 
February 
- - - -
1160 333 29 -
N.'lrch 
- - - -
736 62 39 16 
" . 1 .tl.prl 
- - -
187 45 285 22 
""T 1h.~ 31 77 12 I.· 'J .... r - - - -~ "''-..--J .// 
June - -
- -
322 63 287 28 
July 3685 480 161 2228 205 55 209 35 
AUg,lst 2340 287 934 1900 367 33 515 43 
September 862 
-
960 667 660 60 284 ")h6 L-..J 
October 188 
-
10 129 f1r83 28 168 51 
-- .. 1999 165 !r09 328 27 l':ovemoer - - -
De ~e!11ber 1040 180 820 500 750 455 C:::~2 .1./ 41 
1973 
~--- .. -
J911uary 4743 387 546 3255 106 169 180 5L! ,
PebT"uary 87 109 47 231 1 c/ ,0 
-
1C 73 20 
!1arch 1023 229 47 397 71 - 16 :2i ./ 
April 1687 44 769 750 108 - 45 57 
r~!ay 257 6 608 80 326 
-
,"",°7 c...:; 92 
June 322 4 596 252 760 1 590 248 
July 1070 6Q 810 976 718 - 646 150 j 
August 3080 178 602 3697 532 - 1 0 22 336 
-Sontember 1791 
-
!l81 1260 366 - 1278 268 
-
, 
Cct ,~ber 155 3 1?6 290 820 - 1194- 235 
~':r :J v e m be ,.. 251 168 675 330 313 66 109 179 
:'1 -, C~r1 be T' 
- '-'" . ~ . - --- 3212 /~ 11 1369 3828 180 2 164 14 
' .. 
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T~4BLE IX Contd • 
. 
. 
MACHILIPATNAN 
-----_ .... _.-.._._. --
Kanuru Gilakala-
dinde 
-~. ------ . -----T---------
gJ l ~I .6f 01 tr.:I 01 0lm, 01 
£j 0 '0 J.r: S 0 J rtj '"~ I ~ ~ H1 ~I ii ~ ifg il~1 ilgJ 
. 
...... $ • 
1972 
January - - - -
February - - - -
r13.rch •• 
- - -
April - - - -
~Jfay 849 250 904 162 
J~l"r. e ' .1. . 1192 236 622 275 
J~J.ly 472 739 711 752 
AuglJ.st 541 773 702 546 
Septe:nber 855 1026 739 757 
October 1283 504 1854- 479 
november 2730 810 2282 786 
December 1725 263 1219 308 
1973 
January 929 309 1209 524 
Februa:ry 776 189 905 646 
Haren 559 1598 481 1003 
April 1417 380 1446 526 
May 1171 460 2357 533 
June 3100 252 2232 855 
July 562 879 892 943 
August 82l:. 909 1043 1123 
September 1792 865 1499 820 
October 2838 368 2282 240 
November 3::>21 328 2780 684 
:December 3956 972 3070 1506 
PURI 
(.Ar kb:aknda) 
--------ET-------------
I . ~J I .~ I 0 lot I I ro ~I S::: ' .,o~ ~ OJ' 0ICQI OJ. 
OM E S • 0 i 'd l°,-i 
ml H ~ ·r~ ·i ·1(1) ·1° H lOp.;, :£: () ~ Cf.l 
. --
- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
874 503 28 20 
948 492 55 35 
1288 848 84 27 
452 195 22 27 
105 60 - -
9 5 - 3 
8 2 - 1 
14 5 - 3 
10 4 
- -
17 9 3 -
- -
- -
83 60 7 7 
- - - -
- - - -
2697 1600 186 118 
426 341 23 23 
108 60 - -
39 22 - -
50 20 8 3 
20 10 5 5 
~ ..... ,,-___ .~ _____ .... . - -... • . _~J>. ;;, . .. ~ .. _______ .......... - . .. . _ = _. ...... -... _-=: ,... -' J ___ "~~ 
-, 
• 
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each other. It is observed that when the catch of one 
spocies was very high, that of the other was very much low. 
S. indica fomed abo~lt 12-13% of the catch. It showed two 
_. -
peaks - P€bruary to .:vIa:{ and iJoverr.ber to Dece!r! ber. The 
.L..h . f "'D r> 0 ' ' '''''' 1 t . 1 • P 
1..- r e e speCIes 0 ~~!§'E~~l?,e.2?_~~ ViZ. 1:'. §CU_.12 .. 1 18, _. 
~~~dwickii and P. ~tylifera together formed about 9-12%. 
~~ong these, the first was abundant at Mahul and the other 
two at M3.dh. H. ensirostris formed 3-4% of the catch, wi th 
_ -..,..... . 
peak abundance in Narch-May and Septenber-December. 
Metapenaeus spp. and ~typope~?eus ~~n2~~q!ylus formed less 
than 1% dln the catch. At Panaji, the fishery for P. styli-
-
fe~, M. dobsoni and E. ~EBU~~P3~~ was better in 1973, 
while 111. affinis was predominant in the previous year. At 
~-~--
~~balapuzha, the inshore and offshore prawn fisheries in 
both the years were nainly supported by H. d obs.oni, al though 
- - .. --
P. s:~vlifera and P. indicus contr ibuted to substantial por-
.... ~ ¥ ~~--. --
tion of the catche,st particularly in the first yeax. st~ay 
catches Of ~r. affinis &~d !~t monocerCs were occasionally 
• ---==.- W$~ ~Ra ~ ...,...iIIIIIII::oI 
encountered during FBbruarY-YBrch ~eriod. At Colpchel 
region, P. in9;..icEs was alvlays the illOSt dOI1inant species in 
the fishery. It contributed to 96.9% of the prawn catches 
in 1972 and 99.2% in 1973. Other species occasionally 
represented in the catches of gill nets were large sized 
P. ~ :Jnos!on, P. !3eI!li~~patu?~, P. g1e;rg~£!lsis, &., £.~E.§g.ll.i., 
M. af~inis and P •. ~tylifera. Of these, P. monodon was more 
co~~on than the others. In 1972, Acetes indicus was landed 
....... _J 
in fairly good ouantities by boat seines during June to 
Sep tern ber. 
On the east coast, P. indiclls was the dominant spe-
-"" -----
c-; c's in the prawn larilings of Cuddalore-Porto Novo, Madre.s 
• • 
e..:ad Pu~i regi'Jns. T!l Cuddalo-re-Porto Novo reglon, In 
:---'.dd.ition to this species, P. semisulcatus, N. :ncnoceros 
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~1rI: r~. r1 'J bo oni also supported the trawl f~ l""hery At '~-:'Idras 
. _ '" ". «_ _. C ..L. ..; • .:. .CJ. , 
,~ •... ~.~ '·~.i~~~~. contri buted to 71 % and 19% of the prawn ca tches 
.. ~! ; :7r-;: ~u1d 1973 resyectively. 
The estuarine prn:wn fishery of I"".achil ipa tnam was 
chiefly consti tuted by ~"" 90noceros and 1',"1. do bsoni. The fomer 
species accounted for 40 to 70% of the prawn catches. O~her 
species such as ~. indicus, H. brevicornis and a few species 
~ .• ~t- ~ ,.0: __ .... __ .... =~ 
belonging to the f~~ily Palae~onidae were also caught in 
lesser quantities. 
1 c. 5.3 Pra\"m fishery at other centres 
Under the crustacean section of the Central r~rine 
Fisheries Research Institute prawn investigations on a con-
tinuous basis are conducted at Verav2~1, Bomba~y·, Karwar, 
Hangalore, Calicu t, Cochin, Tllticorin t Mandapa"J1, IV'".adras and 
K?~in~da. The ~agni~uce of the offshore, inshore and cstua-
~inc fieheri8s in 1972 and 1973 in t~esecentres together 
with the cetch-per-effort is shown in Table X. 
At Verav~l and Bombay investigations are confined to 
the offshore and inshore regions. In Bombay continuous data 
3.re collected from Sassoon Dock, Versova and other nearby 
fishing villages. Tne catches by nechanised vessels operat-
inG trawls in BJ!nbay accounted for 2100 tOMes in the two 
~Iears, whereas the inshore "Dol If net f is hery acco"UIlted for 
~ """1 "~r; + '1 ,.... YI -':. S 
' . \ ...... ;- I uC J..i...l Lt:, • V9rsova is o~e of the najor fishing villages 
. ~ -, ·h 2 country 'I'rhere enor~10US guan ti ties o:f prawns QI'e 
121:·.::1.(;d by mechanisEd ~J1d non-Mechanised boats operating "dol" 
De t:::~ II 1n ..ndings are rninly consti tu ted by the non-penaeid 
pr'::~·I"n. 8 as is fO·lnd in th e Pro je ct Ce ntre, f13.dh Isl:lnd. To tal 
. rJ.wn lo.nnings in Versova alone accounted :for 1361 and 1278 
.lc.::TIr:es in 1 972 and 1973 respectively (Table XI). 
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TABLE X 
-----..- -
Prawn fishery at various centres with catch-per-
effort data for the years 1972-73. 
-, ________ -..-~ •• _.-, .. , ... -~""" . . ...... . . ,.., .. ......., ~ .. - . • . .#-,.- ___ _.' ____ ... __ -....''1' ___ _ 
Centre 
Offshore fishery I~shore 
-__________________ f~~~~E~ __ _ 
Year Catch Catch/ Catch Catch! 
in effort in effort 
tonnes (Kg/hr) tonnes (Kg/hr) 
T ."., .. ear" ........... -,---,"...--tIE" r ~ -__ .... • ... .. -
-
VerEVal 1972 33.5@ 
-
29.0@ 2.14£ 
73 483.8- - - -
Bombay 72 600.0 
-
2769.0 
-
73 1500.0 
-
1 278. ~~ -
K8.rwar 72 175,8 - 2.1 -
73 311.5 - 33.2 -
Mangalore 72 1538.6 55.9 0.039 -
73 2112.7 - 52.8 -
Calicut 72 198.0 93.8 120.0 
-
73 635.5 - 51 .0 -
Cochin 72 2141 .0 15.8 
- -
73 6014.0 28.2 67.8 -
Tuticorin 72 - - - -
73 522.1 = - 109.9= -
J1and ap am 72 259.9 
- - -
73 267. !r - - -
l\Tadras 72 134.6 2.2 7.4 1 • QUni t 
73 171 • 1 - 32.5 -
~~~kiYl,c'1da 
... _~ .&. •• .r. 72 865.8 12.8 - -
73 822.0 6.13 - -
~-----~ttirl8.t8 I"or the first half of the year 
=Esti~te for the second half of the year 
+FrO~;l open estuary 
&F.rOill paddy field 
LKg/net/day 
Estuarine 
___ f!~~~El __ _ 
Ca tch Ca tch/ 
in effort 
tonnes (Kg/hr) 
- -
- -
- -
- -
3.8 -
3.1 
-
- -
22.1 -
32.8 16.'::'7 
33.3 7. 1 
897.8+ 303.7 
877.8& kg/acre 
1540.5+ 
-
881 .1 & 
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
22.8 -
321.8 11 • 16 
712.0 31.0 
--
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TABLE XI 
p - ' • 
. 0. ' ; j 
~. • . '. I ' " • • 
: . . .;-
' . .. - . 
. .. r--. 
~ .". . 
. .. . " \. ' . 
Esti~ated prawn landings (in kgs.) at Versova for 1972 and 
1973 by 'Dol' nets. 
.. • k ___ , .......... __ .~ -._ •. _A.&-_______________ = __ 4V~ __ Or __ ~~ ___ _ 
Species Year Ja..'1uary Feb-
ruary March April May June 
.. ...... "1:: __ 0 .-. __________ • __ " __ ,._ft, ____ ....-. _____ ... ~..._:..... . ..... ____ '_~ _____ r,_ 
M. affinis 
-
M. brevi-
• • 
cornls 
1972 
73 
72 
73 
P. stylifera 72: 
73 
IJ. h~rdwickii 72. 
73 
? sculp-
tilis 
S. indica 
-
li. steno-
dactylus 
A. indicus 
P. !enujpes 
H. €hsiros-
"-tr'is 
Miscel-
laneous 
7"1 c. 
73' 
72 
7~) 
72 
73 
7') ,-
73 
7~~ 
73 
7:~ 
73 
• • 
600 
• • 
200 
• • 
520 
• • 
3260 
• • 
1560 
308 
177 
504 
327 
602 
177 
• • 
585 
• • 
345 
• • 
1350 
4620 • , 
6757 15375 
1837 
728 
• • 
2655 
1760 
600 
980 
975 
570 
1650 
820 
1950 
1500 
750 
800 
473 
500 
.120 
600 
630 
2050 
2100 
900 
234 
72 
48 
108 
48 
72 
46 
112 
48 
152 
96 
•• 13720 " 90260 
11175 
6300 
5820 
440 
336 11380 10061 43050 
• • 
300 
406 
2361 
• • 
4725 
370 250 36 
1875 833 
--
II 88410 I. 51530 36000 7~28 
52340 63934 159600 44625 22613 2880 
• • 
23820 
e I 
2240 
• • 
2180 
18410 
10220 
700 
523 
•• 168190 292500 17720 
4980 166500 245850 22080 
• • 
270 
1400 
750 
1500 220 
863 48 
686 • • 1140 1100 1 20 
915 2415 2400 1044 368 
---------------------------------------------
TOTAL 72 73 
•• 130200 •• 325900 342500 26080 
98420 96180 235350 ~33250 280580 26000 
----------_ .."'-, .. _ ....... --.- ---.... ~=~-......... --_..---_. ----. -.----... .... ~.,-
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TABLE XI Contd • 
--.-.z::; ~ ... ~ ....... . -~ .. ~~-~~., ...... - -.. _ .... -~- •• ~ -....-:--.........-...... .a....,.... .......... . : # . .... ;z# . ...~  • 
Species 
-* .-
M. affinis 
M. brevi-
cornIs 0.., 
~~\._ s tryl i-
!'era 
e 
P. hard-
wicxiI 
}'. scul;E-
mis 
s. indica 
A. steno-
Cactylus 
~ 
.I.", • indicus 
P. te~uipes 
F. • enSlros-
tris 
Niscel-
l[~l1eous 
TOTAL 
July Sep- Octo- Bovem- Decem-Year & Total August tember ber ber ber 
,. .... _. -~.-....... ~ ... ~."..- p~- --~~'#: • $ 
-
1972 -- 896 4290 5325 1889 15349 
73 --
--
480 915 816 4694 
72 
--
224 570 1343 1028 5257 
73 
-- -- --
120 792 2947 
72 
--
2240 9310 9683 2040 25117 
73 
-- --
25725 3300 4560 37970 
72 
--
168 5740 26708 26100 73698 
73 -- -- 120 16395 23334 69339 
72 
--
56 260 1095 2018 7815 
73 
-- -- --
630 3978 1 a531 
72 
-- --
48650 89250 35063 283683 
73 
-- --
1560 55800 39870 179052 
72 -~ 
--
200 1673 1770 4705 
73 
-- --
120 975 264 11453 
72 
--
1008 73900 69562 74700 407538 
73 
-- --
21900 20805 41790 430487 
72 
--
4144 13150 68 1733 515915 
73 
-- -- -- --
8052 481502 
72 
--
280 2000 870 1620 8590 
73 -- -- -- -- 34140 38834 
72 
-- 504 1330 5438 3680 13998 
73 -- -- 120 510 1554 11506 
--~~~~-~~~~-----~----~--~---~--~~-~--~-----
72 
73 
--
--
9520 164800 211015 151650 1361665 
-- 50025 99450 159150 1278405 
-----------~- - --~----~------------'----"----------
•• Nn data 
-- No fishing 
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]?rawn f:~s hery at Karwar is campara ti vely po or; the 
total landings in 1972 and 1973 amounted only to 182 and 319 
to:r..nes respecttvely, thereby showing an irnproverlent in 1973. 
~1~ngalore had a sizeable prawn fishery by mechanised boats, 
the landings in the two years aT!lounting to 3652 tonnes 
(~table XII). :~n 1972 the nost T!::'oductive period WaS Maf'ch 
to ~raywhen 1 O~~3 tonnes of pra;.ms were caught, whereas in 
1973 better catches were registered in January, Apri~, 
September and ])ecerlber. 
The offshore catches of C:l.licu t in 1972 were much 
less than that of 1973, being 198 and 636 tonnes respectivGly 
(Tt:l DIe XIII), '\',hereas the insho're fishery with indigenous 
gear showed the opposite trend, being 120 tonnes in 1972 
and 51 tonnes in 1973. Coehin recorded the w..aximum from 
offshore sources, having been 21 Ii- 1 and 6014 tonnes in 1972 
and 1973 respeetively; catch/hour ha\1"ing been 15.8 and 
28.2 kg, indicating thereby that the level of abundance of 
prat.m in this c~rea was greater in 1973 than the pre vi QUS 
yea~. ~his pheno~enon was forecast in 1972. Similarly, 
lJcc ;:in area reeorded a substantiE'-l estuarine fishery, both 
f:ro'~ tte open estuary and paddy fields, the catches from 
both the sources G.J::ounting to 1776 and 2432 tormes in 1972 
.3.nd 1973 respectively (Table X). 
Investigations commenced at Tuticorin late in 1973 
~nd the estil!lated offshore and inshore landings for the 
sGcond half of the year were 522 and 110 tonnes respecti-
vely. Pra\V'n investigations started at M2'-vndapa..r!1 late in 
1972. The estlrlated prawn landings by mech;mised b08.ts 
,'3.t r1:Jl1dape..o~ from Septenber to December, 1972 '\\Tere about 95 
tonnes and in 1973 thE landL~gs for the whole year &r.1ounted 
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TABLE XII 
EstiJjated prawn landings (in kg) at Mangalore in 
1972 and 1~73 by trawlers 
, " . 
_.-----'-~'· .d ................................... __ ... _..... ....-. ... ________ r ___ .-_'*·,.....,... __ ...-_ ... __ _ 
Species year Jan-
uary 
Feb-
ruary M3.rch April May 
-June 
.. 
, 
___ --_. ____ • . ~ ... ___ ....... ~ ____ I,.... . n .. • __ -zrv~ . .,._ ~·~-. ___ .. u_" __ ' ._____ _ 
M. dobson! 1972 29440 31040 124780 178060 149280 180 
73 24930 10340 - 58680 70130 15850 60 
M. affinis 72 
73 
M. monoceros 72 
-- 73 
- - 4830 5640 3160 
360 3640 5570 13390 3760 
- - - - -
-
190 
-
3800 170 
. 
90 
10 
-
-
r. 8ty!~f~ra 72 19470 24295 147290 182760 223950 3085 
73 213210 178740 139350 37039 61620 150 
Penaeus sp. 72 
= 73 
. ' . 
230 300 300 1920 1310 115 
2900 1V40 3100 6190 3090 10 
. ' . 
, 
I 
----------~ ........ -... -~--------- .... -... ---~ ... -.. -..---.. .-. .. ,...~-~--
, 
72 49140 55635 277200 368380 377700 30470 
. TOTAL 
73 211400 194650 206700 463900 84490 230 
______ -.~ __________ ... _ o-u •. _____ _ 
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TABLE XII Contd. 
_ "'I: Q 
~...;..tr·.:::JitlI'«---=~.t. __ ............ .. _ ... _-......~ . _ --.,; --_=_ .. ___ .... ....... __ ... .." ... . _~ ~.~ .. ~ . __ • ..--_ 
Species Year July & S})pt- Octo- No~r- Decem-August ember ber ember ber Total 
___ '_ .. __ - ____ = __ . • .•• .....~~.oiIL-.;t.~ .. _ PM -.-.~~-. p.... ... __ ~ __ _ 
N. dobsoni 
-
M. affinls 
1972 
73 
72 
73 
M. monoceros 72 
73 
~. st;xlifera 
Penaeus sp. 
a 1_ 
72 
.73 
72 
73 
-- 201625 25558 1661 2840 744464 
-- 197260 50 3620 155850 536770 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
-
-
-
-
-
-
215 
260 
-
-
19 
90 
30 2909 16659 
- - 26730 
, , 
-
20 
58 
-
77 
4270 
81361 23069 39186 771466 
30 5860 556520 1525870 
136 1294 146 5966 
- 230 1520 19040 
72 -- 201840 107074 26054 45139 1538632 
TOTAL 
73 -- 197520 170 9730 713890 2112680 
_,-e,, - .. ......, • ____ ._= ____ -...... _____ ~ ... =4* I .. ..! . -~--____________ ---
-- No fishing 
- No catch 
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TABLE XIII 
Estimated landings (in kg) at Calicut in 1S72 and 
1973 by trawlers 
__ •• ~ • • _______ ___,. .... ~ . ...... ~ -." .. ___ ~J ~ .. .... __ ..a.:...._:~i_ ___ .... _ -___ '_'_ __ _
Species Year January February March April May June 
___ ___ -___ -............ ~. ""'_\0_ .. __ -Ar. t ~ ___ " _# __ ""'. '.-.r_-.... _______ • ___ .-. 
M. dob- 1972 1824.0 964.5.. " I. .. 
soni 73 97268.1 7809.2 3091.7 1333.7 6978.1 803.0 
P. sty- 72 6776.7 1424.6 •• •• ., •• 
lifera 73 32220.5 19357.2 20357.8 12851.6 50247.5 4535.0 
P. indi-
.. 
C1J.S 
-
M. affi-
. -- .... 
• n~s 
72 1431.9 757.4 •. .. • • • • 
73 19944.3 10362.2 10087.2 10389.1 6524. 5 57.2 
72 327.5 6.0 -- .. .. •• • • 
73 41790.3 13231.4 23948.0 15220.4 3390.8 
-
M. mono- 72 
ceros 73 
•• 
• • 
99.5 •• 
1751 .. 8 1162.7 
• • • • 
-
821.0 
-
-
----~-~-~-~~--~---~~-~--~~~~--~~----~~~~--~-~-----
TOTAL 72 13060.1 3252.0 • • • • • • • • 
73 191223.2 52511.8 67647.4 40215.8 67140.9 5395.2 
___ ~. ... :Irt __ •______ . _ ~ ..... - _~~ _______ .... .-... -- .... .•• . . _---_= ___ _ 
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TABLE XIII Contd. 
_---_. _____ r ___ -' . iIIIIII.-:: ..... m-. _ .~..:....6C'· ... ~ .• ...... - ""-'-~__*-_ ... -. -.... ... ,, _______ _ 
Species Year July & Sep- Octo-August tember ber 
Novem-
b December er Total 
$ -_ ::..&-"' ...... ·~u ..... _..... .~, .. ~~ _zv' _ •• _ ~r ___ .·. """ _e r=-_, • _...,.. •• -_-____ ............... ~-~_...._. _ _ 
M. dob-
!'..:.. sty-
lifera 
• = ~ 
P. indi-
-... -eus 
_.-
M. affi-
" -nl.S 
M. mono-
ceros 
----- ..... -
1972 
73 
72 
73 
72 
73 
72 
73 
72 
73 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
1972.6 6068.5 101710.4 112360.0 
58.0 12874.6 95803.0 226619.4 
3007.1 7567.0 40609.7 59385.1 
62.0 18077.6 77674.2 234983.4 
7.3 1218.4 
- -
- 28.3 
- -
-
3.0 
- .-
11221.6 14G36.6 
6245.0 72609.5 
11513.5 
660.6 
-
-
11875.3 
98241.5 
~02.5 
3i 35.5 
-~~~~--~~~---~-~-~~----------~-~----~~~--------~~-~-
TOTAL 
72 
73 
---
._-
--
--
4807.0 14885.2 165055.2 198359.0 
120.0 39952.2 180382.8 635589.3 
_-~· ___ o...... ___ ~ ____ • ____________ ·~--...---.... · - • 
-- No fishing 
D • No data 
- No catch 
j 
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to 267 tonnes. The au tstanq.ing feature in the !wfandapam 
. 
fishery is the preponderance of Penaeus semisuicatus, which 
_ I 'r.-_ 
. . . 
is not found ~o this extent apywher~ else. a1on~ the I~dian 
; , t _ . 
coast. The monthly pra\-ln landings of Ma.l1dapa~ by mechanised 
... • • I 
boats in 1973 is sho~m in Table XIV. 
TABIE XIV 
. 
Prawn landings by mechanised boats at 
- . 
Mandapam in 1973 
. 
--------------------------------~---------
M~nth Quanti ty in kg 
-. ........... --------- ....... ~-.- ...... ~----- ........... -~- .... -~---- ... ~--
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Total 
• 
56322 
21043 
23345 
24.885 
. 
31041 
33573 
13284 
19751 . 
13947 
12528 
9714 
7977 
----~ ... - ... 
267408 
At Madras the e stima ted prawn 1 andings by mechanised 
boats were only 135 and 171 ' tonnes in 1972 and 1973 respec-
tively. 
fishery. 
In the east coast Kakinada had a lucrative prawn 
The mechanised boats landed 1688 tonnes of prawns 
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in the two years, details of which are given in Table AV. 
In 1972 the land.ings were very high in J~uary and February. 
In 1973 more mechanised boats entered the fishery, though 
the total landu~s decreased f~om those of 1972. 
Qlt of t1:~e estuarine fisheries along the west coast 
those of Calicui; at Yorapuzha and Cochin along the backwaters 
are Quite substcilltial. The details of the catches of Kora-
uuzha estuary al'e shown in Table XVI. In 1972 and in 1973 
the l~ldi~~s accounted for 32,8 and 33.3 tonnes respectively, 
composed mainly of juveniles of M. dobsoni. Table XVII shows 
-----
the particulars of. the Cochin backwate~ prawn.landings. Cat-
ches of 1973 were much better than those of 1972. Till 1972 
the catches werE' declining, but in 1973 the fishery picked 
up and there was a considerable increase in the la.ndings. 
Landings from the backwaters in 1972 and 1973 were 898 and 
1541 tonnes respectively. The estuarine pra'~n catch from 
the backwaters c:~nd paddy fields of the Cochin area was esti-
ala ted to be of "the order of 4208 tonnes in the two years. 
It was possible to forecast the success of t~c fishery in 
1973, when the l~ckwater catches showed an increase of over 
170%. Here, again juveniles of M, dobsoni dominated (about 
75%). 
The bac~'ater prawn fishery at E. V. Palem in Kakinada 
was of considerc~ble magnl tude. The principal gears used in 
the fishery were stake nets and drag nets. Total landings 
b:t these two gears amounted to 322 and 712 tonnes in 1972 
and 1973 respectively, showing cons iderable increase in the 
12. tter year (Table XVIII). M. dobsoni. and ~. !!lonoceros were 
the main specie~1 consti tutlng the catches.· 
j 
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TABLE XV 
Pral',n landings (in kg) at Kakinada in 1972 and 1973 by trawlers. 
- e=:n ~.~=e 
-
.~ ...... ~--
-
rI • Year Janu- Febru- March April May June ::"'O€CleS 
axy ary 
....... . , ..... ~-~ . ~.~oo3OIt.....::E.' _ .-.. . ~-.....::::1111'......-~..,;...a:.",a..--.~ -.. -' ..'~ .'" - I 
P. mono- 1972 4851 2310 4995 12060 4680 9420 
ron 
P. indi-
. 
cus 
......, 
.J:'. mer-
~ ...... ~--
• • 
a":) 1 € ~ . "" l co ~ . ~.!.u ~
---
• jor=n , 
N. mono-
--ceros 
-
M. affi-
- . 
nlS 
-
M. dob-
iOn 1 
-
M. brevi-
cornIs 
P. 
.?_tYll-
fera 
"IL...-s...~ ~~ 
,., indica ~. 
-
~. h2rd-
--=- --..,. w5.ck~i 
-~ $ 
Othe-r 
pEnaeids 
}:"or.:.-
t' E lk'1e ids 
TOTAL 
73 2695 1824 9863 4984 889 371 
72 43056 10500 6102 3672 2007 8040 
73 2828· 594 2373 7238 8925 6671 
72 1242 492 213 549 207 714 
73 105 102 448 1071 238 203 
72 765 7590 2763 14985 17352 41640 
73 18494 11394 57995 28469 7560 2086 
72 1629 576 45 823 855 9414 
73 3850 384- 4186 4837 11214 8883 
72 93240 111042 3600 9270 10800 11838 
73 26915 1080 11977 8764 36197 23002 
72 6237 5082 549 594 2700 2106 
73 2695 432 5054 15939 11830 9002 
72 1 026 1128 
-
- - -
73 231 108 1197 1057 1330 602 
72 765 1164 
- 1458 990 1284 
73 112 168 945 455 14770 2779 
72 - - - - - -
73 22<- 102 574 693 658 210 
72 594 1536 18 684 783 2490 
73 385 366 1883 4403 4830 1764 
72 540 792 
-
234 900 1398 
73 301 216 3598 1862 11620 2975 
----~-~~--~-----------~---------~~--~~-~----~~~-
72 153945 142212 18315 44334 41274 88344 
73 58835 16710 100093 79772 110061 58548 
__ ~ to' - - .......... .... • __________________ _
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TABLE XV Contd. 
-----------"--~~ .. --~-------------------------.. -------
Species Year July August Sep- Octo- Novem- Dec- Total 
tember ber ber ember .. ~.~ .r-ilo .__ ____ .... __ ..-__ ... _5-.. ___ .. ____ ..-_~_ ............ _____ ..__...____. _____ ....;;.,;;.~ __ 
1) ~O"O 
.... 1;1 l~ -
... -. --..=-
'len 
P. indi-
eus 
p" mer-
-. .-..-.~ gl~.ieps12 
M. mono-
• M"" 
ceros 
.-
PI. affi-
. 
• 
nIS 
M. dob-
soni 
1972 
73 
72 
73 
72 
73 
72 
73 
72 
73 
3171 
2160 
5887 
4260 
308 
670 
6832 
1680 
7630 
4700 
7707 3450 1715 2130 3785 60274 
2241 448 3184 7308 5346 41313 
3997 2784 1295 1945 1410 90695 
4653 2097 336 900 1344 42219 
392 330 335 375 240 5427 
378 450 128 216 198 A207 
7959 2664 5845 5720 3805 117920 
1611 801 136 5304 2898 138428 
24640 11634 13675 3940 2970 77836 
2916 6228 5392 6102 3384 62076 
72 11257 7833 11172 13925 23210 11050 319237 
73 24230 6788 27603 35496 32496 18612 323160 
M. bre- 72 6615 14105 ~0958 23520 16670 7695 106831 
vicornis 73 7820 8415 3645 9432 14754 9306 98324 
.. 0--
P. sty-
IIfera 
12 4389 10199 2598 835 540 500 21215 
73 940 4437 2565 2504 2934 1632 19537 
s. indica 72 1925 2527 648 820 425 230 12236 
73 1420 4852 1908 376 684 612 29011 
P.. h2.rd-
.... -:- " i .----
l.T -, C .r 1 1 
.. v.~ .. J ~ _ 
72 
73 
- -
670 648 
- - - - -
423 1912 888 354 7356 
other 72 3745 7945 4890 1750 1260 1160 26855 
pen2eids 73 710 6210 1449 672 1548 1182 25402 
Non- 72 6524 11956 2190 1370 580 825 27309 
nerneids 73 1800 4905 999 544 1338 672 30830 
TOTAL 72 59283 99260 63318 65085 56795 33670 865835 73 51060 118044 48616 60112 74472 45540 821863 
__ . __ -________ ._---.4J .. ..-. -~ ____ ----a:~,~.- -----
t 
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TABLE XVI 
Estuarine landings (in kg) at Korapuzha, Calicut for 
1972 and 1973 
.... tr "'-'~--"". ____ "_' ____ J"" ___ ~ ___ •• _ ...... ___ .... _-=:'* .. -__ ........ ___ _ 
Species Year Janu-
ary Feb- March April ruary June 
_______ . _______ .:.~ , .. .a.-:::a::-=a-____ = _ ..... __ , __ . _____ _ 
P. indicus 
P. monodon 
M. monoceros TV _. 
M. dobsoni 
P. ~tyl.!fera 
TOTAL 
1972 • • • • 
73 63 870 
72 • • • • 
73 15 115 
72 • • • • 
73 165 1540 
72 · • • • 
73 159 515 
72 
73 
-
-
-
-
395 
1235 
100 
130 
15 
1420 
10 
95 
665 175 
980 1575 
320 125 
305 665 
- -
- -
~-24 
4368 
72 
144 
825 
4310 
185 
285 
296 1100 
5028 2380 
128 575 
1848 2200 
- -
- -
--.-.- .... --.. ---... --- .... --~ ... ~-~,...------ ....... -~--------------
72 •• •• 1410 325 920 2685 
73 402 3040 2650 3755 11388 9175 
-.--------~-------.. -.------.--'-. -----_._-
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TABLE XVI Contd • 
. _---
Species Year July Augus t Sep- Octo- No,rem- De c-tember ber ">er ember Total 
P. indi- 1972 -
cus 73 404 
P. monodon 72 -
73 70 
M. mono-
-ceros 
- 25 250 
27.5 33.8 -
25 40 
93.5 20.3 
170 
462 
150 
79.9 
33 
-
1667 
220 
!-1. dobson i 
-_ ............ ~ 
7":} 18.5 72. 5 407.5 13333 
7~, 163.5 143 131.6 150 
P. styli- 72 
!era 7~ 
- -
-
-
- - -
- - -
- 225 2089 
•• 4682 
-
67 
4 • • 
- 1308 
312 · • 
-
9667 
328 ~ . 
- -
28 • • 
532 
971 .8 
5551 
12986.9 
24645.5 
6608.1 
-
28.0 
----------------------------------------------------
72 37.5 267.5 622.5 15283 - 112.67 32817.5 
TOTAL 
73 882.5 726 265.6 370 672 • • 33326.1 
___ ~_ .... _; __ • . . . .... . ~ __ .. ~.1E _ .... ___ C__ ~ c ' .. .... ___ ~...,. . . ... . _ ___ ~ ... _. ___ ...... _-.,.~""'"~.-,. ...... 
•• No data 
- No catch 
\ 
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TABLE XVIII 
BackWater pr2wn cat~hes (in kg) of Kaklnada (B.V.Palem) 
in 197~ and 1973 
Species Ye:: .-;.. . January February March April May June 
__ • __ .... ....~....-....-. . ... . fT. -4' •• • • _.. . . • _ , ... . f' • A '" . ... . .. ....~ .... ....-._ . . . . ...... ~ ... 4 • • 4LJ:aoo. .... - ~ l1li:., u.~ .. - -.,; ____ _ 
P. monodon 
. 
P. Indicus 
-----
P. merBuien-
STs 
l·f. monoceros 
. 
-
M. affinis 
M. dobsoni 
zero 
M. brevi-
. " 
corIllS 
other 
penaeids 
197' 
73 
72 
73 
72 
73 
72 
73 
72 
73 
72 
73 
~? 
-
No~-penaeids 72 
73 
•• 4620 1978 
1889 2903 2263 
• • 
1039 
• • 
199 
• • 9684 
• • 
176 
• • 
1195 
• • 
735 
• • 606 
• • 
1078 
1830 1174 
427 379 
528 234 
134 152 
7086 5870 
3514 3951 
261 635 
74 97 
1287 1046 
414 547 
1023 1834 
302 706 
2217 520 
250 296 
2238 
507 
569 
563 
1082 
781 
1417 
1560 
241 
173 
4669 
7251 
278 
189 
1940 
1036 
1705 
817 
95 
1284 
790 
1444 
• • 
672 
• • 
2076 
• • 
200 
• • 6979 
• • 
• • 
328 
• • 1527 
• • 1159 
• • 
1093 
• • 
1221 
702 
484 
1548 
1584 
144 
190 
4671 
6744 
342 
384 
1530 
1162 
1278 
1140 
72 
1210 
783 
952 
TOTAL 72 •• 
73 17635 
21090 13860 12157 •• 11070 
7885 8480 14535 15255 13950 
• • .... _T ........ __ - _______________ _ 
•• NO DATA 
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TABItE XVIII Contd. 
= 
' ~ .' '.~-'~ 
.. ----
.............. ~ ___ • - . ... _. _ . ~ ~_ ...... -----..--.- e.- ...... _~.~ 
-
. 
Species Year July August Sept- Octo- Novem- Decem- Total ber ber ber ember 
• • ~. J. ~~~. ~ .. . ~, • . ', .... , .. _ •• .-.. • .-r • ..-.-.-...-.......... _ . _ .... .... --= .... . .. 
P. mono- IQ7° _ c... 2241 3226 2466 3312 ·1-782 3359 27768 
ron 73 1440 1000 1107 10254- 10268 7980 4-11~1 
-
"'P. indicus 72 2861 3238 2450 1710 7889 3214 27331 
73 3015 1952 2988 6462 17514 8962 47958 
"P mer- 72 256 374 371 423 1273 192 3544 -- . 
• • 73 374 369 207 230 1126 3633 gUlens~s ?79 
M. mono- 72 164·54 28244 10317 17064 3521 18304 131437 
ceros 73 11043 10252 12330 115167 10686 74182 367903 
. 
':If( affini8 rl r:' 447 2870 2668 1224 810 361 9896 l. '4. L . 
7~· 315 288 207 993 1306 1892 6247 
11. dobsonj 7~ 3395 2310 1472 1026 2575 1595 18176 
• 73 6729 4140 922 837 42784 50310 111503 
l'f. brevi- 72 1260 2540 1836 3726 5520 1293 22015 
,; 
73 2025 1235 999 1347 2828 15676 27519 cornlS 
other 72 492 1386 848 752 2597 201 9225 
Penaeids 73 1008 589 1557 1818 1976 4314 16001 
Non-penaeids72 1183 1361 1627 1602 4951 3675 18781 
TOTAL 
73 1845 955 1386 9399 65698 6088' 91156 
-... -- .... ----~- ..... - ........ -~--.- .. ----------~- ... ~ ........ ~---------~----- ... 
72 28594 29095 24048 30879 65186 32194 268173 
~3 25110 17565 21780 152376 249410 169080 713061 
-_._---~---. -------...,....""---..------. -----_._----
t 
I 
-
. 
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" 
• 
The pri~ ~ipal species and the main season of the 
offshore cqtch~s of d;fferent centres are tabulated below 
(Table XIX :~. 
TABLE XIX 
- . 
Principal pr~~ species in the offshore catches of different 
centres 
-------.'.-._-" .............. ~. ---..... - _~_-. __ "_. e .. .- .. _ Igr • . m..:-_...-____ -... .._ 
Centre Species Season 
_" __ ~. _" __ •• ____ • ______ r __ ... ·.., ____ • __ -.-....-..--.... ..., -~ ..... ________ .-_ ___ • _ 
Vera val 
Bombay 
Karwar 
r1angalore 
Calicut 
Coch1n 
Penaeus indicus, p. semisulcatus, 
______ ~ ~r TV J 
!'fetapenae~l§_ aff~nis, 
t?aI>'£!!§~ OP?_~ §.Wlj.fe!.,8:.. 
I1. aft:~is_, p. styli!erfJ:,. 
M. affinis, 
t~= stY1-i~~,ra 
1\11' ff . · 
.. ' .. a InlS, 
-....: . .-- -- -...--=-
M. dobsoni, 
- -- -
M. dobsoni, 
-P. indicus w.... _ 
I:i" :1()t-'oni, M. affinis, 
.......... ..... ......... -
p -_ ,.J:. ll~~~~· 
IY1. i- -, h~ 0 ni t 
__ .-- I _ .. 
P. stylifera, 
-P_. ," :.:. ::-.1 i c¥ 1., r1. mon.oceros. 
Tuticorin P. ~ndicus, 
,----,--
P. semisulcatus, 
. - --- ..... 
~' 1_ do bs oni, 
.. - .. 
N. affinis. 
• 
Mandapam P. semisulcatus. 
...... = - .... --- -
Madras P. indicus 
-
Kakinada I"~. dobsoni, M. monoceros, 
-- - --- - .......... 
~: brev~c9~~i9, ~. affi~is. 
November 
October to 
March 
January to 
April 
December to 
April 
December to 
May 
September, 
December and 
March to 
April 
July to 
October 
January and 
April to June 
June and 
October to 
November. 
r1arch to 
August. 
_-___ ' _ • .Jo • •• •• • ,.~...--.. ." __ ... .. _________ ..-. ______ -.. ___ ~.... ___ 
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1C.S.1 From Project Centres 
The ~is ·- ing effort expended in Bombay was 3,20~820 hrs. 
in 1972 an~ 2,~i,041 hrs. in 1973. The catch returns in the 
case 0 f pr,1Wl1S ';}ere a t the rate of 1 2 kg/hr in the firs t and 
9 kg/hr in the f" .) cond yea:r. The monthly catch rates varied 
be -b,.,een 6.2 and. 16.5 kg/hr in the firs t year and. 2.6 and 
14.8 kg in t~e following year at ~~dh. Tne fishery was 
uniformly geod in 1972 except in December. It was so in 
1973 only betv:een Febru~..ry and June. Fishing was poor in 
January, November and December and a total failure in Octo-
ber and ~Jovember. At Nahul where the landings were not heavy 
the catch rates varied between 1.2 and 7.2 kg/hr. The fluc-
tuations in the landi~gs did not maintain uniformity in the 
catch ra teo. 
The tQ~ · ~ nu~ber of units operated in the marine 
region at !?a.:(!.~ i was 2216 and 533 in 1972 and 1973 respe c-
tively an~ thE: ~verage catch rates were 25 kg ani 17.6 kg/ 
uni t. ThE tot·::~·_ fishing 8ffort expended durinG the per iod 
at A.."1lbala!)":lzha ';,-3.S 33,1406 hours for mechanised boats and 
1 ,20,514 h0l1.r8 for non-mechanised boats, and the catch rate 
of prawn v' as 9 and 48 kg/hr respectively. In the estuJ.rine 
fishery of Ms.na.kkudy lake, the total fishing effort expended 
in 1972 was higher than in 1973, although the catch rate was 
comparatively poor in that year. However, in the inshore 
fishery of the region, the fishing effort as well as the 
catch rate i~creased by about 70% in 1973 over thGt of pre-
vious yecr. The highest catch rate Was recorded in June 
and August i2! both the years. At Colachel, the fishing 
• 
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effort put in for the prawn fishery in 1972 and 1973 was 
cons iderably greater than at MallP .. kkudy. The fi sh ing effort 
as well as catch rate showed increase in this area. 
The est: rna ted total flshing effort --"Jcora,ed at Cudda-
lore and IJrto Novo Vl8S abou t 4000 tra\~l i :6 hou~"s but high€r 
catch rate W:lS generally recorded at Porto : .--)"1)·0. At Royapuram, 
the fishirg efJ')rt decl inEd from 77,376 ho"}~: in 1972 to 
66,811 hOt;,rs in 1 973, but the catch-per-un ~ t sffort increased 
from 2.3 k~/hr to 2.8 kg/hr and this was :. rainly due to the 
unusual abund?}1Ce of M. dobsoni in 1 973. At Ccyelong also 
-- ..... 
there had been a decline in fishing effort from 37156 hours 
in 1972 to 32,420 hours in 1973, but the catch rate, ~s in 
the case of marine fishery, showed iMprovement from 0.3 kg/hr 
to 0.4 kg/hr. This was w4 inly due to the threefold inCTe~se 
in abundance of M. monoceros and M. dobsoni in the backwaters. 
= 
The catch rate of P. indicus declined slightly in 1973. 
_ - 'r 
At ~ltc{;- ilipatnam, normally 40 to 60 stake nets opera-
ted each elY 2'- each of the observation c~ntres and the 
fishing ef_f.'ort in terms of hours v,~ried f_-'o:11 1520 to 5784 
in di ffer€ 1 t rr~·~ths. In the 0 bs erva ti on C€l lt 'ce at Chilka 
lake, the cstirr:'lted effort during 1 S72-73 'l~,, :3 9038 hours 
and the c&~ch-~er-unit effort 0.68 kg/hr. ~na illRjor portion 
of effort 1v<3.S expended duriP..g Maj.'" to Sep ~cilb~"r :period. In 
the marL'1e -rer5.on of Puri, 3,29,267 hours were spent d:rring 
1972-73 to rea:::'ise a total catch of 92.8 tonnes of prawns 
at a catch rate of 0.28 kg/hr. Greate'l"' fishing effort was 
generally recorded during October-December. 
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10.6.2 From other centres 
In t:1E offshore catches the catch rate varied from 
2.2 kg/hr in Madras to 55.9 kg/hi1 in K~ngalore in 1973. 
Calicut recorded 93.8 kg/hr in the S~~e yea~. Cochin re-
gietered a catch rate of 15.8 kg/hr in 1972 and 28.2 kg/hr 
in 1973, t~1ere -~ -, y indicating a much better J :~vel of abundance 
in 1973. 
11. BIOLOGY OF THE COMMERCLttLLY IMPORTANT ~H.AWNS 
11 • 1 A~e_ and_ gro",th 
11.1.1 M. dobsoni 
• 
S~~dies carried out on the growth of the species from 
Goa ",'aters h~~ve shown that the males and females respectively 
grO'il flt an average rate of 2.25 and 3 IDtJ. per month. From 
the actual observation of the progress of modal sizes in the 
80nthly le:lgt} , frequency distri bution of t>e species at 
L.TJbalapuzh·l al ,:"l. applyin.g the Von Bertlanf;;r' s g~owth equa-
ti on i t ht~ S bE: i~~ e8 tim·:?" ted that the mal es [J.,:nd .l'ema.le s res-
pectively :"tta.i.n a length of 97/115 IiL.11 at the? end of 1st 
year of 1 ife a~:J 122/138 mm at the end of 21:.d year, and 
that the feinales grow faster tha!l males throughou t their 
life. 
r.l. aff inis 
At Bombay the fe~21es are noticed to grow at an 
average of 5 mm per month in the I year and 2.5 crm in the 
II and III :JGars, thus measuring 6Omm, 90 mID and 120 mm 
.... 
• 
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, 
At Puri, the average growth rate of the species has 
been recorded as 3 rom per month. 
In the brackish waters of Manakkudy lake, the size mode 
of the juveniles of the species is observed at 66-70 mm in 
February when the fishing season commences. This mode, 
d~ing the growth period of 87 d~rs from 27.2.1973 , in the 
case of nales, and 77 days in females shifts to 116-120 rum, 
thereby re :, ;lst?rtng an average growth rate of 0.57 mm per 
day in the for; .... ler and 0.65 rom per day in -! :r ie latter. The 
Qonthly gr:)wth rate of the species in this environment, thus 
works out to 17.10 Inn for males and 19.50 mrr. for females. 
The growth in the juvenile popu12_tior. of P. indi~us 
in the Covelonc Backw8~ters (Madras) is best ex~mplified when 
th€ prawns are trapped inside the backwaters due to the 
closure of sand bar during May-November. During this period, 
regular Ehifting of size modes in the length frequency dis-
tribution was observed. Since the bar mouth WcS closed, 
the progressive increase of size should be due to growth 
only.. V1he~ the bar is open, the immigr8.tion and emigra.tion 
of prawns to and fro~ the backwaters result in irregular 
distributio:1 of size modes. The initial size mode, and. the 
cate in wh ~ch ~_t h8.s been recognised, the finGl size mode 
and the da+;e ut' to 'V-,rhich the initial mode has been traced, 
dUration, :~;-ro~.: '; :h incremen.t and the average 1"3.te of growth 
per month --::·bsc!·yed for the species in the Ccvclong backw·?ters 
are given in T:::,. ale XX. 
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TABLE XX 
Progression of size modes and growth pattern of juveniles 
of P. indicus at Covelong backwaters (Madras) 
______ •__ ..... --' .. .....-.,. • ., •• - .... w.....- • - '-L . ... _ • .1r - .............. _..--..,-.... . . _____ .-.-.. __ .... ___ ~, ....... -.. __ 
I~itial p~si- Final posi-
tlon of SIze tion of size 
____ !.!lode __ . __________ mode _____ _ 
The inter-
val bet-
ween ini-
tial and 
final 
positions 
D3.te 
26.5.72 
7.7.72 
27.9.72 
14.6.73 
18.7.73 
6.9.73 
11 .'0. 73 
. 
C"llC. 
U -'--~ 'V 
r:3 
". 
rPr. 
73 rot; 
93 !!CD. 
63 n~ 
63 nL:1 
73 rom 
83 U1i11 
Date 
23.8.72 
29.8.72 
9. 11 • 72 
18.7.73 
6.9.73 
25.9.73 
20.11.73 
MOdal 
• SIze 
-
123 mr.1 89 days 
113 rum. 53 days 
133 rom 43 d.e,vs <-
93 tl."TI 34- days 
103 mm 50 days 
93 mIn 20 days 
103 rnm 40 days 
Growth 
obser-
ved 
during 
the 
period 
r;r ( ,) r.nn 
40 mm 
40 :r:!n 
30 !!1ffi 
40 TIlTU 
20 rom 
20 rom 
Estimated 
growth 
per month 
(rnm/ 
month) 
23.3 mm 
22.6 mm. 
28.0 mm 
26.5 mm 
24.0 rn.m 
30.0 ID.."'n 
1 5.0 IThll 
__ =_ .. .-.. __ = _______ ....... ......-...... -eft: .. __ -... • . _ ..... ~ ____ ........ _-..· __ .. ·~a.r.In .......... _ •• , .-.. ~'L __ .".,._~ ~ .... 
The average growth rate of the species in this eco-
8~.rptem is f('\~lnd to be 24.2 nnn per month. Based on this 
observation it ~8.y be inferred that the juveniles of 120 nm 
size, v:hic :~! fLre recrui ted into the marine -fishery from the 
backwaterr axe 8dOU.t 5-6 months old. 
In the 8hilka lake, tm Maxir.J.um size of the species 
recorded was 1 :2 0 TI'l.TI. In March, the d0l1i112Jlt .size of the 
spe cies \"~. a found at 61-65 mm and it gradu3.11y progressed to 
106-110 W~ in July, thereby showing a growth of 45 mm in 4 
nonths. Simil~rly, the principal size group at 66-70 ~ 
observed in July shifted to 106-110 rom in November thereby 
indicating a growth of 40 m~ in 4 months. 
.... 
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The above observations indicate the.t the growth rate 
of the species varied considerably from place to pla~e and 
in different environ~ents. In the marine fishery, ~ininum 
growth rat ,~ was recorded ::It Colachel and this may be due to 
higher size range of the naterial s-Ql(lied. The growth rate 
of fer:1ales Cbeery'ed in the fishery at Am.b~-_lapuzha and r1adras 
was almost [:~_F' 11ar, but in th~ case of ma- -s, higher growtb. 
rate was 1 }cor:ied in the for:ner region. ~:(1 tte estuarine 
region, tl. 3 species was found to grow at a :_'a.~-~ter rate in 
the CovelC:~1g b2.~kwaters than in the H~nakkr.1~i y lake or in 
Chilka 
be due to the 
This di spari ty in the growth ::" :]. ·ce may p~o b3,bly 
availabili ty of food and t ~( · en"l;-ironr.1ental 
f,3.ctors prevailing in the respecti'TTe reglons ,. 
This species contributed to the fishery only at Goa 
and Puri among the eight centres investigated. Studies on 
the size frequency distribution of the species showed th3.t 
in the formp."!.' centre the rate of gro\'lth in the females was 
about 10 rJ.rrl per month and in males only 5 am. In Puri, ' 
~ ts b'rowtl: 1"2::.; was r(~latively low, be L'Ylg r;nly 3 mr:t per 
Donth. T '; t:~, ~ging ex.-? er men ts ccnd uc tee: ,J, t Goa, howEver, 
ind ica ted :}. g'2: 'owth rs. te of' about 27 ill::! per ~·.lonth for this 
species i L the younger stage. 
11.1.7 P. monodon 
........... 
Ob::-:: erY ~'.tions on the growth of the species were carried 
(,ut only at Puri (Chilka lake) where it Fl.ttained a maxir:1um 
size of 190 rrL"!l. Sm?~ll sized prawns were encountered through-
out the year, but were abundantly caught during DeceTI1ber- . 
February. -The size mode observed at 76-80 nTU in February 
n.dv9.nced t :) 126-130 !lli~ in April, but its further progl'esci on 
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beca:Je slow. It was however, traced to 176- 01 80 mm towards 
the end o~· the fishing season in August. Tll1.l.S, the species 
showed a rapid growth rate of 25 Llr.l per ··:::·nth in the younger 
ste.ge, but the growth rate slowed down consider,qbly ae the 
a!1imal a ttainel: adul thood. 
11 • 1 .8 P ar?-'pena_eop~.2. s tylif~ra 
Unlike the above species of penaeid prawns, this 
species spgnds its entire life in the mar1ne region. 
At B:::mb8,.:- it sho\-/ed a m8nthly grolArth rate of 2. 5 rr"-'~ 
u~to ITI 3e2.r in males and IV year in fem~.les thus reaching 
30, 60, 911 -3.nd 120 IT ... TTI in length in the cC'I'resp ·')nd ing 4 years. 
The growti~ ~ate of the species off Goa watE~s was found to 
be 5 ~!1 psr r.rtonth in fenales and 3.75 !lIm :9C~" inonth in malEs. 
At Ambala)uzt~. , -r. ~ylJ..fer8. attained an aV0:':'2.ge growth rate 
of 5 nLl per month in both the sexes in the size r2.nge bet-
ween 50 m~ and 11 5 ffi..1!l and it attainec. 0. leng-::h of 91/98 run 
at the end of r year of life and 117/123 ~~ at the @nd of 
II year in malEs and fc:nales respectively. Altho1lgh diffe-
rentia1 growth rate between the two sexes was recorded in. 
this species ~lso, it is interesting to note that the growth 
r~te (as estimated from Von BertRlanffy's equation) 6f the 
r.qlesJf -!~he sreGies was ~uch faster th8.n the females c.u"-'i:r4j 
8Qrly 4 D~~ths of their life. 
11.1.9 Oth:r species 
• Slze di stY' ibu tio~'1 ·::f other CC[1p.J8r-
cial ~:>e C' ~-es 1 ike P. sculpt; lis, S. indica, ,.\. indicus, 
- .. ....... -- .......,. ~ . .........-..... . 
1'. tenui-'= -~8 C'.:1d 2. cnsirostris are available from Bcmbay ~ ...;..;;,.;...;;,.;..;;...;;;;..,-- -~ -- ---~--
Al ttolA[h the growth r2 .. tes c8ti~3.·:ed. froZ':l this data 
nrc of li~itEd value they are given in Table XXT. 
• 
t 
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11.2 Life span of majQr ~ecies 
There have been several investigations on the age and 
growth of the commercial prawns of India. The growth pattern 
observed by earlier workers have shown that M. dObsoni has a 
1 ife span of m·-' -'J than 2 years and i t grows to 90-95 ID!I1 in 
the first year f life and 115 ~~ in the ?nd year. In the 
case of ~..:.. J.ndt: ·~ males measuring 126-13C' mm represent the 
one year old gr : '~lPJ those at 161-165 mm the two-year old 
groups am thOEh. above 195 mIn the three-year old groups, while 
females measuring 141-149 DIm f 171-1 75 mm and ?,bove 195 !nm 
respect.ively .r ~~present the identical age grou_ps. p. !!..tyl.Jfe:-ra 
is also beli€ --ed to have a life span of 2 years, attaining 
90-100 mm at the end of the first year and 126-130 ~~ by the 
second year of its life. 
studies at Bombay show that the growth rates in the 
successive years are the same for both the sexes in the case 
of M. brevicornil~b P. stylifera, ~ sculptilis, A. indicus 
and P. t~nuipe~; an exception to this being S. indica in 
which differen ~a.l growth rates in males and females are 
noticed. The i mles are observed to grOl_~' to a larger size 
and live ~ ongel' tha n the males. The rates of growth obtained 
for M. aftinis --nd P. stylifE(ra are very much slower the..n 
those recorded;y others. 
In t~· ~ present study (Table XXI) it fJ.as been shown 
that all the species grow at a much faster rate than hitherto 
recorded excepting in some species at Bo~bay and that nost 
of the species live for only 2 y~ars. 
• 
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11.3 ~:l,roductive Biology 
Maturity curves for the females of 9 species listed 
below were dr~,-·n and the size a t rna turi ty at 50% level was 
determined. "·,.i.e sizes are as follows:-
Species Size (nm) at maturi ty 
M. brevicornis 
-
112.5 
P. sty11fera - 105.5 
l' sculptilis 
- 122.0 - . 
P. hardwickii 
• • 
- 85.5 
S. indi ca 
-
88.5 
-
Ii ~t?!l0dactylus .. '"1. • 
-
38.3 
A. in . 29.5 LCUS 
-
P. tel~ ,~: ipe s 
-
50.5 
---
"!"'r en8~rostris 60.5 11. 
-
--
The spawning season and peak spawning period of the 
various species at different regions are given in Table XXII. 
Most of the species breed throughout the year and 
each of the species generally has 2 peak spawning periods. 
It is interesting to note that all the species on both the 
coasts of India show an intensive spawning during November-
December. The other peak is generally observed during 
FebruarY-April, but in some sp€cies it extends upto June/ 
July. Thus the earlier observations as well as the present 
data strongly 8 1 'l.Jport the hypothesis that the postmon.aoon 
spawning pc,qk O~ · October-December is the most important one 
and tte successr failure of the fishety depends largely on 
the intensity oi spawning during post-monsoon period. 
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TABLE ' XXII 
Spawning Beason and peak spawning period of commercial prawns 
at different centres 
------_._. _ ... . ~ . -... -_.,.--.... _-= .. _----..... . .... --* --_. ----------
Centre 
Bombay 
Goa 
Species 
$$ • --_. 
Spawning period Peak spawning 
period 
rlf. ='finis Throughout the . 
year, 
April and September 
M. c:. :;vicor-ms- I 
? ~~~llifera 
P. sculptilis 
p,. hardwickii 
a , I '; _ 
s. ind ica 
Throughout the 
yeax 
Throughout the 
year 
-do-
Sep tember to 
May 
October to 
April 
November and 
February-April 
September to 
November 
January to I~ch 
September to Novem-
. ber & January to 
February 
March & November 
A. stenodac- March to May & March to April 
tylus November 
A. indicus Throughout the 
year 
p. tenuipes -do-
H. "nsirostris -do-
M. i )bsoni -do-
.-
M. [ffinis -do-
• 
November to ~1arch 
September to 
November 
September to 
December and 
iJIarch to May 
February and 
November 
March, Apri 1 and 
!Jovem ber to 
December 
. ----- '~-' ._---------------------
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TAm.E XXII Contd. 
Centres Species Spawning Peak spawning period 
___________________ , _______ ~p~e~r~J~·Q~dw---~~----------________ __ 
Throughout 
"-
the year 
Ambalapuzha M- dobsoni 
---
P. -= ndicus 
-do-
? .~tylifera. -do-
COlachel P. indicus -do-
Cuddalore . inc. icus -do-
_ .. 
Porto Novo M. monoceros -do-
-----.- --
April, June and October 
to :'Jecerlber 
Apri.l, June and Octo ber 
to -December 
October to December 
February to May and 
Octobe~ to November 
February to March, r.1ay 
to June and October to 
November. 
January. May to July 
and Septenber to 
October. 
11.4 Behavi2ur - S9hoolipg gnd loc~l movements 
At Amha: -_lpuzha, large numbers of prawns particularly 
~f. dobsonl and -L.. iEdicus were seen to congregate very near 
the shore in tr_e mud-banks which are generally formed during 
the southwest monsocn period. }~though, earlier workers have 
discussed t 11C hydrological and ecological factors responsible 
for bringi~: out this lucrative fishery in the mud-b8J1k 
region, the reasons for wide fluctuations observed in the 
landings in di£ferent years 2nd for the occurrence of large 
shoals of P. indicus only in certain years are not fully 
understood. It is also interesting to note that during this 
period, the prawns are not encountered in their usual bottom 
habitat, but in the columnate pelagic zone. 
... 
. 
J 
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In the Zr- nyakumari District, P. in~.lcus supports a 
lucrative fishe.:' r only during the monsoon :!1onths from May 
to November, whr·'·. they move into this area. in large 'shoals. 
It is has teen c~)served that in the fishing season the occur-
rence of prawns in different localities was Arratic as the 
shoals that move to a region do not remain there: for prolonged 
period. 
At Machilipatnam the nature of the catches of stake 
nets suggests that M. ~onoceros and M. dobsoni exhibit inde-
pendant gregarious movement. Generally, '\Then M. monoceros 
. - -------
was abundant in the catches, M. dobson! was poor. It was 
also observed that during the full monn and new moon days 
the movements of these species become more intensive. 
12. ltrARK-RECOV .Y EXPERIMENTS ON COMMERCI .. ~JJ PRAWNS 
12.1 Methc ~ 
= -
Mark-recovery experiments were condUcted at Panaji, 
Coch!n and M:. ' . . ~as to study the migratory pattern. growth, 
recruitment e.!~ . l mortality of the commercially important 
prawns. In order to select a suitable tag for large scale 
tagging of prawns, experiments ~re conducted in the labo-
ratory during 1971, using different types of tags on three 
species of prawns. The results obtained indicated that the 
modified Petersen disc tag is more suitable than the loop 
tag. which often hinders the natural movement of the prawn. 
Hence, further field experiments were carried out with the 
modified Peterc". disc tag of the following specifications:-
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1 • Diameter 'f the 2 coloured plastic discs 8-9mm 
2. Thickness of the disc 0.8 mrn 
3. Length of the monofilament 100 rmn 
4. Diameter oJf the monofilament 0.3 run 
Field - :;~periments on tagging of prawns were carried 
out in the in~ 'lore and off3hore waters at Panaji, in both 
estuarine and inshore waters at Cochin and in the backw~ter 
regions at Madras. Live prawns were generally obtained from 
the co~rnercial fishing uni ts. The prawns thus obtained were 
conditioned in the tagging tubs for so.:ne time, the water in 
the tub beir~ freGuently changed to keep the prawns heilthy 
and active. The prawn to be t~gged was gently held under 
water and its sex ~d total length were determined and re-
corded in a re[ · · ~er against the number of the tag to be 
used. The taggi. ,s was done with the help of a hypodermic 
needle (No.?O 01' ~Z1). The prawn was held in the left hand 
and the neE;"lle or. \vhich one disc of the tag was already 
inserted was pasf,ed through the muscula ture of the 1 st ab-
dominal segnent along the side without injuring the vital 
organs. The f ... ':'~ end of the filamen t was taken through the 
bOrG of the nB '_11e, which was then retracted through the 
muscle and the disc (Fig. 2). The free end of the filament 
was then fused into a knob using a glowir~ stick. The 
locally obtainable incense stick (Agarhathi) was ideally 
suitable for this purpose. The tagged prawns were kept in 
separate tubs for one or two. hours before releasing them 
into the \'13,-ter. The dead pra~rn8 were reT!loved and only the 
c~~tive ones were carefully rele.ased into the water. 
Publ ~.c.i ty :ar the recovery of tagged prawns was 
a:!:'rar~ed by dist- ibuting hand bills (Specimens shown in 
1 
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Q 
1 
nm 
nm 
c 
I 
I 
. 
r 
I 
I 
.......... --- ---~ .. . ----- .... ... .... -------- --------------~-----------------.,j 
Fig.2. Tag~1~g c~ prawns: a, Petersen disc tag (modified); 
b, insert:on of tag; c, tag in position. 
pd - pl~stic disc, nm - nylon monofilament, 
hn - hypodermic needle, nmf - fused end of nylon 
monof1!2ment 
, 
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Appendix II) and displaying wall posters in the fishing vil-
lazes, fish landing centres, prawn processing centres and 
compar~es and in the fishermen co-operative societies. The 
hand bills were prepared in English as well as in local 
lan@lages. They were distributed regularly sometime before 
the cOmMencement of the experiment and continued periodically 
till about one month after the experiments were over. Wide 
publicity was arrang'2d through the local newspapers while 
the Qxperiments were in prog'~ess in 1973. Co-operation of 
the st~te Fisheries DepRrtments was ~lso utilised. A rewexd 
of Rs.3/- was offered to those who brought prawns with de-
tails of data ~nd place of recapture. 
12.2 ~eriMents in Goa 
Various species of prawns were t3gged and released 
in the inshore end offshore areas off Panaji within a depth 
range of 4 to 30 metres, details of which are given in Table 
XXIII. In 1973 a total of 290 prawn.s of different species 
were tagged and released, out of which 21 were recovered, 
re~istering a recovery rate of 7.2%. 
luI the prawns were released in inshore shallow areaS 
where thsre was moderately intense fishing activities, whereas 
most of the 134 prawns rEleased in early 1974 was in areas 
of 20-30 metres dep th ''lhere small mechanised boats usually 
do not oper~te, thereby probably decreasing the chances of 
re8QVery. All the prawns released in deeper waters, pa~ti­
c1l1arly H. nonoceros, did not register a single recovery. 
-.... ........ .... -.-
:;llis ":'lay be due to the s"llaller vessels usually not operating 
in this depth zone. In 1974, all the prawns were tagged and 
released fron the Government of India trawlers which normally 
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TABLE XXIII 
. 
rrl.O+~. 1 numbor of t v~ ~ pramlS agged and recovered in Goa 
........ ..I'Ir_. __ '_ _ ___ ...... -"- ....-.-........ ..... • t _____ _ 
• . --- ...... ....,. --=---.0:..,. '. __ '. ~. _______ ,_= .-.' ---
1973 1974 
-~---~~~~-~~-----~- ... --- .. ~ .... - .... ----------8Deci GS 
.. 
• Total No. Total No • 
No. reco- % No. reco- f\! - '') , I~ 
tagged vered t .?"gged vered 
. ..,. ••• '_ .... 777l ________ _
.... __ ..,..a....~~. ,.,- • ~-----' .... =~ ... 
~1. affinis 169 15 8.9 2 - -
-'"' 
-
ee 
1\1 
.I. • dobsoni 55 3 5.5 51 1 2.0 
-
M. monoceros 
- - -
72 - -
.-
D 1:lC~ iensis 2 5 40.0 1 . • - - -
-.. --.". . .---.. 
1) i~jicus 3 . , • - - - -_h 
___ I II&:' 
'P f:1.Q nod 0 n 1 ,J. • - - - - -
-
- .. 
P. sty~i!era 63 3 4 fl 1 - -• ...J
----------------------------------------
TOTAL 290 21 7.2 134 3 2.2 
-
.~ 
• ... ....... t..3IIII ... -...... ....... ' ...... ......-.... .- -.-....-.. ......... - ---...-~ ..• -_ ....... --
opcr~te outside the zone where smaller nrivate boats operate. 
~ 
Overall rate of recovery in 1974, therefore was much less 
than that of 1973. The recovery rate in 1973 was quite 
• 'f'" !. r. ff'" . slgnl. .. lcant, overall recovery 'being 7.2?u, 1"1- a ... lnlG reg18-
. -
tcring R recovery rate of 2.9%. 
~T--- -T" 
'., t · • 
~' .• __ .' .. 1/ • 
,. f"' 7--~ "\.; ~~ 
,. I 
- .. 
De4:;:,.ils ·)f recovi.:;'ries T!l2:.dc arc presented in Table 
'.-~ht : longe;3+, per iod fro:;] the d ,'} te of rele2se to the 
eX' T'Q';0VC~y- W3,S 18 d,2"YS. A specimen of H. af.(~~liso cf 
of ~p .. ~ ~.!Q~~.?n3is of 1974 reP.'2ained at 
"'I I' 'j." ~ ":" + 'cr .::;> - ~ 1 E' d "y S 
, II >, ... ' ~ , ),.., 
........ . _ 1 '"_ " ~ _ ~ • ' .... t. .. The longest distance fro:TI the pl~J..ce 
. '" 2, ... 31e'1.sG to the place of recovery' was 2,bout 60 kns, 
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TABLE XXIV 
-- -~' -e' __ 
Particulars of recoveries of tagged prawns in Goa (PRn~ji) 
in 1973 and 1974 
..... _ _ .~.~ . .. a... .... _ JL . _ ....... . ...... , -~.. . ..... - -... . ~ .. - • •. - - ...... '--~~. • ...... __ ................. , .- . _ ................ ~"'.--: - ........ . ... - . -. ..._._. ~ .-~. ...~.--.. --.-""......- ... ~~-I' 
+' 
ro Release Recovery 
....... -- ... __ ... _-_ ... ..-.-
--------------
~ ~ 
U) 0 0 
(1) orl o~ 
0r4 ~ ..f-:l 
() C,} rd <D oj 
<l> -P 0 ~ () 
IJi ~ 0 a:1 0 H A H 
I~ ,--... 
.pQ ~S· t Q) "d ~ 1ze a 
...0 Q) §---..---------C) . 
(l) Cd ~ i7 o rl Q) H C!.J ?u ~ U) (1) (!) CD 
v £"j ~ ro :> 
~~Q)O (l) 0 
WQ.)rlU rl () 
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R~H~ ~ p:; 
~) ~ 
~ 
.r-! Q 
.r-! 
...c: 
.pQ) 
t[)w 
~ ~ m 
(l) (]) Q) 
t/) HH 
til 
~ 
rO~ 
.4J 
ct-tH 
o (l) 
.,0 
O°rl 
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M. affi- 6.2.73 Off 9.2.73 Calan- - 114 114 Male Nil 3 -
. .....-... .. .... Cal 8,11- gu¢c nl8 
gute 
-(10- -do- -do- 12.2.73 Aguada 4 115 115 -do- Nil 6 s. 
-do- 15. ~~. 73 Aguada 20.2.73 Off' Vasco 1 5 106 106 -do- N"' :1_ 5 s. 
-"_0- -(10- -do- 15.2. 73 ~a Qana alangutc 4 95 95 -do- Nil - N. 
_A ")_ 
-do- -do- 20,2 .. 73 Off AGu,qda 1 134- 1 36 Femr1.1 e 2 5 E. 
-d0- -do- -d')- 15.2.73 C3.1ancute 3 110 110 :! Nil N.E. -c.. 0- -
-do- -do- -do- 22.2.73 Aguadct 1 1 04- 1 05 Mc'llc 1 7 E. 
-10- -do- -do- 19.2.73 Cc~l:mgute 4 114 1 1 4 Femal e Nil 4 N. 
-uu- -do- -do- 16.2.73 -do- 4 120 120 -do- Nil 1 
lJ -, ~ ; ~ . 
... -- . 
-do- -do- -dn- 21 .2.73 Off Vasco 1 5 139 141 -c3 0- 2 16 s. 
d-3. Gnma 
... ~ .~ -:.....ef m-r .. ,.,..~.... .......... . 4- _ ..... ...0.- . ~ . • . ~.. ... 
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TABLE XXIV Contd. 
~----- --.--
we ' r-_ _ _~ * . -__ •• _.,. ~ . ..J .-. ...- - .-----.....-~ -~---------- . ..... . . , -- ... . .. .• .. - .. -.- . ..... :----
. --.. .. - --~ ... .. ----"'- -~---.- . ----. .... _ ....... _----.- .......... _-
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
... _- - __ - ____ • ___ .--.._ ..... . ___ #A- _ __ • __ ... __ • 
_" ___ •• -______ ..-. -... . ... _ .... _ __ ... __ ' ~__ "e, ........ . .... . :-0 _'10 ' • ........ , ..... . ..... ..- .:; ... -. .... ......... • ~.I .. _. __ .....-.-,....-. .-... - .  -.--- __ 
M. affi- 15.2.73 AgUada 24.2. 73 Cal2.nc;utc 
-~ . - . 
-do- -do- 23.2.73 Aeuadq 
21.2.73 Anjuna 25.2.73 Vasco da 
Garla. 
-no-
-do-
M. Job-
.. 
15.2. 73 
-do-
21.2.73 
-do-
-rio- 15.2.73 
-Jo- 22.1.74 
. ---
!. 3 ty- 6.2. 73 
lTfera 
-.-... -
-do- 8.2.73 
-da- 15.2.73 
P. lne:r. - 22 • 1 • 74-
......... : ·n -
r;u 1811 r J- s. 
-do- -do-
Agu,~da 
-do-
-do-
Anjuna 
27.2.73 
5.3.73 
21.2.73 
6.3.73 
Aguada 25.2.73 
Cal;~.n- 22. 1 • 74 
gutc 
-d 0- 13. 2. 73 
Aguada -do-
-do- 19.2.73 
Cal;~Jl- 22. 1 . 74 
t.:"u te' 
-> 
-00- 9.2 • 74 
}}{SU9.d,q 
Cal Clngute 
Ag\l::td ~ 
Calangute 
Redi 
(Vengurla) 
Cal:::mgutc 
-
-
Calrtngutc 
-do-
-c10-
4 
1 
19 
4 
-
5 
60 
-
-
-
4 
-
-
122 122 Female 
120 120 -c.lo-
115 115 -do-
119 
142 
100 
104 
106 
94 
105 
75 
105 
94 
124 
146 
100 
106 
112 
94 
105 
75 
105 
94 
11 0 1 2f: 
-do-
-00-
-do-
-do-
-do-
-[10-
-do-
-, " -~ .l: ,'-
_('1 n . .. 
\., . 
... 
-(1 Ci-
., 
-n ;: .. 
N.il 
Nil 
Nil 
5 
Nil 
6 
-
Nil 
"fiJi: J . .,_ . .. 
1~ 
9 N. 
8 E. 
4 s. 
1 2 
18 
-
13 
10 
7 
5 
A 
•. k 
• 
-
-
N. 
-
co 
u. 
N. 
-
-
-
1\T 
• • 
-
1 0 (.. ' -., 
" . a __ _..-r.-_ ...... ...~ _ ..... ... __ ' 1>" _ _ __ , • • • • • ,.. • ..-.-.-. . . _-.-. _______ • __ ~..-...--- '" . _ · ~Io. I • ..-.JI.· ...... _ -~ ~.a. -..-..-- . ..... .... ... "'., ~ ..... ... . . . ... - . - .-. . ,'., ......... . 
;:; - South; N- North; E - Ea[3t. 
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i~'l tr.:J? case of one r,1. dobsoni released e .. t Ag'..lada at the en-
trance of the Mandavi estuary; the prawn having travelled 
towards north to Redi, outside the bounda~y of Goa. The 
period at liberty in this Case was 10 days. Travelling 60 
kms. in 10 days may perhaps be a remarkable instance of mig-
ratory speed. 
Except in the case of a P. merguicnsis growing 16 mID 
within a period of 18 days, all the other cases of growth 
increments were within known limits. Recoveries indicate 
an overall Movement towards the north, though much of the 
movement waS within the fishing ground itself. Fig. 3 
depicts the migratory course of the tagged prawns. out of 
the 24 recoveries, 5 were males and the other females. 
12.3 ~eriments in Cochin 
At Cochin, large scale tagging of prawns was commenced 
from the middle of 1972 and it was carried out both in the 
backwaters and il~hore regions. All the five commercial 
penaeid prawns viz., Meta~enaeU8 £obsoni, M., monocero~, 
M. aff,inis, Penaeus l~~icus and Parapenaeopsis stylifera 
WEre taken up for tagging. In the backwaters, juveniles 
of M. monoceros and P. indicus were selected while M. 
-_en.. ~ 
gohsoni Was the main species tagged in the sea. The number 
of specimens tagged and released in the Cochin Backwaters 
and in the inSl1Cr·8 sea is given in Table xx:v. 
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TABLE XXV 
Details of prawns tagged at Cochin during 1972 and 1973 
~ . ..-..-.-
_~FT 
... ~ •• , ft .. _ a~_ · ... ... _~ .• 
- Q 
...... .. 
Region Place of Species Total Place Depth Size No.of 
• capture tagged No. of In range prawns 
rel- Mtrs. (mm) reco-
ease vered 
-
",..-.- . 
.... ----
' ... ~ .... . ~ __ :r it •• .. 
1972 
Cochi~ Thevara M. mono- 570 Cochin 3 63-116 2 
back- canal ceros back-
We .. ter water 
-do- -do- P. indicus 54 Thoppum- 3 58-135 -
... 
pady 
canal 
Inshore Off M. dobsoni 397 off 59-130 2 
se8. Cochin ~- inaicUs 8 Cochin 10 120-147 
p-:' styli-
fera 14 80-95 
1973 
Inshore Off H. dobsoni 332 50-103 1 
sea Cochin r. ind:icus 18 Off 10- 90-140 
'P7 styli- Coehin 15 
f8ra 98 72-111 
11.' affinis 73 
-
« 
. _ .... - -.,.,...,-.. ---~-.-----"""----~.. ~- --...., -- --.~ ........ -. _.---
During 1972 when tagging experiments were mainly 
carried out from the backwaters, 570 specimens of M. mono-
ceros and 54 specimens of P. indicus obtained from Stake 
- -- - -----
nets were tagged and released near the Cochin bar mouth, 
of which 2 speCi'TIen8 of H. monocero s were recovered. In 
- -.......... 
the ~arine region, altogether 729 specimens of M. dobsoni, 
112 ~ stylifera, 73 M. afflnis and 26 P. indJ.cus -were 
tagged and released during 1972 and1973. Out of these 2 
specimens of ~!. dobsoni and a single specimen of P. stylif~ra 
lqere recoveren. The details of recoveries and the migratory 
CC11 lrS8 ?_re shown in Table XXVI and F~4 respectively. 
, 
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TABLE XXVI 
. --.... ...,... ...... -
.. -
,.~ 
Particulars of recoveries of tagged prawns at Cochin during 1972 and 1973 
..... ~.~~ - _.... p .,\ •• ~-""""""""-:~"""" - .'.~-~...... _ ..... ---........ _ ..... . . -- -~ .. ..--..- --- __ . -·t ."-"-." -~ ____ ._-.a..~ ...... ~..... .. ... __ 4 .... ~. 
Species 
Details o~ release 
------.-~-~---~------ ... --
ru 
+> 
t{ 
(l) 
C) 
<U 
r-f 
P-4 
.-.. 
• 
...coo 
.pH 
PI+> ~6 
Details of recovery ~ • OJ Size 
..... --- .... --- ... -.-- .......... ~-~- ..... ------ ::: 0 tf.) __ -a±_ 
w 
~ 
~ 
{J) 
o 
cd 
rl p... 
~ 
~ 
~ t> en'-'" ,-, 
Q (l) Q) r: E1 
..0 ~ rl Et E1 
Q) .................. 
(l) Crt H-- >., 
.-.. 0 0 (1 ill H 
• ~ ~~ UJ (1) 
...c! U) @ (l.) '-' cD ~ 
~H ~CJ>., Q) 0 
At:! W (tj H M () 
(l) ?-, "M' rl (l) (J) (1) 
A'-' A ~ > ~ ~ 
..p 
cti G-i 
o 
UJ 
~ ~ 
m OOP 
ro ~.~ ~ 
-{ .,-.+> (l) 
~ ~; C) S 
O(uQ)Q) 
-,a H :> 
O·r-!·r4 0 
~r1~S 
... ....~_ . ______ . ,. : .. ... ".. • ' -. . - ..... ~ _ .. . . . , .. __ - r . • -. ." '" - _ "'-. .J '. ' .. ___ ~_ ..... _- ' . ,,&....0... - • _ - . '.- ,. . ' , - - -~ _ . ....... ----.. ~ ~-•• ",. ---....... - • ,_--.. . _ ......... . ', ......... --.. _- - .. ---- .... 
M. mono- 7.9.72 Thopurr.- 3 12.9.72 Kumba- Drag 1 4 91 91 5 -
--ceros pady lam net 
M. mono- 7.10.72 Thopurn- 3 17.9.72 Thevara Drag 1 ..l.. 77 81 10 2 -
........ .-. ---'~t _ 
ce:ros pady canal net 
.... 
M. dob- 27.11.72 Off 10 1.12.72 Off Mali- Trawl 12.5 5.5 85 05 4 N 
.. ~.~ .-.-... ~. Cochin • sonl puram 
-M. dob- 27.11 .72 Off 10 5.12.72 Off TraYll 15 25 90 go 8 N 
....... ,.,. ......-..-..~ 
• Cochin Azhicodc sonl. 
r .. ~~- 15.12. 73 O:ff 10 1 7.12. 73 Off' TrrU'll 10 - «35 95 2 -
lifera CuchiE Cochin 
.-
nv<r~ 
......... ~ __ .... ~ .......... ., . I'l .... _ ~ _ _ ..... .; .~ , .. ... .. . .F'1I. -*I"-.!. _ _ ... .. -_I .... .. 
....... .,.. __ . ... ... _ ....... ~.~ .... '. ~:..._ ............ _-.4""_" ~ .... ft-_· .•. , ... ·- ~ ' r .... ~ ... . r. J< . ..... ... ........ . . . " , • _ . . . . ... _ ... . ____. . _ ... . ;a - ", 
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The results obtained from these prelL~ina~ experi-
. 
M€n+~ : _ 1. ... 0 indicated that 1. the modified Petersen disc tag is 
sui t?J::Je for tagging prawns measuring above 40-45 ~ size 
F'n(~ it is retained by the prawns in their natural habitat 
-and during moulting. 2. the recovery rate of tagged prawns 
• 
both in the' backwaters ani marine region is relatively 
amall, 3. the recoveries occurred within 2-10 days after 
release of tagged prawns and 4. the movement of prawn 1s 
·restricted and seen within the fishing ground, the maximum 
dist~nce trav011edby M. dob80~i .at one instance being 
25 km in the ~~rine region during a period of 8 days. 
1 2.4 Exp erim~!?-~ ~ _in Madras, 
At Madras, juveniles of P.' indicus and ~. monodon 
(70 ~ - 130 rom) caught by cast nets in the backwaters at 
Ennore and Pulicat were tagged and released in these back-
waters. The number of P. indicus tagged at Ennore and 
-
Pulicat were 553 and 648 respectively. 
Thirty nine P. 1ndicus and one P. monodon were 
• 
re~overed. The c.eta11s of recoveries are given in Table 
·XXVI1. 
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TABIt! nVII 
Tagging details in Madras 
____ .. ~ . . .I ~ ___ . __ . .. L-~r~ . ... ' _ r- _ .......... _.-- . ____ ... _& . . ~ __ .. _ .-.... ________ _ 
Tag Initial Pinal Date and Date of Time inter- Growth 
No. length le~th place of rEcovery val between during ( ~ln~ ) (Ll;' reloase release & the ........ t 
recovery period 
1 r) 3 .~ 5 6 7 ~ -; 
~ ............. ......-.. -, .. ~:.- ...... -- . -"- , .-
-
2067 93 93 Ennore 4.6.73 4 days Nil 
2°"1 .~ I • 97 97 1 .6. 73 4.6.73 4 days Nil 
207£ 86 86 1.6.73 5.6.73 5 days Nil 
2081 92 92 1.6.73 5.6. 73 5 days Nil 
2090 97 104 1 .6. 73 12.6. 73 12 days 7 mm. 
2093 103 103 1 .6. 73 4.6.73 4 days ~il 
2095 89 89 1.6.73 4.6.73 4 days Nil 
2100 98 103 1 .6. 73 15.6. 73 10 days 5 Inm 
2102 94 104 1.6.73 15.6. 73 15 days 10 rom 
21 12 102 
- 1 .6. 73 13.6.73 13 days Decomposed 
2395 81 81 Ennore 
16.6~73 10.6. 73 4 days Nil 
1511 8E- 86 Ennore 26.6.73 2 days Nil 
24.5.73 
151 ? f~4 84 24.5.73 26.6.73 2 days Nil 
1569 r ' '""' ('j 79 24.5.73 24.6.73 1 day Nil 
1 f ·~ 5 "'". ",.. (~() G6 24.5. 73 28.6.73 4 days Nil 
2156 1 O ,~ 103 Pulicat 17.6.73 10 days - 1mm 
7.6.73 
223') 111 [~,3* Pulicat 18.7.73 5 days * 
')"-..~ ap 08 P~icat 15.7. 73 2 days Nil r _ ( •• J .. ' 
-' ,-' 
-" 
'") 2 . ~ 1 
'- , ·T 1('.2 101 * Pulicat 16.7.73 3 days - 1 Il1I!l 
.,-
.. 
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TABLE XXVII Contd • 
• 
_or 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
----... ----~. ---. -. -----.-~ . "'- ... ~------.-.---
2246 105 101 '* Pulicat 14.7.73 1 day * 
2247 117 115* Pulicat 17 • 7. 73 4 days * 
2249 109 108 Pulicat 15 .. 7. 73 2 days - 1 rnm 
2251 110 104* Pulicat 15.7. 73 2 days * 
, 
2253 97 95* Pulicat 16.7.73 3 days * 
2258 108 100* Pulicat 17.7. 73 4 days * 
2262 101 99 Pulicat 14.7.73 1 day - 2mm 
2267 113 113 l'ulicat 17.7. 73 4 days Nil 
2269 111 108* Pulicat 14.7.73 5 days * 
2271 118 107* Pulicat 14.7.73 1 day * 
2273 109 109 Pulicat 14.7.73 1 day Nil 
2275 95 94 Pulicat 14.7.73 1 day· - 1 mm 
2297 103 101 l'ulicat 15.7.73 2 days - 2 rom 
2401 108 87* Pulicat 18.7. 73 5 days * 
2402 108 93* Pulicat 1 !6. 7 • 73 2 days * 
2407 95 94 Pulicat 16.7.73 3 days - 1 mm 
2409 103 102 Pulicat 16.7.73 5 days * 
2433 100 86* Pulicat . 18. 7. 73 . 5 days * 
2/+69 81 82 Pulicat 17.7.73 4 days 1 II1r1 
2473 82 80* Pulicat 17.7.73 4 days * 
r. rnonodon 
2085 116 124 Ennore 9.6.73 9 days Bmm 
1 .7. 73 
rt'; 
-
..... .--.-.. - = • 
* Rostrum broken in recovered prawn. 
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!~fost of the pra.wns were recovered wi thin 
T , ~ <. '"l. , " ;~ and did not show any growth increment. 
.. 
5 days after 
All of them 
were recovered in the estuary within a radiuB of 3 km from 
the ::;·('il1t of release. The longest time interval between 
release and recovery was 15 days and the prawn had grown 
10 Y!ln revealing remarl{ably high rate of growth (20 mm/ 
month) • 
So~e recovered prawns showed a slight reduction in 
length. This may be due to shrinkage of the prawns which 
were preserved in fornalin. In many cases the rostrum was 
broken. It is therefore suggested to record both carapance 
and total length of the prawns to be tagged. 
13. POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS 
13.1 Bombay regio~ 
13.1.1 Sex ratio 
Tne males and females of M. monoceros, M. brevicornis 
-
and r. ~culp~}!}~ occurred in the ratio of 1:1 and of P. 
8tlfJ;~ra, P. hardwickii, A. st~nodac~Ylus and P • . tenuipes 
in the ratio of 1 :2. The sex ratio showed wide disparity 
in S. inrliaa and A. indicus. At times the ratio of males 
--- -----
to fe~~les was 1 :11 in the former and 1:8 in the latter. 
13.1.2 Size composition 
13.1.2.1 M. affinis 
. 
Tae size range for the males was 41-143 rom with the 
~e~.n sir:e of 93 m.m in 1972-73. The females were in the 
~:; i=c r:--~n.2"8 26-172 ?Urn ?J1d the ir rlean sizes increased from 
72 : .. : in 1972 tJ 77 m...rn in 1 S73. 
.. 
) 
• 
r 
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13.1.2.2 M. monoce:ros 
, 
--;----
• 
T:."le size ranges and their mean sizes did not 
, ~-
differ much in the two" sexes during the two years at Mahul. 
In 1973, the size range for the males WaS 62-99 mID with the 
mean size of 74 rom and for the fem~les· it was 31-97 rom with 
the mean sizes of 69 rom • 
. 
, 
-
. . 
13.1.2.3 M. brevicornis 
--
• 
. 
. 
The sizes ranged bet\'leen 47 and 95 mm in -males and 
29 and 134 roD in females at ~bdh. The me~~ sizes dropped 
from 78 to 76 rom in males and 91 to 86 ~~ in females in the 
t;\,ro vears. 
'" 
At Mahul the size'range did not differ much fro~ 
tha.t at Madh in the case of males but in females it was 
, -
40-138 nrn. The me a't1 size s showed upward trend s from 69 to 
71 mm in males and 80 to '82 nun in females in the ~'O years. 
• I - r _ 
13.1.2.4 ·P e stylifera 
The size ranges were 28-105 rom for males and 18-127 
EM for females at Madh and 35 to 87 mm for males and 23-127 
nr1 for female sat Mahul. Th-e "mean sizes had gone up at Madh 
f::-O:i 74-79["Ll'!l in !1ales and 71-87 mm in fenales . and at Mahul 
f}~Ol·~ 62-68 mm in males and 59::65 mm in fel!lales in the two 
13.1.2.5 P. sculptil~s 
The size ranges did not differ much in the two cen-
t~e8 for both the sexes. At Mahul it waS 35-117 mm for 
males and 28-154 rom for females. While -the mean sizes for 
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:}:f~ ::--ales and feMales imoroved at 11adh fron 75-81 mm and 
• 
9'; .... ~~ ~11 respectively in the two years,' they were reduced 
at iTahul from 87-83 rno for males and 100-87 rnm for females. 
13.1.2.6 P. hardwickii 
---.. .......... 
The size ranges were 27-67 I:L1l for nales and 40-115 
f'li"1 for females at Madh with the mean sizes 55 and 56 nt1 in 
the for :!Er and 94 and 92 rom in the latter in the two y'ears. 
~1e size r~~es at ~~hul for males was 37-62 rom and for 
females 2~~--92 Tfl.M with the mea.."'1 size at 65 ron in 1973. 
13.1.2.7 S. indica 
_. _to 
The size ranges in the two centres were almost the 
sa~e in both· the sexes, they being 21-79 ~~ for males and 
11-107 r:m for females at ~..adh. 'fuile the mean sizes for 
males slightly moved up from 48-49 ~~ at both the centres 
they showed a fall from 51-49 mM at Madh and 64-57 Th~ at 
}~hul in the two years for the females. 
13.1.2.8 4~ stenodactylus 
• 
The species appeared in 1973 only at Madh. The size 
rCLnr~e for males was 22-64 mIn wi th the mean size at 48 n.ID 
~ 
p,nd 19-95 :::::1 f'or female s with the nean size at 64 Irli'n. 
13.1.2.9 A. indicus 
- =---- -
There was not nuch difference in the size ranges at 
the t~.':a cE.'ntres. In COJll'TIon they were 10-33 111":1 for !nal es 
e .. Ld 10-38 ;!lID for fe~ales. At r-1'adh the Mean sizes for the 
J 
• 
r 
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forne].') was 21 I!lrl in both the years and 26 2.nc1 28 mrl for the 
12tter in the two years. At Mahul the mean sizes improved 
I 
fron 16-21 mm for males and 21-24 am for females. 
13.1.2.10 P •. teI!Uipes 
The size ranges were 16-87 mm for males and 11-96 mm 
for fe~les at Madh and 21-62 ~~ for ~ales and 16-68 ~~ for 
f(?~.:ales at II·~9.hul. But, at both the centres and in both. the 
sexes, the :'lean sizeG which did not V8IY l'1uch, showed a de-
f i...'I1i te fall in the second year fron 43 and 44 JU:!1 to 40 mm 
in males and fron 44 to 34 mm and 43 to 39 om in the fe~ales. 
13.1.2.11 H. ensirostris 
The size ranges were 18-99 ~m at ~~dh and 23-81 ~~ 
at !~hul. While the ~ean size dropped from 66-62 ~~ at 
Madh, it remained steady at 59 ~~ at rhhul in the two y88~~. 
13.1.3 ~._comPosition 
The fishery of almost all the species comprised 
Ji':l ~ :~ly of the I and II year classes in Bombay. In !J. 
t?-f r:El~ anc. !'....!.. ~}Q.F tjJ-_:i£ s~l1all percentage of III year 
cls. ~s and i~ P. s'ylifer8 III and IV year classes also COrt-
-..... • . &11: ~_ J&# .......... ~.."." ~ _ 
tri~v~pd to the fishsry. 
.::l 1"\ ,.., l' r' ' ..: -'-~ d .L 1-. (:\ C r'<o t c h \)" .-' . ....... v. ·_ til!. , ., .... " J.. 
T A .~~. th I 1 ~:l • 1.-.l..._lruS J. e year C 2;.8S 
--~ --~ .... ----
13.1.4 Spawning porulation 
~ne spawning population at ~~dh were very high in 
~ }-l;?~-:,d\'''ickii forning 70.7% and also in II. ~J.Sirostris 
--- .. ~----
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fo:e:iir:,g 54.0%. In M. brevicornis, P. stylifera and P. 
§cu}ptili[ the spawneros were about 33% of the population; 
in A. indic~ and P. tenuipes about 25% and lastly in A. 
!.l?-g,icus and A. st~.!!2.q~!ylus they were less than 20% of the 
p opula tion • 
• 
At Mahul the spawners were less than 20% of the 
populations in all the species except P. sculptilis in 
which they fomed about 25%. 
13.1.5 Recruitment 
In 1972-73, recruitment of the sMaller sizes to the 
fishery took place during greater part of the year. In 
the case of P. ~culptilis the recruitment of 26-40 mm and 
in S. indica, of 11-20 mo took place alI!lost throughout the 
year. In A. in~icus size of 9-12 ~~ and in p. tenuipes, 
the size of 11-20 mm entered the fishery more than 6 til:1eS 
in a year. Recruitments of the size 26-40 m~ in the case 
of M. E.r'evi c2rnis and of 16-25 mm t'n the case of P. styli: 
!era to the fishery were every 3 months. M. monoceros of 
the size 31-40 CLTl'l and H. ensirostris of 16-20 mm were 
• 
recruited twice in a year. 
13.2 Goa Region 
13.2. 1 Sex ratio 
-
In the population of ~1. dobsoni, males were signi-
ficantly more n1L"Jerous in most of the months except in April 
and September 1972, December 1972 to February 1973 ann in 
rJovenber, 1973. In the case of ~_ st;ylifera, males domina-
ted in the catche$ in April, June and October, 1972 and 
.. 
• 
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~.n tT~.1.ne, and ~rch to May, 1913. The population of M. 
~.'!~~:~1.~ and ~~~eus merguiensis were chiefly composed of 
feMaJes. 
13.2.2 Size comuosition 
.... 
In the trawl catches, the size of M. dobson! ranged 
from 40-125 nun for fO!:lales and froTI 35-115 rnm for males. 
After the southwest monsoon, when the trawl fishing season 
cOJ~enced in September - October, the catches were dominated 
by l~rger females of 111-120 rom size group. From Decembe~ 
to March, slightly smaller females of 85-110 rom size sup-
ported the bulk of the landings and during the rest of the 
season, generally small sized females predominated in the 
catches. In the beginning of the season, although r.tales 
were poorly represented in the catches, their popula~ion 
was composed of relatively larger pra"TIs belonging to 96-
100 mEl si ze group. As the season advanced, this size group 
disa.p~)p.vrecl fro:!! the fishery by O~tober, and it was replaced 
by the ne'"ly recrui tE'd group of smaller prawns in the size 
group ~1-75 nm and this group of prawns predominated the 
Tiehery curing the rp.st of the sea~on. 
~he size of M. affinis landed by trawl nets ranged 
-
f~o~ 40-190 ~ in females and 35-170 rom in nales. Soon 
c"ft8r the monsoon, the marine catches were dominated by 
males and females of 121-130 mm size groups. The larger 
fe~ales (136-140 m~) and males (126-130 mm) disappared 
from the fishing ground by December. By January, females 
belonging to 131-135 r.llTI size, an~ males of 116-120 mm size 
dominated in the catches. During the rest of the season, 
'r·slatively s~1,ller prawns of 106-125 m..Y!l size groups contri-
~. , "'.). t("·J to the f'i shery . 
• 
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The size of P. stylifer~ ranged between 25 mm and 150 
mm in females and between 30 rom and 120 nun in males. When 
the trawl fishery commenced after the monsoon, the catches 
were chiefly composed of females belonging to 91-95 mm and 
106-110 ~~ size groups and males to 91-95 rom. The larger 
--
fem~lAs (106-110 rom) disappared from the fishery by December 
and in the same month~ large scale recruitment of juvenile 
males (20 nnn) and females (40 mm) of the species took place. 
During December-January and April, the fishery was chiefly 
supported by the population belonging to 96-110 mm length 
group, while in June younger pra~ms of 56-60 mm were ~re­
dominant. It is interesting to note that males in the size 
group of 80-110 mm dominated the catches throughout the 
season. 
In the trawl catches, the size of P. ~~rguiensis 
ra~~ed from 70 to 120 mm in females and 80-195 mm in males. 
During the monsoon months this species was mainly cau.ght 
from river mouths by gill nets and its size varied from 
95 In:TI t,:) 165 Im:l in males and 95 mm to 195 rom in female s. 
In J~ly-Augllli~, the gill net catches were dominated by 
male -=: of 130-150 tl~ and females of 140-160 mID size. 
The size composition of the 
c~teb0S of October was composed of 
• specles 
females 
in the trawl 
belonging to 96-
100 ~~. In case of males, 2 size modes, a smaller one at 
101-186 m~ ~~d the larger at 156-160 mm were observed. 
By :!Jecember- July, the larger prawns disappared from the 
ground and during the rest of the se'ason, females belonging 
to 135-146 mn and males to 130-140 rom size group dominated 
, 
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13.2.3 Spawning population 
The spawning population of M. dobsoni was chiefly 
---- -
composed of females between 81-85 rom and 110-120 mm size 
group, while in M. affinis, the prawns in the size range 
-
of 111-145 ~m breed activity in this region. The low 
percentage of females recorded during different months 
suggests that :he latter species breeds in deeper waters 
than the presently exploited fishing grounds. In P. styli-
fera, active breeders were generally encoD~tered in the 
size group between 101-105 mm and 111-115 InIJl from :recember 
to April in the size range of 90-125 mm. In P. merguiensis 
the spawning population consisted of females measuring bet-
ween 141 and 185 ~m; larger females above 150 rom being 
dominant from October to January and the smaller prawns of 
141-145 mm size from January to April. 
13.3 AmE~lapugpa region 
13.3.1 Sex ratio 
13.3.1.1 ~f. dobsoni 
e-= --
, 
'-rhe overall male to female sex ratio Was found to be 
1 :1.9 in a~l the months except in December 1971 and July 
1972. ~he males were generally seen in highe"-' proportion 
tb.a~~ females in lower size groups upto 71-75 mm. In the 
higher size groups, the ratio of females increased and above 
101-105 mm size the population was almost entirely composed 
o of .female 'Prawns. 
~ 
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13.3.1.2 P. s!vlifera 
In its population the sex ratio of male to female 
was 1 :1.3. In the monthly sex ratio distribution, males 
were dominant in December 1971, ~1arch, Hay, November and 
December 1972. Size-wise distribution of sex ratios showed 
preponderance of ~ales in the size groups below 81-85 IDm, 
while i:·~. the larger size groups females were in far excess of 
mal es. I!~ April - Hay and September the females vlere found 
to be dorTli!1a ting in the lo\~·er size groups also. 
13.3.1.3 P. indicus 
The overall male to female sex ratio was 1 :2.2. As 
in the case of the preceeding two species, females were 
predominant in the catches upto 141-145 mm size group in 
all the months, the sex ratio distribution showed little 
consistency as the males and females were found in varying 
proportions in different months. In the size group above 
146-150 ruM, females were generally encountered in greater 
nUInbers th8.TI males except in ~J3.rch 1972. 
13.3.2 §i~e composition 
13.3.2.1 M. dobsoni 
-
The size ranged from 52 om to 110 rom in males and 
fro~ 51 m~ to 121 ~~ in females. In the trawl fishery, 
the males were mainly composed of the 66-95 mID size groups. 
Smaller 'Prawns below 60 nun size were enoountered from October 
to r·:ay, while the larger prawns above 95 rom size were a bun-
dant in the catches of April-May, 1973. In females, majo-
rity of prawns belonged to 66-100 mm size, but those above 
100 ~ size were also caught in appreciable n~~bers from 
I 
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october to~. Small sized females below · 60 mm were re~­
resented in the catches landed in February, May, October 
. . . 
and December 1972 and again during Februa.ry-May, 1973. 
In the mud-bank fishery of July, the principal size 
of the species was found at 81-100 rom for males and at 91-
115 ~~ for females. 
The monthly mean size of males of M. dobson! varied 
between 64.5 mm and 91.5 mm and that of females between 
73.6 mm and 98.5 mID. The lowest mean size for males was 
recorded in November 1972, while for felames it was in 
January. The highest mean size for both the sexes was 
observed in JUly.. There was little consistency in the 
distribution and progression of mean sizes in different 
months, indicating irregular pattern of incursion of prawns 
belonging to different size groups into the fishery and 
their wide fluctuations in abundance. 
Th~ size ranged from 51 rom to 109 mm in males and 
from 52 rom to 123 mm in females. In the commercial catches, 
majority of males belonged to 61-90 rom in length groups. 
In females, the dominant size group in the fishery was found 
to vaxy between 66 mm and 100 mm size. Howefer, in .Feb- . 
rua.ry 1972 and fiom February to Apri] 1973, larger number 
of pr8.\\fns belonging to the smaller as well as larger size 
g~oups were also seen to contribute to the catches. 
.. 
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The mean size of Pe. ~tylifera varied between 70.3 ~~ 
and 90.9 mm in males and between 74.6 rom and 99.4 rom in 
females. The lowest mean size for Males was observed in 
April 1972 and for females in June 1973. The highest mean 
size waS recorded in April 1973 for both the sexes. As in 
the case of M. dobsoni the distribution of mean sizes in 
different months showed no definite pattern. 
13.3.2.3 P. indicus 
The catch was composed of individuals ranging in 
size from 96 mm to175 ~~ in males and from 97 mm to 180 mm 
in females. The trawl fishery for the species in January 
1972 was mainly contributed by the prawns belonging to the 
size groups between 96-100 mn and 136-140 mm but, as the 
season advanced, a gradual incursion of larger praM1S was 
noticed and in roray the dominant size groups were found at 
161-165 ~ in males and 151-155 ~ in fe~ales. After the 
rainy season, wheT: the trawl fishery commenced in October 
1972 the dominant size of males waS at 146-150 mm. In the 
subseouent months till April, the mOdal size of the species 
WaL~ seen varying betweer. 131-135 mill and 146-158 rnm. Ho\~ever, 
in H3..Y 1973, large size males wi til the modal size at 161- • 
165 ~~ were abundant. The principal size of the females 
during the period was found between 136-140 BID and 150-160 run. 
During the beginning of the I!luc1-bank fishery in July, 
~ales were poorly represented in the catch, while the fe~ale 
pO.'Dulation consisted of relatively smaller prawns (106-145 mm) 
but in -August, both males and females were more or less of 
the same size group viz. 121-166 ~~. 
• 
, 
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The mean 8 ize of P. indicus in the trawl fishery 
varied from 113.0mm ao 154.6 mm in males and-117.6 mIn to 
169.3 mID in females, whereas in the mud-bank fishery of 
July 'and August, it was 113.0 mm and 145.4 mID for males 
and 130.9 rom and 150.2 rom for females. In the case of 
males, a gradual progression of mean size from 125.8 ~~ in 
January 1972 to -145.7 mm in May 1972 was observed. A simi-
lar progression of mean size from 141.8 rum to 145.3 mm 
during March-May, 1973 period was also discernible. How-
ever, in the case of females mhere was no regulari~ in 
the distribution of mean size in different months. 
13.3.3 Age composition 
13.3.3.1 M. dobso·n-i 
Seven to twelve months old prawns formed the bulk of 
the catch in all the months. Males of less than 6 months 
old were abundant in the catches during March-May 1973 and 
the females of the same age from October to May. The males 
belonging to 13-18 months of age group'were found in appre-
ciable numbers only in December 1971 and July 1972. The 
females 6f this age group were generally scarce in the 
fishery except in April-May 1973. 
13.3.3.2 P. stylifera 
The bulk of the catch was composed of 7-12 months 
old pra\-TYls. ]\~le s 1-6 months old, were comple tely absent 
i --l the fi shery during ~1ay to Augus·t 1 972 and in June 1973; 
but they were well represen-ted in November 1972 and March-
f/Iajr 1973. In April 1973, 13-18 months old prawns were also 
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caught in appreciable numbers. In females, the highest 
number of 1-6 flonths old prawns were caught in March-May 
1973; 13-18!:lonths old prawns in April '1973. 19-24 months 
- , 
old prawns did not contribute 
February 1972 and April 1973. 
to the fishery except in 
13.3.3.3 P. indicus 
..... _ -.a-.... - . __ 
The fishe);y was chiefly supported by the prawns 
belonging to 7-1? ~onths age group in the case of males and 
13-18 nonths old prawns in females. In most of the months 
m~les of less th~n 6 months old were noorlv renresented in 
- .., .... 
the fishery, while 13-18 months olrl prawns were abundant in 
A-_-ril 1972 and l\1ay 1973 contrib~ting to the bulk of the 
catch. Females of less than 6 months old were coopletely 
absent in the fishery throughout the period. Though the 
females belonging to 7-12 months age group cOill:llonly occurred 
in the catches, they contributed to th~ major portion of the 
landings only in January and Ju1y 1972. Prawns of 19-24-
months old were ca.ught in November and .December 1972 and 
Fe bru;;,ry, lVerch . and r.'L9.y J 1 973. 
13.3.4 Spawning population 
In M. dob2oni ~pawning occu~s in all the size groups 
." "; ~__ Is. 
5: !"';i1, but majority of ther!l are found between 76 ~m 
and 100 ruD cize p~nd they celong to O-yea-r class. In? 
~:J"life:!.'a, grer=tter nunber of specinens were generally en-
c8untered in the size groups between 76 tlil and 100 n'n 8nd 
they too belong to O-year class. Females spawning lor the 
first ti~e and those belonging to the first year class are 
~enerally observed fro~ October to June. 
'~ , ~ 
-. 
L 
, 
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, . 
P. indicue spawning for the first time were encoun-
tered only in January and April 1972. Majority of the spawn-
ing population was found between 141-145 rom and 181-185 mm 
size group and they belonged to first year class. 
13.3.5 Recruitnent 
Since all the species breed throughout the year, the 
recruit;1ent of younger prawns into the fishery is also 
considered to be continuous. The length frequency dist~i­
bution of M. dobsoni showed the recruit~ent of younger 
prawns in Febru.ary 1972 and from October 1 972 to May 1973; 
the pe~{ being in April-May, 1973. In~. stylifera 3 peak 
recruitrents, January-March 1972, November 1972 and March-
April 1973 - were recorded. These recruits probably belong 
to the prawns spawned during October-DeceTIber 1971, May 1972 
and October-December, 1972. 
The recruitMent of snall sized P. indicus into the 
fishery was recorded during January-April of both the years. 
!n the case of fe~ales a secondary period of recruitment 
Vlas .s.lsa seen ~1 October-November 1972. 
rO study the abunda:1ce, distribution and recruitment 
of postlax'vae of the corlt'1J.ercially important penaeid prawns 
in t :"".e Cochin backwat€rs, regular plankton samples were 
collected at fixed stations in the Thopumpady canal from 
O~tobcr 1972, from the subsurface and bottom regions. The 
collections obtained were relatively rich in respect of the 
postlarvae of P. indicus. Preliminary analysis of data 
revealed that P. indicus postlarvae move into the backwaters 
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in large num,bers alongwi th high tide through the surface 
waters during full moon period and in the low tide, they 
generally remain near the bottom and perhaps get buried 
and thus evade displacement by the ebb tide. Increased 
abundance of postlarvae was observer during February to fIl'ay 
and again in December. 
13.3.6 Mortali~ 
The ar~ual total mortality rate of these species for 
the year 1972 has been estimated by using the following 
equation (Ssentor.{;o and Larkin, 1973)* 
Z :: K. ( n ).( .. __ 1_ ) . 
n + 1 
-y - ye 
vfuere Z = estimated annual total mortality rate 
n -
-
-
-y -
the sample size 
the mean 
month bv 
~ 
of the yls calculated for each 
the forMula y = n (1 - t ), 
L 
where t is the mean size of the population 
in a given sample and L is the maximum 
expected total length. 
yc = - n (1 - Ie ) where tlc' is the length of 
r;-
K -
-
tbe prawn at first capture, and 
the growth coefficient obtained fro~ Von 
Bertalnffy'o growth equation. 
~~. SSE.:':"710~IGO, G. W. and P. 11.. LARKIN, 1 973. Some sirnnle methods 
~ 
~f '23ti~],qted mortality rates of exploited fish populations. 
J. Fi~h. Res. , Ed. Canada, 30( 5): 695-698. 
_ *n I .-. ___ _ 
• , 
I 
I 
I 
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The annual total mortality rate obtained for each 
species is shown below (Table XXVlII). 
TABLE XXVIII 
Mortality rates of various species of prawns at 
Ambalapuzha 
________ , .. -.._ .-....:1. .. :-_______ .. _______ _ 
Species Sex Annual total morta-
lity for 1972 
--------------.,.~------------
~l. d obsoni 
-
P. stylifera 
P. indicus 
. 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
Male 
Female 
3.8 
3.1 
3.9 
2.9 
3. 1 
2.1 
-
Higher mortality rate of about 4 was found in the 
males of M. dobsoni and P. stylifera. In the case of 
females of these s'Oecies as well as in the males of P. 
~ 
indicus it was slightly lower, being about 3. The lowest 
_ ... .,..- ... -
!1nrtali ty rate \'laS obtained for the females of P. indicus. 
13.4 Colachel r~Eion 
13.4.1 Sex ratio 
The male to female sex ratio of P. indicus in the 
~fl,'D.n..'1klrudJl estuary was 1:1 almost rhroughout the period. 
In the inshore catches of this region, percentage of nales 
was higher than that of females in most of the months bet-
\"reon June and November. 
\ 
I 
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13.4.2 Size composition 
The stze of p. ~ndi~us_ in the estuarine fishery ranged 
fr O!"J 3 7 to 1 28 lll'!l f:)r male sand 42 to 135 m..m for female s. 
The bulk of the catc~ was composed of pra~ms between 56 ~~d 
120 fin size. The dominant size of the snecies at the co~men-
.... 
cement of the fishery in February was obperved at 66-70 m~. 
During May - June relatively larger sized prawns of 106-12~ 
rom contributed to significant portion of the catch. Fresh 
recruits with modal size at 61-80 mm were encountered in 
r~y - June, Septe~ber - October and in Dece~ber. 
The size ranges of the species record.ed in the in-
shore catches was 112-185 rom for males and 104-210 8m for 
fe~les. Prawns below 135 mm were encountered in the fishery 
only in str~v numbers. At Man~~dy, the size nodes of the 
species in th€ beginning of the season were between 136 mm 
and ",45 rrLll for Dales and 146 and 160 T!lTI for femal es. These 
nodes gradually progressed as the season advanced and rea-
cher: 161-175 ITI~~ in. males and 185-200 nm in fet1ales by October. 
11. simil3.r patteT'n of size distribution of the species also was 
obscrve(~ in the fishery at Colachel. 
The monthly mean size of the species at ~Ianakl(Udy 
lake vA.ried be tween to 69.2 mID and 106.2 !llill in males and 
59.'0 m.m and 111.9 mm in females in 1972. In 1973, the 
80nthly Mean size in both the sexes was relatively laxger 
than that recorded in 1972. The highest ~ean size W2S 
recorded in June 1972. The annu~l Me~~ size was found to 
be 72.6 mm in males and 74.1 !!lIT! for females in 1972, while 
i t W.~,S a bout 76.0 nID for bo th the sexe s in 1 973. The average 
• 
, 
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annual mean sizes of this species in the marine catches at 
Manakkudy were 153.6 nun for males and 161.4 mm for females in 
1972 and 152.0 mm for males and 159.8 rom for females in 1973. 
At Colachel the mean sizes recorded were -always higher and 
the a.verage annual mean sizes were 157 .. 9 rom for males and 
166.9 mmfor females in 1972 and 154.5 rom for males and 
163.6 mm :to~ females in 1973. : At both ,centres the lowest 
monthly mean sizes (143.2 - 149.9 rom for males and 149.6 -
155.9 ~~ for fema~es) were record~d in May/Jun~ and the 
highest (170.9 - 175.3 mID for males and 181.6 - 191.7 mm for 
females) in November. 
I' 
. 13,.4.3 Age composition 
. 
on the basis of the growth rate observed in the es-
tuary, it is inferred that ·the juvenile population of the 
• 
estuary is composed of prawns between 7 or 8 months old. 
The bulk' of the marine catches is contri buted ' by the prawns 
belonging to first and second year classes. 
113.4.4 Spawning population 
.' 
The l!lin1n1um size of the mature female of P • .indicus ___ _ _ 0..0..-.;0 ___ _ 
recorded during the present observation was 150 mm. Off 
Manakkudy~.mature and s~ent-recovering prawns were encoun-
tered almost throughout the year, but their greater abundance 
was recorded in Febru.ary-April, July and November 1972, and 
February, April and October, 1973. At Colachel higher per-
centage of mature prawns was observed in May, September and 
November'; 19-72 and in June 1973_ The intensity of occurr-
ence of rna ture ' praJlJlS in 1972 and 1973 has revealed that the 
Epnwning has been nore successful in the former year. 
\ 
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13.4.5 Recruitment 
.. 
Peak recruitment of juvenile prawns was seen in 
Febru~ry-March and June--Julyin· Ma'18lckudy lake, but in 
lesser intensity, it --was also observ-ed in Qcteber and 
December. In the inshore ground~, recruitment of smaller 
individuals were generally observed durtns May and June. 
13.5 Cuddalore '.- Portonovo Region -
13~5.1 Sexratio • 
The populations of all the three commercially impor-
tant penaeid prawns, namely, M. dobson!, ~.monoceros and 
. 
P. indicus were predominantly composed of females. 
-
13.5.2 Size "composition 
The size of P. indicus ranged from 81 mm to 215 rom 
in the trawl catches. I"ajor portion ot the ca~ch was com-
posed of prawns belonging to 116-175 mm in fennles. Large 
sized prawns above 165 rom size were 'caugh~ in appreciable 
ntc-,ber during August to December. In males, ~he bulk of 
the ~opulation was contributed by indiviquals measuring 
between 120 mm and 160 mm. The meal1 size of the,· species 
was found to vary between 12.8.6 IID!1 and 179,.6" mIn for -females 
and 126.1 I!ll!l and 153.1· mIn fer males at CUddalore. In 
Porto Novo, i t waS fluctuating between 127.6 and 164.6 mm 
" . 
in f emal e s and 1 25 • 7 - 1 5 t .6 mm in rna] e s. ": 
The fishery of ,M. monoceros was supported by the 
pr~,~/,-ns in the size range of · 81 to 165 mIll; th~ small sized 
• 
1. 
• 
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prawns being predominant in the fishery of Aprtl-August • 
. 
The mean size of the species varied between 98.8 a~ and 
150.5 mm in females and between 85 mm and 135.8 mm,in males. 
Tae females caught from Cuddalore showed higher mean size 
while the males obtained fron Porto Novo generally had 
gr~a ter mean size than tho se froM Cuddalore. Thr fishery 
of Jl.1. dobsoni along Cuddalore - Porto Novo regioll was 
chiefly supported by the prawns of 61-110 rom size. Greater 
abundance of fel7k11es were generally seen between the size 
of 80-90 rom. Monthly mean size of the females was found 
varying between 74.3 and 101.30 mID and of the males 69.9 
and 38.3 mm. 
13.5.3 Recruitment 
Monthly lengt~ frequency distribution of P. indicus 
indicated that the recruitment of small prawns into the 
fisher,y generally took place during April-May, August-Sep-
tember and in Noveober-December. In the case of M. mono-
s F 
ceros it was recorded in March-I~y and October-Decenber. 
In M. dobsoni the recruitment of younger prawns extended 
_ ... -
fro~ April to July. A secondary period of recruitment was 
2.1so s(~en during Octo ber-December as in the case of M. 
monoceros. 
-
13.6 Madras region 
13.6.1 Sex ratio 
There waS a slight preponderance of fe~ales over the 
nales in the overall sex ratiO; the male to female ratio 
• 
• 
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being 1 :1.13. Females were more numerous than the males in 
16 out ' of 26 months. However, no seasonal trends in the 
fluctuations of the sex ratio ~'aEe noticed. In 1973 the 
sex ratio was in favour of males in the size range 111 to 
150 m~ while the fG~~les were predominant in the size range 
151-225 mm. In 1972 the males were dominant in the size 
range 106-140 mm and Rgain in the range 166-190 n~ while 
the females were predominant in the size ranges 141-165 mm 
and 191-225 mm. 
13.6.2 Size composition 
The size of P. indicus in the marine catch varied 
from 90 ~~ to 225 rom in the Case of females and from 90 -
200 rom in the case of males. During both 1972 and1973 
smaller size groups 110-160 mm in length do~inated the cat-
ches from January to June while large sizes 160-220 mm were 
dominant in Septe~ber and November. 
Tne mean size of P. indicus in the marine catch 
varied be~Neen 126.3 mn and 178.8 mm in males and between 
122.1 Pt17l and 193.5 mIn in females. The mean size was small 
(~r2und 130 mm) during March-~uy and high (177-194 m~).in 
September and November in both the years. The arillual average 
-~e3.n size in 1972 was 147.2 m.rn for males and 159 mIn for 
ferrnles, in 1973 the annual average mean sizes were smaller 
being 137.1 ~~ in ~ales and 143.5 m~ in females. 
P. indicus in the drag net fishery of the Covelong 
backwqters ranged in size from 35 ~ to 150 rom; the bulk of 
the catch being contributed by the prawns 65 rom to 115 ron in 
I 
• 
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length. When the bar was open (between November and. May) 
the modal size fluctuated between 61 rJ.::l and 90 InI!l. B~t 
after the closure of the bar (from June to October) the 
prawns increased in size and reaohed even 140 mm in length. 
The mean size of P. indicus in the Covelong backwater 
-. ----
fishery varied between 63.5 m~ and 146.7 mm; the higher 
mean sizes were observed during August to ~ctober when the 
bar was closed. 
13.6.3 Age Composition 
~IO nodal sizes were observed in most of the TIonths 
in the marine catch. The smaller size groups seen berHeen 
111-120 rnP.l and 151-160 rIr!l are less than one year old and 
the larger size groups between 175-220 mm are one to one 
and a half years old. The largest preJ~n obse~ved (225 rom) 
may not be mane than 2 years old. Except during Nove~ber 
1971 and September and November 1972 ~hen larger size prawns 
dominated the catch, the marine fishery was mostly made up 
of prawns 6-12 months old. 
Based on the high rate of growth of P. indicus 
observed in the Covelong backw~ters the juveniles forming 
the fishery are probably only 2 to 6 months old. 
13.6.4 Spawning population 
The spawning females were particularly abundant in 
Novc!Jbc1'" 1 971, ~Iarch 1 972, Septer1ber 1972 , February 1973, 
Jul:.? 1973 and NoveE:'1.ber 1973. It app€'ars that there are 
three spawning peaks in a year: FE·bruary-"Iarch, July-
3€Dtcmber and November. 
'. . 
. 
• 
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13.6.5 Recruitment 
13.6.5.1 Recruitment into narine fishery 
Table XXIX shows the spa""1l1ing peak, period of re'-
cruitnent, ~odal size of fenales ~t the time of ~ecruitm8nt 
into the fishery and the interval be~dcen spawning and 
recrui tnent. FrO!!) this observation, it I!l'\y be inferred tha t 
each spawning peak is followeQ by fresh recruits into the 
~rine fishery 5-9 months later. 
TABLE XXIX 
~----
Spawning peak and recruitment period of P. indicus 
----_.-
in the narine fishe~ at Madras 
.. 
-
-.. .to ...... ., 
Spawning peak PeriD(~ of Mod2.1 • Tirle inter-g;al SIze 
recrui tme nt at recruit- beuveen snawn-
. -
T1ent • and recruit-Ing 
(fema.les) ment 
-
~" ...... --..-..~-." ---....... ~.''''' .,...--
Ncvember 1 971 ADril 1972 
~ 
125 !.'lt1 5 nonths 
MB.rch 1972 Dec8:1ber 1972 135 mr.l 9 months 
S€nteraber 
... 
1972 March 1973 115 mI!l 6 ~onths 
H'e bru8.r\r 
, . 1973 October 1973 125 f.1JTl 8 nonths 
Julv 
v 1973 December 1973 125 !TIm 5 Llonths 
- -
ft:'" • 
-
13.6.5.2 ~ost-larval recruitnent into Ennore estuary 
To study the post-larval recruit~ent into the Ennore 
estuary, ~ speci~lly designed trawl type net W2S regularly 
oper~tec fr·:;m June 1973. The post-lnrvqe belonging to 5 
species of Pena8us and 2 spE.cies of Metapenaeus were recorded 
f~:):l the Ennore estuary. The nunber of post-larvae per 
~ :~ l21dar--'. h2.ul is gi'vcn in the Table XXX. 
-
. 
, 
Date 
8.6.73 
16.6.73 
22.6.73 
29.6.73 
10.7.73 
17.8.73 
30.8.73 
26.9.73 
23.10. 73 
3.11. 73 
26.11.73 
20.12.73 
3.1.74 
10.1.74 
23.1.74 
8.3.74 
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TABLE XXX 
-
~ber of post-larvae per haul in Ennore Estuary 
P. 
indi-
cu.s 
. 
• 
$ 
8 
42 
384-
8 
16 
156 
18 
15 
246 
201 
2 
35 
28 
17 
12 
... ~ 
P. 
mono-
ann 
-
-
4 
41 
-
-
20 
1 
3 
26 
53 
1 
7 
-
-
-
I ..... ___ t_ 
P. 
semisul-
catus 
-
-
4 
3 
-
1 
1 
-
-
14 
51 
-
-
-
-
-
• 
• 
·t 
n _ 
P. 
• • JaEo-
• nlCUS 
-
-
1 
-
-
1. 
-
-
-
1 
21 
38 
-
-
-
P. 
inerfii-
ens s 
-
-
-
-
-
-
4 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
M • 
dob-
• sonl. 
1 
-
. 
85 
-
-
-
360 
17 
-
-
75 
-
-
-
-
-
Mo 
mono-
ceros 
42 
8 
12 
-
-
-
20 
2 
-
10 
1.10 
16 
30 
-
-
-
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Post larvae of P. indicus were the nost common among 
those encountered in the estuary. They showed 3 peaks of 
abundance during JunG, August and NOV8~b€r 1973. FJst-
larvae of ~1. dobso,Ei were most cybundant in August 1973 and 
those of M. rnonoce~os in Nove~ber 1973. 
-- - -----
13.6.5.3 Yearly success 
Length frequency distribution of P. }ndicus indicated 
that larger prawns (1i year old) we~e scarce during 1973, 
while in 1971, and 1972 they were quite connon eepeci~lly 
during Nove~ber 1971 and S€~tember-Novembcr 1972. HJwcver, 
the rec~uitment duri:ng 1973 appeared to be stronger du-ri!lg 
rn.arch anr Octo ber. This \vas a.lso reflected in the average 
number 0 f P. indicus :per trawling hour which was 39 in 1 972 
md 59 in 1973. 
13.7.1 Sex ratio 
The monthly per8entage distribution of sex rRtio 
during the period u..11der report showed th2.t the females of 
ti. s:)n'J c~~ro~, and H. fi..9 ... ?§onl occur in slif,!htly higher per-
c8ntClge than l!lales in. the estuarine syste~ of this region. 
This observation 
backwaters where 
::,is tri buted. 
is contrary t;) tt.at rec crde~ in Cochin 
q'D0Cl.eS 
the sex r3. ~io of the seL 1b 1.1mos t equally 
13.7.2 Size composition 
C,) Tn...., 
-' r:.... ... ....l .... " 
Met~penaeus monoceros varied in length frox 30 ~n to 
in the bQCID~atcrs of this region. However, the bulk 
I 
t 
. 
l 
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of the c2tch Was conuosed of sM~ller prawns oeasuring 51 n~ 
to 65?EJ.. The mE.?.n size r€Jcorded for this species was 92 ITIrl 
and hence it ~ay b€ inferrec that the species migrated to 
sea at about this size.. The size ~;f ~,~. ~. Gbsoni ranged fron 
.. "...~ - =,.-~-
30 m:TI to 70 mm and i 1:S fishery ~Jas supported by the juveniles 
of 41-55 &~ size. 
13.7.3 Age composition 
The entire population of both the species was formec 
of juveniles belonging to O-year class. 
13.7.4 Spa~ming population 
No nature specimens were encountered from the B'lck-
water region. However, 
exa~ined f~om the trawl 
some of the snecimens of P. monodon 
~ 
catch obtained from the sea in 
Je..nua.ry 1974 were in mature stage. 
13.7.5 Recruitment 
Recruitment ai juveniles into the tac~/ater waS 
f :')und to take place throughout the year, but inte nsi ve 
recruitment was observed during Novenber-December for both 
the species. 
13.8 Puri region 
13.8.1 Sex ratio 
·The catches of r~n~eus ~er€,lic~~~ showed prepon-
der,3,J."'1 eC' ·Jf fen2.1es throughout the period except in July. 
Size-\.'isc analysis of' thE sex ratio distribution indicated 
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little variation in tte male to female ratio in the popula-
tion below 150 mm size, but above this size, females wore 
by far in excess of males. In:f. indicus preponderance of 
f€~ales was observed in the oVG~all sex ratio dist~ibution 
in t~e marine catches; but males were found to be dominant 
in tl~e lower size groups of 126-150 J1~. In the estu.s.rine 
catches the two sexes wore squally dist~ibuted. In the 
case of P. !,!Jgnodon fer18.1es 'Nere preCOP.1i!lant in the catches 
of both estuarine anc. ma:ri::.r~ region. Sir~ll_lA.rly, thE: popu-
lati on of ,'£1. affinis was also COrlpof;~'d largely by feI1ales. 
However, in the size group between 116-135 mm, males and 
fem,qlcs were represented in equal numbers. 
13.8.2 Size co~position 
The dominant size groups of P. merguiensis in the 
fishery of October to December was 161-180 I!ll1l. Smaller 
pr2.wns were seen to ~nter the fishery in J8~uary. The 
f; sherv of r. incticus in tr_e Chilka lake 'was supported by  _ .. ~~ __ _ 
.... 
the ~uv2ni.lcs ranging in sizG between 76 om anc .. 115 r:lI'!l. 
~;:'1en th2 fishery cO;J.i1cncsd in April J the dominant size 
grcup "'Tas observed at 85-90 r..-!i1, a:1o the prawns belonging 
to this groups incrc~~s€d in size and a ttaine d a s iZG of 
106-110 mJn in August. P:':'lJtlnS between 161 and 190 r.illl sizG 
cO:ltributed to the bulk of the catches in the marine region. 
In P. :nonod :>n, 
. - . 
by size groups of 125 
the lake fishery ~,as mostIy supported 
to 180 mm size, while in the narinc 
fishery, large sized prawns above 200 mfl size predcminatec. 
When the fishery for Me affin~ com..menced in Oct'Jber, 
the C~ tches 'N'ero m:linly donina ted by smaller sized pra'Nns 
( 111-140 :"1D) ; but fro'!} Dc Ce!!l ber to K'1.rch larger p raV1TIS 
\ 
l 
, 
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belonging to 141-155 mm size group 1\1ere caught in large num-
bers. During the off season, from June to September, the 
size of the species encountered varied from 136 to 150 rom. 
13.8.3 Age composition 
On the basis of existing knowledge on age of these 
species, it is possible that the juvenile population of most 
of these species in the estuarine fishery belonged to O-year 
• 
group, while in th~rine fishery, it was composed of 1st 
year and 2nd year groups in the case of P. me!guier~is, 
P. indicus and M. g!fh~is and late O-year and 1-year class 
• 1) d prawns ~n ~. mono on. 
~ 
13. 8.4 Spawning p opula t i8!1 
The spawning population of P. ~ergu1ens;s consisted 
of 1st and 2!2d year class pra\'lns. During the peak fishery 
season, maturLng and m~ture prawns dominated in the catches. 
All femqles above 175 rom size were either mature or snent. J . 
P. monogon attains maturi~ at a size of 240 mm. Major 
portion of the catches of the species was formed of early 
maturing ~~d illature females. Spent females were completely 
absent. In M. affi~!s the spawning population consisted of 
mainly of the prawns belonging to 1.st year class, and grea-
ter abundance of mature females were generally encountered 
in the size group of 146-160 mm. 
13.8.5 Recruitment 
Recrui tment of smaller indi'~iduals o:f P. merguie~sis 
a~l P. indicus in the marine fisher~y Was mainly recorded 
.. 
in January, while in the Case of M. affinis it was obse~ved 
-
in r"Tare h. 
• 
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In the Chilka lake, although recruitment of juve-
niles of J? indicus e..nd P. rnonodon was 0 bserved throughout 
the year, peak recruit~ent was found fran December to 
February. 
13.8.6 Movellent 
The juveniles of P. indiqus and P. monodon ~igrated 
from the lake to sea 8ainly during the monsoon months, 
June-September, when the salinity of the lake water was 
lowered considerably due to the heavy inflow of fresh 
water. The former species was also found to emigrate from 
the lake during November a~n Dece~ber. It has been observed 
that P. nonodon migrated to deeper waters of the sea for 
spawning. M. affinis generally noved to shallow inshore 
waters during January-March and sup~ortec a lucrative fi-
ehery during this period. However, in 1973, the species 
did not appear Li the inshore waters anQ consequently the 
fishery was a failure during that year. 
14 • GENERAL CONS IDERATI ON 
It is well known that the prawn fishery in al~ost 
all the regions is contributed by more than one species 
that coexist in the fishing grounds. The only region where 
the fishery is constituted by a single species is Kanyaku.-
mari District, but the fishery of tlnt area is highly sea-
sonal and lasts only for a brief period. In the multi-species 
fishery, each of the species has its o~n biological charac-
teristics, but the simultaneous occurrence of more than one 
snecies in space and time makes the dynamics of the fishery 
, 
• 
J 
J 
· 
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·"']ore complex. AI though broad delineation of succession of 
these specie~ in the fishery of each locality can be made 
out, the periodicity of their seasonal and annual abundance 
exhibit great variation. 
The catches of penaeid pr~wns in most of the centres 
are predo~inantly c6~osed of females. However, the ex-
ploited population of M. dobsoni at P&~aji, in most of the 
~onths is composed of 8ales, while at Ambalapuzha males of 
this species as well as P. stylifera are found in higher 
proportions in the lOVlsr size group s. 1',lhile the prepon-
derance of fer.l~~es in the !TI.2.rine catches can be linked wi th 
the reproductive activities of thepe spe'ci8s, the disparity 
observed in sex ratio in different size groups oay be due 
to the differential growth rate observed be~~een the sexes. 
One of the interEsting results that emerged out of 
the present investigations pertains to the age and growth 
of the penaeid prawns, particularly Fe, ~ndicus, M. do~soni 
and P. styli.fera. Earlier conception of the age of these 
speci~s was that these species have more than two years of 
life span. Hot-lever, the growth rate recorded at present 
for N. dobsoni, p. Stylifera and !'_~ indi~us at Ambalapuzha, 
for P. i~dicus at Colachel, ~~dras and Puri indicate that 
-
these species grow at a much faster rate than hitherto 
recorded anc. all ,these species live only for 2 years. 
Highest growth rate (24 mm/per month) W88 recorded for 
P. indicus in the ba~lMate~s of ~zdras. F~ster rate of 
• 
growth for J? styl:L~Gra and P. merguiensis has also been 
recorded at Panaji. 
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Preliminary investigations on mark-recovery experi-
ments carried out from Panaj i, Cochin and Madras, have shown 
that the local species of penaeid prawns have a restricted 
movement within the fishing ground and that they grow at a 
faster rate. However, further intensive studies and more 
data are necessary to evaluate thpir growth and migratory 
patterns. 
The bulk of the commercially important smaller species 
viz. M. dobsoni and P. st~lifera, is su~ported by the 7-12 
months old prawns anu that of the larger cpecies, P. indicus 
by the 7-18 months old prawns. In the estuarine fishery of 
all the centres, the population of ~. monoceros, M. dobsoni 
and P. indicus is composed of prawns below 6-7 months old. 
The spawning population of the smaller species is also com-
posed of O-year old prawns and of the larger species by the 
one year old group. These observations indicate that most 
of the species have a short fishable life span, during which 
period they grow fast and breed successfully and produce new 
generations which make up the fishery of successive seasons. 
Although fluctuations in the monthly prawn landings 
and catch-per-unit of effort of prawn are apparent in all 
the centres, the data do not show a regUlar declining trend. 
This indicates that the fluctuations in the landings cannot 
be attributed to the effort of fishing. The distribution of 
• 
size of most of the species and the index of their abundance 
by number in different months support this view. However, 
as the fishery is largely dependent on the population which 
is replenished every season by the surviving spawners and 
the subseouent recruitment of fresh broods into the fishable 
... 
, 
f 
• 
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stock, it is apparent that these biological features greatly 
cause the fluctuations in the landings. 
The data presented here · pertain only for a short 
per iod of two years, e.nd to make a proper assessment of the 
nature and extent of prawn resourcps of any region more data 
are required in vie~.'." of the complex nature of the fishery. 
However, the inforI!l2.tion gathered GO far and an appraisal 
of the fishery at various centres along both the coasts of 
the country indicate prospects of further development and 
exploitation of the fishery. 
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15. APPENDIX I 
Proceedings of the first Workshop on the All India Co-
ordinated Research Project on 'Studies.on marine prawn 
biologland resources' held at the Central Institute of 
Fisheries Qperatives, Cochin, in Harch 23 & 24, 1972. 
-- ....... ---~-- .. 
TECHNICAL PROGR.AMr-1E FOR THE CO-ORDINA~:U RESEARCH PRO,JECT 
ON MARINE PRAWN BIOLOGY Ar\TD IlliSOURCES 
Year and Centre-wise programme 
Centres: Cochin (Main Co-ordi~~ting centre), Bombay, 
Pana ji, Madras, eolachel, CUddalore, I'1ach ilipa tnam 
and Puri. 
I COCHIN 
-----------------------------------.------------------------1972 - 73 
1. Assessment of total commercial 
landings of each species o~ prawn 
fro~ the observation centres by 
statistically designed sampling 
proced.:lres. 
2. Assessment of tctal fishing effort 
in respect of prawn catch by follow-
ing statistically desi~ed procecures. 
3. Collection of biological data on dis-
tribution, weight, number, size compo-
sition, sex and maturity of each spe-
cies of prawn. 
-
4. Recruitment studies 
5. a) Arrangements for marking/taggIng 
of pra\'m~; experiments for D~lec­
ting suitable tag to be used. 
b) Intensive mEtrking/tagging of prawns 
to be commenced from April onwards: 
wide publicity to be given for the 
~8covery of marked/tagged prawns. 
1973 - 74 
Collection of data 
as in items 1, 2, 
3 ~~d 4 given in 
1972 - 73. 
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--.-.----------~------------- --.--------"- '.--- ' - -c.. oq:;.. ... ""'-
1972 - 7J 1973 - 74 
-----------.. -.------------------------
II BOMBAY, PANAJI A~ID MADRjtS 
1. Asses~ment of total commercial land-
ings of each species of prawn from 
the observation centres by statis-
tically designed sampling procedures. 
2. Assessment of total fishing effort in 
respect of prawn catch by following 
statistioally designed procedures 
3. Collection of biological data on 
distribution, weight, number, size 
composition, sex ~~d maturity of each 
speci es o,f prawn • 
•• Recruitment studies to be undert~~~ 
at the Madras Centre. 
, 
5. a) }xrangements for marking/tagging 
of prawns. 
b) Intensive marking/tagging of prawns 
to be commenced from April onwards; 
wide publicity to be given for the 
recovery of marked/tagged prawns. 
Collection of data 
as in 1 terns 1, 2 
and 3 given in 
1972-73. Item 4 
will be continued 
at'Madras Centre. 
III COLACHBL, CUDDALORE, MACHILIPATNAM AND PURr 
i. Assessment of total commercial land-
ings of each species of prawn from the 
observaticn centres by statistically 
designed 8Rmplip~ procedures. 
2. Assessment c,f total fishing effort in 
respe ct of p :~":nm Ca tch by following 
st2.tistic::tlly designed procedures. 
3. Collection of biological data on 
distribution, weight, number, size 
composition, sex ~~d maturity of 
each species of or~wn. 
• I 
Collection of data 
as in i tern 1, 2, 
and 3 given in 
1972-73. 
.. -
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Details of Tech!1P91 Progr_~~,Q~k p~ foJlawed at eac.,.l;l~..Qentre 
1. Assessment of total commercial landir~3: 
.Two observqtiorts will be ~qde in a week at each Centre. 
Gegx-wise fishi:r~ and catch details of the lar..dings will be 
recorded in the pres'Jri bed proforma. From this da t2., monthly 
es tim.q tion of species-\-/ise prawn C~ tches will be made. The 
da-t~, 'dill be maintained jn permanent registers in accordance 
v!i tL the prescri bed proforma. 
2. hssess~ent of total fishing effort: 
F.ro~ the datrt collected at the observation centres, 
the total fishing effort for each ge~r will be calcul~ted. 
FrOrI this, monthly assessment of the total fishing effort 
will be der·'ived. The data will be mctintnined in permanent 
registers in accordance l··'i th the prescri bed "proforma. 
3. Collection of biological data: 
Sufficient quanti ty of prawn to be collected by r ,'? .. no.om. 
f:< ,... .... . ,...., ./ t"-I " o I . 1, 0 u · , ~ ....... !, 1_ . c ... ·) 8n e.?"ch day of the observation from each centre, 2.nd 
dGt :~·oj, ~_e(; r]~ta on weight, number, size, sex and maturi ty of 
f: :'"~, ch 8~qeci c. S 2.11 the sample will be recorded in the presc-ri bed 
pr():f.'orIT1?. r·1GI:thly consolidated data will be maintained in 
DeTr.i ~>.nen t regis ters. 
4. Recruitment studies: 
Recruitment studies to be taken up at Cochin ard 
Madras. 
, 
r 
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5. a) Arrangements for marking/tagging of prawns and selection 
of suit~ble t~g/marks: 
All implements co~~ected with tagging/marking will be 
procured at all the tagging centres. Necessary hand-outs/ 
pamphlets for giving wide publicity to this programme will 
be prepared. Laboratory experiments will be carried out to 
determine ~ suitable tag to be used in the field and to per-
fect the tagging techniques. 
6.*b) Inten8ive tagging/marking and releasing operations 
of prawns: 
At least 5000 pr~wns belonging to a sL~gle species 
will be tagged/~qrk0d and released from the main Co-ordinating 
centre (Cochin) and from each sub-centre (Bombay, Panaji and 
l1adras). 'lide publi ci ty to the programme will be given in 
order to help the recovery of tagged/marked prawns. 
In the 3rd ye8X, the tagging/marking of prawns will 
be continued on other species. These species will be deter-
mined from the experience gained and the results obtained 
during the previous year. Publicity work for recovering 
tp..ggeo/'TIsrked prawns will be continued. 
*This programme ""ill be carried out 
at Cochin, Bombay, Madras and Goa . 
• 
.. 
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16. IJ'PENDIX II 
SPECIMENS OF HAND-BILLS DISTRIBUTED 
FOR PUBLICITY OF TAGGED PRAWNS 
1 
1 
. 
" 
--
· " 
· . 
• 
• 
, 
· --
1 
! 
t 
, 
f~ ~ If(T~ fq)~riif fl:~ {~~G~Gifl 
~fuij" l.CfUTT ~~~r 3f~Cfi CflTri;rT (lI't~) enG q tJf<r 
~ 
lfr:q'r art: 1'1 1 f{ Cf1 (utf r«roT tr 1!~ta ij')s~~r 3H~R' . 
atllvrT~ OTm ~l~T fqcan;lfHf ~lftifT \i{q' ij5:t;~ r ~~ 
"urr fq)~lu~ fur~ {f;tcc'Q'ctltq: a{q~ ~CfTit" 
t'\ 
mt:q cft t ~~' Cf I ifiQ~T I fq(i5l~r lfr~lTf~ ~q~~ 
qyft~ an~. 
a1('4~Q~ at"~QT ""~)~~! ifl ~)tTtft q~~ t~t 
un" ~q'(.(€U ~~.1 ~. ~ - 0 0 ~,"q ~~~ f~5 iIla'l~. 
~ ~itWf CIlT~~ lf~ ~ ~::rQ3 \s'R-~~ ij'~~TQ'T~f\~ 31Cf~1 ~T~. 3U1"UJ afi!"f 
.miGfT mur1 f~~1:JHT ~)c3~ft~ m~'Jf q (JlT~rfr~ ~tCTrJ ~r~f JiG:l ~)~~ arrfur ~~r 
tfR"T tOr~(fT 3n'l~lI'TgT=tf ~llTn: 3fT~. 
aHJR~r m~t~ ~ ~r~5tq-TaT 3Tl~(f . 
.... 
~) ij~;;s- ifft'f fCfi <rft'jf f(ij';f ~~ , '~T~' f;.ffi;~ . ij"t:t)~~. I'fUfjft, 
~) ~<n QUrr fCfi~ft~ h:«~ ~f~f~~~r ~oi ~C:~. llT~::r~, ~~~Tflf~) fifien 
atrn-=ilq, 
~) ~~~ lR);r fq)~rft~ f~«~ ij"if ("a~I~. £fiT~q 1(. 
't) ij-~~ q~)rr fqi~~r,jf f~ij"~ ~f~e~r!~ «~ ije~. 'qeifCiS. 
ij~w ll"{T;; fq)~r\t~ f\f[~ ~g ~~ if)~CfirU ctq-l~. liif~)~ - t. 
ij~~ 11ft;; fl1imT~ fm~ ij'q- ~~. cit~rqrWT ~~; ij"~ qT. ctl{.' "{14". 
~~ t· 
, 
ifitFI 'li1f~t=S at l~ aifil~~n~ f7n 
ije~ 1Rt;{ f~9~\~ f~,,:v 
~ 
TAGGED PRAWNS RELEASED! ! COLLECT RS. 3/-!! 
The Central Marine Fisheries Research Cen-
tre, Panaji has released a number of pra\vns mark-
ed with coloured plastic tags in the sea to study 
their movement and growth. Those \vho come 
across tagged prawns may please return to the 
nearest office of the Central Marine Fisheries 
Research Institute with details of place and date 
of recapture. 
For each tagged prawn returned with neces 
sary information, a stnn. (if R~. 3/- u'ill be paid. 
The success of this p:'oject deper. ds on public co-operation and any 
assistance rendered in returning the tagged prawns \vould help us in developing 
a policy of conservation and managem ent of natural prawn resources for the 
benefit of all. 
The contact address of the offices of this Institute in this region are: 
1. Central ~1nrine Fishf'r~(:> R, .::e .rC~l Centre, "DanIat" Bldg., St. Inez, 
Panaji-Coa. 
2. Survey Centre of the Central ~LLT~ne Fisheries Research Institute, ~"al-
\van, Ratnagiri or Alibag. 
3. Central 1-farine Fisheries Research Sub-station, Kanvar. 
4. ' Survey Centre of Central J\farir~ ~> Fisheries Research Inst!tute, Bhatkal. 
5. Central ~'larine Fisherie.i Researe;:t Sub-Station, Karkara Compound, 11:1n-
galore-I. 
6. Central ~larine Fisheries Research Sub-Station, 
Sir p. ~1. Road, Bombay-I. 
Botawalla Chambers. 
ludiaD Couacit of Agricultural RealHl'eh 
Central Marine Fisheries Reasearch 
Centre, P aDaji. 
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COLLECT RS· 3/_FOR TAGGED PRAWNS FOUND ~ 
Tile Cental Marine Fisberies Researeb IOltitute bas released a nomber 
of Prawns marked with coloor.. r-- ~ _____ LrN'TH rtm1i ___________ ~ 
ed plastic t.gs i 0 tbe sea to ~ ~ 
study tbelr movements Ind grow. t TA' ... .mL\lJnmUi I 
, . 
tb. Tbose wbo come across tag- t : 
ged Pr.wos may please returo. t ........,~~--~. ~--..~~~ ~ 
them to tbe nearest Office of the 
CeDtr.1 Marioe Fitleries Resea-
reb Institute witb details of 
place aad date of rrtapture. 
For each togged Prawn returned with necessory information .. a sum of Rs 3/-
will ~e paid. Re. 1/ .. will be given to the plastic tog without the prcwn, if returned 
with the required Information. When tags ore sent by post, please give the folloWing 
ir.formotion: 
• 
I Name and address of seneer 
2 · Place and date of coptule 
3 Net used 
-
4- Length of Prawn (in inches or em. measured as shown in figure) 
The success Of this project depends on publ,c co-operation and any ossistGnce 
rendered in returning the tagged prawns would help us ;n dfveloping (1 polley of 
COlIservation and m 1n 1gement of n ~tura' prawn resources for the bent{lt of all . 
• CODtact addr-esses: 
It Central ~1~Hine Fish-!ries Research Substation, 9, Commander-in-Chief Road, 
Egmore, M adras-8. Phone.. 812053. 
2. Survey Centre of the Central ~Iarine Fisheries Rese:uch Insti tute. Ramamoorthy 
Nagar, Nellore-3, (A. P.) 
3. Fjeld Centre of Central Marine Fisheries Reselcch Institute. Mababalipura~, 
Chioglepet. Dist. 
,. 
"" Survey Centle of Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute. CJo Direct'}c of 
Fisheries, Pondicherry. 
5. Survey Centre of Central Marine Fisheries Research lnstitute, 45, Kasukkadai Street, 
Cuddalore. O. T. 
Indian Council of Agricultural Researcb 
Central Marine Fisheries lleseareb 
Sob-Statioo, Madras-8. 
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